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Exhibit Re 19.9.3-(m)


I. Cases in Which 19.9.3-(m) was Found Against an Employee but not the
Institution


University of Pennsylvania (2020)


University of Houston (2019)


Seton Hall University (2019)


University of South Carolina, Columbia (2019)


Mississippi State University (2019)


DePaul University (2019)


University of Central Florida (2019)


University of Connecticut (2019)


University of Maryland, College Park (2019)


University of Missouri, Columbia (2019)


East Tennessee State University (2018)


University of Louisiana at Monroe (2018)


California State University, Sacramento (2018)


Prairie View A&M University (2017)


University of the Pacific (2017)


Sam Houston State University (2017)


Florida International University (2017)


Mississippi Valley State University (2017)


Southeast Missouri State University (2017)


California State University, Northridge (2016)
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Appalachian State University (2016)


San Jose State University (2016)


Jackson State University (2016)


The University of Southern Mississippi (2016)


Southeast Missouri State University (2016)


Saint Peter’s University (2016)


University of Louisiana at Lafayette (2016)


University of Hawaii, Manoa (2015)


California State University, Sacramento (2015)


Coastal Carolina University (2015)


II. Cases in Which 19.9.3-(m) was Found Against both an Employee and
the Institution


University of Pittsburgh (2020)


Georgia Institute of Technology (2019)


University of Oregon (2018)


Grambling State University (2017)


Lamar University (2016)


Southern Methodist University (2015)


Weber State University (2014)


Georgia Institute of Technology (2014)


Saint Francis University (Pennsylvania) (2014)
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Turner Sports and CBS Sports have the exclusive rights to license NCAA marks, tickets and taglines in
commercial promotions with respect to the NCAA championships and hold certain exclusive media rights in
the Division I Men's Basketball Championship. Turner and CBS will negotiate the NCAA's corporate
champion and corporate partner agreements.


If you are interested in becoming an NCAA corporate champion, corporate partner, or other NCAA
marketing rights sublicensee, please contact Katy Mollica at Turner Sports at 212-275-6762 or
Katy.Mollica@turner.com or Devron Edwards at CBS Sports at 212-888-3080 or dhedwards@cbs.com.
Turner and CBS can also provide information about advertising opportunities on the NCAA's digital
platforms such as NCAA.com.


Other questions about the NCAA Corporate Champions and Partners Program can be directed to Tiffany
Martin, Associate Director of Corporate Relationships at the NCAA, at 317-917-6823 or tmartin@ncaa.org.


The NCAA Corporate Champions and Partners Program, first introduced in 1984, is dedicated to excellence
and committed to developing marketing and promotional activities surrounding NCAA championships.
Some of America's top corporations comprise the program and emphasize the role of athletics and
academics in our society by supporting NCAA youth programs, student-athlete awards and honors, and
scholarship initiatives. Beginning in 2002-03, the program was restructured to consist of two specific tiers
of marketing and promotional rights -- Corporate Champions and Corporate Partners. Overall, the NCAA is


https://www.ncaa.com/news/ncaa/article/2011-02-25/corporate-champions-and-partners 2/5
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privileged to work with these outstanding corporate citizens that provide their commitment of dollars,


personnel and expertise to benefit intercollegiate athletics.


NCAA Corporate Champions and Partners Program supports all 90 NCAA Championships and are granted a


wide variety of benefits, including certain category exclusivity around use of NCAA logos, marks,


designations and championship tickets.


Through the NCAA Corporate Champions and Partners Program, these companies provide a direct, positive


impact on the academic and developmental opportunities afforded to over 460,000 NCAA student-athletes


each year. These Champions and Partners also help fans share in the excitement of NCAA sports - on the


field, hardwood, track, ice and everywhere else NCAA national championships are on the line. These


corporations are dedicated to emphasizing the role of athletics in higher education by supporting NCAA


programs throughout the year. These companies also support NCAA youth clinics and fan interactive


experiences.


Turner, CBS agree to eight-year extension:


In 2016, the NCAA announced an eight-year extension of its multimedia rights agreement with CBS Sports


and Turner. The new contract extends the agreement through 2032 and ensures that Turner and CBS


Sports will continue to manage and collaborate on the NCAA's corporate marketing program. Additionally,


Turner manages March Madness Live and NCAA.com, along with major events surrounding NCAA


championships, including the NCAA March Madness Fan Fest and Music Festival.


The toughest challenges remaining for the undefeated DII women's
basketball teams


The DI I women's basketball championship tournament is quickly approaching and two teams are looking to


complete a perfect 2019-20 season. Here's what remains on the schedule for those teams on their quest for the


fifth perfect season in history.


https://www. ncaa.com/news/ncaa/article/2011-02-25/corporate-champions-and-partners 3/5
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Iandgat3 Summation - Mr. Solowiejczyk


(Jury present)


THE CLERK: Please be seated, everyone.


THE COURT: Afternoon, folks.


The jurors and defendants all are present.


We are now going to hear closing argument, beginning


with the government.


Mr. Solowiejczyk.


MR. SOLOWIEJCZYK: Thank you, your Honor.


THE COURT: And let me just -- OK. You anticipated


me. Thank you. Go ahead, Mr. Solowiejczyk.


MR. SOLOWIEJCZYK: Good afternoon.


Ladies and gentlemen, you have now seen all of the


evidence. You have heard all of the testimony. And you now


know that these defendants are guilty. Guilty because they


funneled tens of thousands of dollars in secret payments to the


families of student-athletes to get them to go to


Adidas-sponsored schools. Guilty because they knew that those


secret payments made the student-athletes ineligible to


compete. Guilty because they knew that the universities never,


ever, would have issued athletic scholarships to those


student-athletes had they known about these payments. Guilty


because they went to great lengths to conceal and hide those


payments from the universities by arranging for envelopes


stuffed with cash to be handed off in New Jersey parking lots,


in Manhattan hotel rooms, by submitting bogus invoices to


SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C.


(212) 805-0300
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Iandgat3 Summation - Mr. Solowiejczyk


Adidas to paper over the payments, by routing the payments


through multiple bank accounts in order to make them harder to


trace, and by using secret second phones to further conceal


their involvement.


Guilty because at bottom, ladies and gentlemen, they


committed fraud.


Now, ladies and gentlemen, you've learned a lot about


the underbelly of college basketball over the course of the


past two-and-a-half weeks. You've heard about the five-star


recruits, the AAU basketball teams, the shoe wars, and the


black ops. But when you cut through all of that, when you get


to the heart of the matter, this is a very simple case. The


defendants caused lies to be told to universities. They caused


information to be provided to them that was false in connection


with these universities' decision to award athletic


scholarships. And as a result of those lies and that


concealment, universities provided athletic scholarship money,


actual money, to student-athletes who weren't even allowed to


compete in the sport for which they had received a scholarship.


If the universities had known about the defendants'


secret payment, they never would have issued those


scholarships, they never would have put themselves in harm's


way and risked NCAA penalties, fines, and forfeiture of


contests. You now know all of that as well, ladies and


gentlemen, and, more importantly, so did the defendants.


SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C.
(212) 805-0300
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Iandgat3 Summation - Mr. Solowiejczyk


In this country, when you lie to someone to get them


to part with their money, when you cause a university to issue


financial aid to students who aren't even entitled to it,


that's a crime. It's called fraud. And that's exactly what


the defendants did here. Because let's be very clear about


something, ladies and gentlemen, just because this case happens


to take place in the world of college basketball, it doesn't


mean that the same laws do not apply. They very much apply.


Plain and simple.


So, ladies and gentlemen, the purpose of this closing


statement is to walk through all of the evidence that proves to


you beyond a reasonable doubt that these defendants are guilty,


and that evidence in this case has been overwhelming. So I


want to start out by talking to you about the key reasons why


you know these defendants are guilty. So let's start with the


first reason.


You know the defendants are guilty because you know


that the defendants made these payments, secret payments, tens


of thousands of dollars, to the families of student-athletes in


connection with those student-athletes attending


Adidas-sponsored schools. You know this is the case from the


overwhelming evidence that the government has presented over


the past two-and-a-half weeks. Wiretap recordings, text


messages, bank records, phony invoices that were submitted to


Adidas, taken together they all show you that these defendants


SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C.


(212) 805-0300
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Iandgat3 Summation - Mr. Solowiejczyk


were each integrally involved in the payments to the families


of student-athletes.


I'm just going to walk you through very briefly,


ladies and gentlemen, that evidence right now.


So let's start by talking about the plan that Jim


Gatto, Merl Code and Christian Dawkins cooked up to pay a


hundred thousand dollars to the father of Brian Bowen to get


his son to attend the University of Louisville, an


Adidas-sponsored university. Ladies and gentlemen, you know


from all the evidence that we have presented to you exactly


what happened here. In May of 2017, Brian Bowen Junior still


had not decided which school he was going to commit to. And


Christian Dawkins seized on that opportunity. He knew that Jim


Gatto and Merl Code were willing to pay tens of thousands of


dollars to get Bowen to go to an Adidas-sponsored university.


So, Dawkins reached out to Merl Code and he asked


him -- this was in the text messages -- "Any Adidas schools


that make sense for Bowen?" that was May 18th of 2017. And as


you know from the text messages, Merl Code wanted to make sure


that Bowen went to an Adidas school. And he wanted to make


sure that Bowen did not attend the University of Oregon, which


was a Nike-sponsored school, as you heard. And as you know,


Nike was a rival of Adidas. You heard a lot about that during


this trial.


And Code said it himself in a text message to Dawkins


SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C.
(212) 805-0300
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Iandgat3 Summation - Mr. Solowiejczyk


a few days later. "don't send Bowen to Oregon. Call me."


Because the only reason Code was doing this was he wanted to


make sure that Adidas got top players going to Adidas-sponsored


universities.


In the days that followed, Christian Dawkins, Merl


Code and Jim Gatto struck a deal. A dirty deal. Bowen Senior


would get a hundred thousand dollars in four installments of


$25,000 each. These payments would be funded using phony


invoices that Merl Code submitted to Adidas and that Jim Gatto


pushed through at Adidas. And Bowen Junior would commit to


Louisville.


And you saw Dawkins tell Code himself, on May 30th:


Tell Jim. Let's get it done. I have to discuss with you the


set up in the a.m.


And you saw it the next day, Dawkins telling Code


again: The deal is pretty much done. Just need to get


everything lined up with Gatto and we can get scholarship


papers signed. I can hold off Oregon, I'm pretty sure.


And Code responded minutes later, on May 31st, that


the deal was set. It's done. We just need to get the letter


of intent signed, not just the scholarship papers.


And as you know, ladies and gentlemen, the day after


these text messages were exchanged, Brian Bowen committed to


Louisville and signed his Financial Aid Agreement.


You also know what happened next, ladies and


SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C.
(212) 805-0300
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Iandgat3 Summation - Mr. Solowiejczyk


gentlemen. As you heard from the wiretap calls that were


played for you during the trial, there were issues getting that


first $25,000 funded. The phony invoice that Merl Code put in,


it wasn't approved as quickly as Merl Code and Jim Gatto


wanted. And you heard Dawkins tell Munish Sood all about this


in a wiretap call on July 7th of 2017.


He told him that the payment was for Brian Bowen to go


to Louisville, and he told him that the first $25,000 was held


up. And so they had an ask. The ask was they wanted Munish


Sood and Jeff DeAngelo, Christian Dawkins' new business


partners, to front the first $25,000. And you heard the call


where Merl Code talked to both Munish Sood and Jeff DeAngelo


about that. And he, just like Dawkins, explained exactly what


this money was for, ladies and gentlemen. That's the next


exhibit.


He told them -- he told them that he was introducing


them to the shoe wars and how stuff happens with kids in


getting into particular schools, and this is kind of one of


those instances where we needed to step up and help one of our


flagship schools in Louisville, you know, secure a five-star


caliber kid. So obviously that helps, you know, our potential


business in terms of, in terms of Adidas.


And, ladies and gentlemen, you know what happened


after that. On July 13, 2017, Munish Sood met Brian Bowen


Senior in a parking lot in New Jersey, and he handed him an


SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C.
(212) 805-0300
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envelope that contained close to $20,000 in cash. Brian Bowen


Senior told you about that. Munish Sood told you about that.


And you heard about it in all the wiretap calls around that


time.


And, ladies and gentlemen, you also know that the


defendants were in the process of making the second $25,000


payment. You saw the second phony invoice that Merl Code


submitted to Gatto from the Karolina Khaos. But, ladies and


gentlemen, you know that payment never happened because before


the payment could be made to Bowen Senior, the defendants'


scheme was stopped dead in its tracks and they were arrested.


And, finally, ladies and gentlemen, when it comes to


the Bowen scheme, you know that Jim Gatto was integrally


involved in all of this. You know he was the one that was


approving the sham invoices to fund these payments. And you


actually heard Gatto, on multiple occasions, talking about the


details of the payments. And this is just one example where he


was talking to Merl Code, and he specifically acknowledged, he


asked Merl Code, "What do we do with Bowen? A hundred?" he


knows the amount of money they promised Brian Bowen. Just like


Code and Dawkins, he was integrally involved in these payments.


So when you take all of that together, there can be no


dispute that these payments happened and that Jim Gatto,


Christian Dawkins and Merl Code were involved in these payments


from the outset.
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Now, ladies and gentlemen, as you heard, the scheme to


funnel these payments to Brian Bowen's father, this wasn't the


first time that Jim Gatto had been involved in this. This was


not his first rodeo. In fact, you heard that he had been


involved in making very similar payments to the families of


other student-athletes to get them to go to other


Adidas-sponsored schools.


So, let's start with Dennis Smith Junior. You heard


about him. And TJ Gassnola told you all about this scheme. He


told you that he went down to North Carolina and made a -- and


gave $40,000 to Orlando Early, an assistant coach at NC State,


and that money was intended for Dennis Smith's father. And the


reason for the payment was because they were nervous that


Dennis Smith Junior wasn't going to actually commit to NC


State, that he was going to leave NC State.


And, Ms. Lee, if we could just go back to the previous


slide very briefly.


And what TJ Gassnola told you -- I'm going to walk you


through some examples of it -- it's corroborated by all of the


evidence that was presented to you. So let's walk through a


couple of those things.


He told you that he went down to North Carolina in


early November. Well, there is a credit card record from TJ


Gassnola showing that he went on a flight to Raleigh. There is


a bank record showing that a few days before that, he took out
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$30,000. And there are also wire transfers from Adidas that


came in around this time that total $40,000 and that were used


to fund these payments by Gassnola, to reimburse him for these


payments, as you heard


So you know that what TJ Gassnola told you is


corroborated by all of the evidence.


And you know that Jim Gatto participated in this


scheme to make payments to the Smith family. You heard about


it from TJ Gassnola, and you know it because the reason these


wire transfers were Adidas went to the New England Playaz, you


know why that happens. Because Jim Gatto is the one that


approves the sham invoices. That money doesn't get to the TJ


Gassnola without Jim Gatto approving it.


Ms. Lee, we can skip ahead to the phony invoices.


Go back one, Ms. Lee


One other thing you know, ladies and gentlemen, you


know that Dennis Smith committed to NC State less than two


weeks after TJ Gassnola made that payment, that payment that he


made with Jim Gatto. That was less than two weeks after he


made that payment. And that's no coincidence, ladies and


gentlemen.


So I want to also talk to you, ladies and gentlemen,


about another scheme that Jim Gatto was involved in.


You can move ahead a few slides, Ms. Lee.


And those are the payments to , the
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payments to  mother, of Kansas. And TJ Gassnola


told you about these payments. They total $90,000, and they


were made in multiple installments. And the first payment was


a $30,000 cash payment in Manhattan. Mr. Gassnola told you


that he met  mother, in a Manhattan


hotel room and gave her $30,000. And I want to walk through


why you know that that's what happened, because it's all


corroborated by the evidence.


So, going on to the next slide, Ms. Lee.


TJ Gassnola told you that he came to New York on


November 1,  to make this payment to . well, you


know he was in New York on November 1, . There is a


parking receipt. He parked his car in New York.


And who did TJ Gassnola call the same day that he made


that $30,000 payment to ? He called Jim Gatto.


Because that's who he was coordinating with when it came to


these secret underground payments, like the payment to


.


And Gassnola told you, when he testified, about the


conversations that he had with Gatto when it came to the 


 payment. He told you that: Sometime after, Jim and I


had conversations all the time. One of my conversations was


 family is in a good place.


And he told you what that meant. It meant that they


had gotten money from us and that they are in a good place. He
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told Jim Gatto that.


You also know, ladies and gentlemen, that one day


before TJ Gassnola made that payment on November 1, , you


know that he took $50,000 out of his bank account, out of his


New England Playaz bank account. That is one day before the


November 1st meeting. And you also know that that was money


that he had recently gotten from Jim Gatto at Adidas. You've


seen the phony invoice that Gassnola submitted, and which you


know Gatto approved, that was submitted shortly before this


payment was made.


And that phony invoice was dated October 15, . It


was for $50,000. And it was supposedly for basketball team


tournament fees. But, ladies and gentlemen, as you heard from


both Mr. Gassnola and from Ricky Robertson, who ran the


Karolina Khaos, basketball tournament fees range from $500 to a


thousand dollars. And everybody in the college basketball


world, in the grassroots world, knew that. So this phony


invoice that Jim Gatto approved, it was fake on its face. It


was pure fiction. It was pure bogus invoice. And there is no


way Gatto didn't know that when he approved it.


These phony invoice, ladies and gentlemen -- I'm going


to talk about them a little bit later in more detail -- they


are devastating evidence that Jim Gatto knew that what he was


doing was wrong. They show the length that Jim Gatto would go


to to hide and conceal the payments, and that's very, very
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important evidence that I am going to talk to you about in more


detail later.


And, ladies and gentlemen, you've also seen the wire


transfer record from Adidas in the amount of $50,000 on


October 21, , just a few days before Gassnola made the


withdrawal of cash to give to  


mother.


And all of this, that November 1st payment, once


again, just like the Dennis Smith payment, it comes right


before a very critical juncture, a very critical decision. And


what decision does  make? Well, on November 9,


, he commits to the University of Kansas. And that's no


coincidence either, ladies and gentlemen.


Ladies and gentlemen, we also showed you the other


phony invoices that were used in connection with the payments


to  mother. Again, tournament activation fees in the


amounts of $70,000, which were fake on their face and Jim Gatto


knew it. And you also saw, as Mr. Gassnola told you, when it


came to the last few payments, he got what he described as


lazy, and he sent a straight wire transfer to 


mother. And you saw evidence of that as well during this


trial.


So if you take all of that evidence together, ladies


and gentlemen, there can be no question that TJ Gassnola and


Jim Gatto were making payments to the mother of .
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And how else do you know that Gatto and Gassnola made


these payments to , his family? Well, remember


what Brian Bowen Senior told you. He told you that Dawkins


used the payments that Gatto had agreed to make to  to


drive up the amount that Gatto and Code were going to have to


pay to get Bowen Senior to commit to Louisville.


If we could just bring up that testimony, Ms. Lee.


He told you, specifically, that the number started


around 60 or 80 and then it rose to a hundred. And the reason


why? There was a player kind of similar to my son, I guess


that went to an Adidas school, Kansas, , and he


had gotten $100,000.


So, that's another reason you know that this payment


happened.


And, ladies and gentlemen, you also heard about --


from TJ Gassnola about the player named  and


payments to his guardian to get him to commit to the University


of Kansas. And you know that Gassnola and Gatto were planning


to make this payment before the charges in this case came to


light. TJ Gassnola told you about it when he testified. But


you also heard Jim Gatto and TJ Gassnola talk about that


payment in a wiretap recording, Government Exhibit 2. And you


heard Gassnola describing to Gatto exactly what he needed. He


told him: "I gotta send this guy another 20 grand out on


Wednesday because I gotta get him out from under this Under
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Armour deal, the deal he's got with this guy who was taking


care of him. He wants his money bank now because the kid


didn't go to Maryland. So I got to stay on top of that." You


heard that call between Gassnola and Gatto.


In that same call, you heard Gassnola tell Gatto about


accounting for what he referred to as the "underground stuff."


Jim Gatto knew exactly what that meant. The underground stuff


was these secret payments to the families of student-athletes


to get them to go to Adidas-sponsored schools.


And finally, ladies and gentlemen, you heard in


another wiretap call, on Jim Gatto's phone, that he was talking


about potentially making yet another payment to the family of


another student-athlete, Nassir Little, in connection with


seeking to have Nassir Little commit to the University of


Miami. Gatto and Code had spoken. Gatto -- Gatto knew that


they had another Louisville TJ situation except it's with Miami


this time. And you heard on the call Gatto ultimately did not


go forward with those payments. There was not budget for it,


among other things, as you heard.


But that's not the point. The point of these calls is


to show you how Gatto operated, and that time and time again he


made or contemplated making payments to the families of


student-athletes to get them to attend Adidas-sponsored


schools. That's what all the evidence in this case has shown


you.
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So, ladies and gentlemen, let me turn now to the


second reason why you know these defendants are guilty, and


that's the reason why the defendants made these payments.


Gatto and Code, as you've seen from the timeline of


events, they weren't just -- and Christian Dawkins as well,


they weren't just paying any parent of any player. They were


making payments to the families of specific players and for a


specific reason, players who they wanted to attend


Adidas-sponsored schools. And they made those payments at a


specific juncture, right around the time when the


student-athlete was deciding which college to attend. You saw


that from the timeline of events that we just reviewed. Time


and time again the payments were made shortly before these


student-athletes committed to attend Adidas-sponsored schools.


And Gatto and Code wanted these student-athletes to


commit to Adidas-sponsored schools because it was important to


them and their ultimate objectives to make sure that Adidas won


what the defendants called the shoe wars. They wanted high


school athletes playing on Adidas grassroots teams to go to


Adidas-sponsored schools and ultimately, when they turn pro, to


sign marketing deals with Adidas. Merl Code told you about


that himself during a meeting in Manhattan in June of 2017 that


we showed you a video of towards the beginning of this trial.


This is what Code said:


(Audio played)
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So, ladies and gentlemen, you know why Merl Code was


involved in making these payments. He said it himself. You


also know, ladies and gentlemen, why Christian Dawkins was


making these payments. He wanted to sign these


student-athletes, kids like Brian Bowen, to lucrative contracts


with his new sports management company when these players


turned pro. And he wanted to control these players from high


school to college and from college to the pros. And getting


them some money from Adidas to go to an Adidas-sponsored


school, that helped him in that longterm goal, because there


was no better way for Dawkins to ingratiate himself with these


families than to facilitate a $100,000 payment to them. That's


why he turned to Merl Code and Jim Gatto when it came to the


Brian Bowen deal.


Now, ladies and gentlemen, you also know that the


defendants are guilty because there is not and cannot be any


dispute that the defendants were not allowed to be making these


payments. Indeed, defense counsel told you themselves during


their opening statements, there is no dispute that these


payments were all are flagrant NCAA rules violations.


Mr. Gatto's attorneys told you this. Mr. Code's attorneys told


you this. And Mr. Dawkins' attorneys also told you that.


But more significantly, ladies and gentlemen, there


also can be no dispute that the payments that these defendants


were involved in, they made the student-athletes, whose
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families got those payments, ineligible to compete. And that's


a very important point


As you heard from each of the compliance officers that


testified during this trial, the players were ineligible


regardless of whether they had knowledge of the payments to


their parents. You heard that from each and every one of the


compliance officers. John Carns, from Louisville, told you


that. He told you that it didn't matter if the student-athlete


had no knowledge of the payment because regardless of whether


the student-athlete or their family member accepts a benefit,


the student-athlete is still culpable for that violation.


Carrie Doyle, from NC State, told you that. She told


you that a payment to the parent of a student-athlete could


affect the student-athlete's eligibility irrespective of


whether the student-athlete knew of the payment.


Jeff Smith, from Kansas, told you the same thing when


it came to .


So, these payments, they made these players


ineligible.


Ladies and gentlemen, you also know these defendants


are guilty because you know, from all the evidence and all the


testimony, that these universities would not have issued


scholarships, athletic scholarships, to these student-athletes


had they known about this. Because these universities don't


issue athletic scholarships to student-athletes that aren't
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even eligible to compete. And all of the evidence that was


presented to you, ladies and gentlemen, it shows you that these


schools, these large public universities that were actually


paying for these scholarships, they cared a great deal about


this. These universities cared enough that they employed teams


of professional compliance officers whose job it was to ensure


that the universities did not violate NCAA rules. And it was


their job to ensure that all the student-athletes that took to


court were actually eligible.


You saw that the universities had forms,


questionnaires, training sessions. They asked lots of


questions. And they had a right to expect honest answers,


ladies and gentlemen. There could be no reasonable doubt that


had these universities known of the payments, the secret


payments that these men made of tens of thousands of dollars,


the payments that render these student-athletes ineligible to


compete, these universities never would have issued these


athletic scholarships. Each and every university official who


testified during this trial told you that in no uncertain


terms.


John Carns, from the University of Louisville, told


you that. He told you that if he had known about these


payments to Bowen's father, he would not have -- they would not


have issued a scholarship, or they would have canceled any


scholarship that had been issued.
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The same is true for Carrie Doyle when it came to


Dennis Smith Senior. She told you that if they had found out


about these payments, they would have investigated the


information, and if it was true, they wouldn't have provided an


athletic scholarship to Dennis Smith Junior, or if he had


already gotten aid, they would have canceled that aid. And


Jeff Smith, from Kansas, he told you the same thing when it


came to .


And, ladies and gentlemen, I'm going to ask you at


multiple points during this summation to use your common sense,


and my colleague, Mr. Mark, asked you to do the same during his


opening. Use your common sense when it comes to this point.


You heard that these athletic scholarships are highly coveted.


Each university only was allowed to award 13 athletic


scholarships every year. So, why would a university waste a


scholarship on a student-athlete who wasn't even eligible to


compete? The answer is simple. They wouldn't.


Ladies and gentlemen, you also know these defendants


are guilty because you know that the information that was


provided to these universities, it was false. . There can't be


any dispute about that either. And that was crucial. That was


the whole point of these defendants' scheme. To make their


scheme work, for the players to ever get on the court wearing


that Adidas Jersey, the defendants knew full well that these


universities had to be lied to, because each of these
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universities required their student-athletes to complete


numerous forms in which they represented that they were


eligible to compete. And when it comes to the student-athletes


we are talking about in this case, that simply wasn't true. It


wasn't true because of these defendants, because of the secret


payments that these defendants had made to the parents of these


players. Those payments made these players ineligible to


compete.


Every single student-athlete was required to complete


the same form. It was called the student-athlete statement,


and you saw it multiple times during the trial. And I'm just


going to put up Brian Bowen's form. But all the other


players -- Dennis Smith,  -- they all filled out


the same form. And as you know, Brian Bowen signed this on


June 9th, just a couple of days after the dirty deal was


struck.


And I want to focus you in particular, ladies and


gentlemen, on the section of this document that's called the


"Statement Concerning Eligibility," which sort of speaks for


itself. The point of this part of the document is that the


player is certifying their eligibility.


And I want to take a moment, ladies and gentlemen, to


just walk you through this form in a little bit of detail, and


to remind you what the compliance officers, who are versed in


these topics and these forms and rely on them and have -- deal
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with these issues all the time, what they told you about the


meaning of these forms and what these forms meant to their


universities.


So, Carrie Doyle told you exactly what the athlete


certifies in this section of the student-athlete statement.


The words on the form mean exactly what they say. In this


form, the student-athlete certifies that they're eligible for


competition. Ms. Doyle was asked what Dennis Smith was


representing in this section of the document, and she told you


that he is eligible for competition. Pretty basic point.


And you know, ladies and gentlemen, when these


student-athletes certify that they were eligible, in reality


they weren't.


In the student-athlete statement, the student-athlete


also certified that all information provided to the NCAA, the


NCAA Eligibility Center and the institution's admissions office


is accurate and valid, including ACT or SAT scores, high school


attendance, completion of course work and high school grades,


as well as your amateur status. And John Carns, from


Louisville, explained to you what this section of the form


meant. He told you that the NCAA Eligibility Center, he told


you about that during his testimony, and that the purpose of


the NCAA Eligibility Center was to make an initial


determination if student-athletes were eligible. That was the


point of the NCAA Eligibility Center.
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And he told you that the representation about amateur


~ status, it's what all these witnesses have been talking about


all the trial. Avery basic concept. That when you're an


amateur athlete, you can't get paid to play and neither can


your parents.


And turning to the next portion of this form, just a


few lines down, the student-athlete also represents on the form


that they've reported to the director of athletics, or his or


her designee of your institution, any violations of NCAA


regulations involving you and your institution. Well, ladies


and gentlemen, that wasn't true, either, when it came to these


student-athletes, because all of them had been involved in a


violation of NCAA rules due to the fact their parents took


money and none of them had reported any such violations at the


time they signed the form. That is yet another statement in


this form that is not true


And let me direct you finally to the statement at the


bottom of the form which tells the player that they are


affirming that they understand that if they sign this statement


falsely or erroneously, they violate NCAA legislation on


ethical conduct and can further jeopardize their eligibility.


Ms. Doyle, who, as she testified, had worked at the


NCAA for years and had worked there as a compliance officer for


years after that told you about the significance of this. She


told you that it didn't matter whether the student-athletes
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~ knew the form was false at the time they completed it. It


doesn't matter. Providing false information on this form,


that's yet another separate violation and that can also


jeopardize your eligibility. So this section of this


student-athlete statement, the point is it contains multiple


statements that are demonstrably false. And the reason the


information provided on the forms were demonstrably false is


because of these defendants and their secret payments.


Now you also heard, and you saw, that these


universities require the student-athletes to complete other


forms in which they made additional representations about their


eligibility, in compliance with NCAA rules. I am just going to


go through a few of them. I am not going to try to put you to


sleep with these forms.


But if you take a look at the Financial Aid Agreement,


this was the one signed by Brian Bowen. In it, he indicated


that he understood that his scholarship could be immediately


reduced or canceled at any time if he rendered himself


ineligible for intercollegiate competition. And John Carns,


the compliance officer from Louisville, told you exactly what


could cause him to be rendered ineligible from intercollegiate


competition -- not meeting NCAA amateurism or academic


requirements, not being admissible to the institution.


You saw that NC State had numerous forms above and


beyond the Financial Aid Agreement and the student-athlete
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statement that Dennis Smith Junior completed, and those forms


were also filled with information that was false because of the


payments that Jim Gatto was involved in. And this form says it


itself. He represented that he had not been involved in a


possible violation of NCAA rules. Obviously, ladies and


gentlemen, he had been because his father had taken money.


That was because of Jim Gatto.


And, finally, there were the Kansas forms, and they


also had a Financial Aid Agreement that contained similar


representations that  made in connection with his


getting a scholarship at Kansas.


And, ladies and gentlemen, there can be no serious


dispute that the universities relied on the answers that were


provided on these forms. Every single compliance officer told


you the same exact thing: If these payments had been disclosed


on the forms, the universities never would have issued the


scholarships.


Ladies and gentlemen, let me say one other word about


these forms, briefly. To be clear, the defendants did not


themselves make the misrepresentations to the universities that


are on these forms. They didn't themselves complete the forms.


That's obvious. But that isn't the question. The question,


ladies and gentlemen, is whether the defendants willfully


caused false certifications to be made. And, ladies and


gentlemen, of course they did. Because they knew these forms
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were going to be completed by the student-athletes. They knew


the universities were going to ask these questions regarding


eligibility, because every university does, and by their


actions, by their payments, they caused the answers to those


questions on those forms to be false. In short, they caused


false representations to be made to the universities.


And, ladies and gentlemen, the defendants of course


knew that the student-athletes and their parents would provide


false information. And you don't have to guess as to this


point, because you heard, for example, that when the University


of Kansas started investigating  eligibility and


certain payments that involved TJ Gassnola to the mother of


 , you heard exactly what 


 did and you saw it in the text messages, as well. She


what Jim Gatto and TJ Gassnola expected she would do. She lied


about those payments. And as you saw from the text message


exchange between  and her son, she instructed her son


to lie as we11. She told him: "you don't know, you don't


know. I don't care what they say to you. You don't know."


And  responded, "Got you."


Ladies and gentlemen, you also know that the


defendants are guilty because you know that the defendants'


conduct caused the universities harm. The universities were


harmed in two distinct ways. First, they were deprived of


something of value, namely, the money used to fund these
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athletic scholarships. The scholarship that Louisville issued


to Brian Bowen, for example, consisted of approximately $40,000


in aid. That's actual money that -- that's actual money that


went out the door. This is Bowen attended summer school. He


ate food. He lived in a dorm. Real costs the University of


Louisville bore under the false impression that Bowen was


eligible to receive an athletic scholarship when he wasn't.


The same is true for , Dennis Smith and 


.


But there's a second kind of harm that these


defendants exposed these universities to as well. Because as I


expect Judge Kaplan will instruct you, a victim can be deprived


of money or property when it is deprived of the ability to make


an informed economic decision about what to do with its assets


in a way that could have caused or did cause tangible economic


harm to the universities.


And Judge Kaplan is going to instruct you on the law,


and his instructions govern and you should listen carefully to


those instructions.


But, ladies and gentlemen, you know that's exactly


what happened here. Because as you heard, issuing a


scholarship to an ineligible player, allowing an ineligible


player to compete for the school, it exposed the universities


to the very real risk of fines and other penalties that could


be imposed by the NCAA. You heard about this from the
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compliance officers who testified. Carrie Doyle, from NC


State, told you all about the types of penalties that could be


imposed. There could be financial fines, recruiting


restrictions, scholarship reductions, post-season bans. They


can be forced to forfeit games and vacate records. And if a


student participated while ineligible during an NCAA


championship post-season, the institution might be required to


return revenue that they had received from the NCAA in


connection with that NCAA champion play. So, these penalties


aren't hypothetical.


And as you heard through a stipulation that all of the


parties agreed to, a rogue employee at the University of


Louisville engaged in rules violations back in 2010 through


2014. What was the result of that? Because Louisville had


played athletes who turned out to be ineligible, Louisville was


stripped of its 2013 national championship and it was forced to


forfeit approximately $500,000, and those are among other


penalties that were imposed.


And you also heard that if a school is already on


probation at the time another violation occurs, like Louisville


was, that's an aggravating factor that can mean even more steep


penalties for the school. Carrie Doyle explained that to you


as well during her testimony. She told you about how being on


probation could be an aggravating factor for the NCAA


So that's a long way of saying that this is why the
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universities cared about this, ladies and gentlemen. They


cared because they had no choice but to comply with these


rules. They could not and would not issue a scholarship to an


ineligible athlete like Brian Bowen because they didn't want to


run the risks of being exposed to these kinds of harms.


Now, ladies and gentlemen, you also know that the


defendants are guilty because you know that the defendants knew


all of this, everything that I just went through. They knew


these payments weren't allowed. Dawkins and Code told you that


themselves in recorded telephone calls and in recorded meetings


that you heard. Christian Dawkins said it very simply.


(Audio played)


And, ladies and gentlemen, you also know that


Christian Dawkins and Merl Code, as well as Jim Gatto, men who


were steeped in the world of college basketball, they knew that


these universities had professional compliance departments, and


what they were trying to do is get around those people. You


actually heard Mr. Code and Mr. Dawkins talk about this during


a recorded meeting in New York. Merl Code talks about how


people can start asking questions, you know, folks, you know,


compliance officers at the schools. I mean, I was getting


calls when he -- Christian Dawkins -- showed up at Clemson, I


was getting calls. Why is he here? They were calling to me.


I guess he's down there recruiting. I don't know.


So, it's no secret to these defendants that there were
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these compliance officials at these universities whose job it


is to ensure that these universities comply with NCAA rules.


Everybody knows that in the world of college basketball.


And the defendant also knew that if the payments were


discovered, the student-athletes would be deemed ineligible and


they would never get the scholarship. And the defendants,


ladies and gentlemen, they knew that the student-athletes would


have to complete and submit paperwork to the universities in


order to get that athletic scholarship. Of course they knew


the answers would be false; I've explained to you why. And


they knew false answers had to be provided because if they


weren't, the entire scheme would go up in smoke if these


payments were disclosed. The student-athlete would be deemed


ineligible. They wouldn't play in college. And as you heard,


that would greatly diminish their ability to ultimately get to


the pros.


And you know that as well from the defendants' own


words. Just going back to some of the text messages I showed


you a little bit earlier about Brian Bowen's commitment, when


Dawkins tells Merl Code that Bowen has decided to commit to


Louisville, what are the next words out of Dawkins' mouth?


What's the obvious next step that has to happen? "just need to


get everything lined up with Gatto and we can get scholarship


papers signed." "Scholarship papers signed." Because


everybody knows that that's the next thing you have to do if
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you're committing to a university. These defendants knew that.


And Merl Code responded that he understood the same.


"We need to get the letter of intent signed, not just the


scholarship papers."


So these defendants knew very well -- you can see it


in black and white -- that Brian Bowen would be submitting


paperwork to get the scholarship, and of course they knew the


information regarding his eligibility would be false.


You also know that the defendants knew about the risks


that their conduct imposed upon the universities. They were


steeped in and knew an awful lot about the world of college


basketball, in grassroots basketball; that's become clear


during this trial from all the calls you heard and from all of


the testimony


And anyone who worked in college basketball knew that


payments of tens of thousands of dollars to the parents of


student-athletes in connection with their children attending


Adidas-sponsored schools could result in serious trouble,


serious problems for the universities.


And, ladies and gentlemen, there's been very little


evidence that the universities wanted to take on any of those


risks. To the contrary, every university witness told you


exactly the opposite, that they had no desire to take on


players who were ineligible and could lead to penalties for the


universities.
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And TJ Gassnola, another member of the defendant's


conspiracy, he told you that himself. He was a consultant for


Adidas, just like Merl Code, and he knew that the secret


payments that he and Jim Gatto were funneling from Adidas to


 mother could spell big trouble for the


University of Kansas if those payments ever came out. He knew


that NCAA sanctions could be imposed. He told you that himself


when he testified. He was asked, "Would did you expect could


happen if these payments weren't concealed well?"


"They would lose their eligibility, people would lose


jobs, and Kansas could have sanctions laid on them from the


NCAA."


And given the testimony you heard from the compliance


officers, ladies and gentlemen, that makes good sense, because


if the payments were discovered, there can't be any real


dispute that these universities were exposed to the risk of


serious harm. The defendants knew that at the time they made


these payments.


so, ladies and gentlemen, I now -- I want to turn to


what is a core issue in this case. Did the defendants, in


making these secret payments, and knowing the universities


would be misled and knowing the universities would issue


scholarships based on false and misleading information, did


they do all of that with the intention of defrauding the


universities? Of course they did. I expect Judge Kaplan wi11
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tell you that a person acts with a specific intent to defraud


when he acts with the intent to deceive and for the purpose of


depriving the relevant university of something of value.


Now, ladies and gentlemen, you know the defendants


intended to defraud. You know that in two ways. First, they


deprived the universities of the value of the scholarship, and,


as we discussed, tens of thousands of dollars went out the


door. And, second, they also deprived them of the ability to


make an informed economic decision about what to do with their


money or their property, that is, who to award scholarships to


in a way that could have caused or did cause tangible economic


harm to them.


Ladies and gentlemen, when you consider all of the


evidence in this case and you apply the law to that evidence,


there is only one logical conclusion to be drawn -- that the


defendants intended to defraud the universities.


So, how do you know that? You know that because it


was the entire point of the defendants' scheme. They had to


hide and conceal these payments from the universities, from the


NCAA, and from the outside world. Because the defendants knew


that if the universities found out about these secret payments,


their whole plan was going to be ruined. Kids wouldn't be able


to play in college, wouldn't wear the Adidas brand on national


TV. It would be far more difficult for them to ever make the


pros and sign those lucrative contracts with Jim Gatto and Merl
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Code of Adidas. You heard that from Munish Sood and also the


signed lucrative contract with Christian Dawkins' management


company.


You heard that from Munish Sood, TJ Gassnola and from


Brian Bowen Senior, how important it was for these kids to play


in college if they were ever going to make it to the NBA, where


the defendants really hoped to cash in on them.


And, ladies and gentlemen, I'm going to walk you


through the many different ways that these defendants sought to


conceal what they were doing from the universities. As you are


evaluating whether the defendants had the intent to defraud


these universities, stay focused on this evidence.


(Continued on next page)
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MR. SOLOWIEJCZYK: Because the lengths these


defendants were willing to go to, to hide what they were doing,


it te11s you an awful lot about their intentions. And the fact


that these defendants tried to conceal what they were doing


from the outside world tells you something else that is


important. It tells you that they knew what they were doing


was wrong. Because when people know that what they are doing


is wrong, they try to hide it. And that's exactly what they


these defendants did.


So what did the defendants do to conceal their scheme


to make payments to the families of student-athletes? Well,


they paid in cash so the payments would be harder to trace.


They used phony invoices to paper over the payments. They


routed the money through multiple bank accounts to further


conceal the payments. And they took other steps to conceal


too, which included, among other things, using secret second


phones -- bat phones.


Let's talk about each of those one at a time.


So as you saw during the trial, the defendants made


payments to the parents of student-athletes almost exclusively


in cash. Why? Because when cash is used, the payments can be


more easily concealed.


Merl Code told you this himself in his own words.


When he was asked by Jeff DeAngelo and Munish Sood about how


they recommended that they make the $25,000 payment to Bowen
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Senior, here is what he said.


He said," I would suggest, I would suggest, for


cleanliness and lack of questions, I would always assume cash


is better. Right?"


"Cleanliness and lack of questions." In other words,


pay the money in cash so that it's clean and so no one can ask


any questions about it later.


Because Merl Code, Jim Gatto, and Christian Dawkins


knew very well, ladies and gentlemen, that they were not


allowed to be making payments to Bowen's dad to get his son to


go to Louisville. And they knew that for this scheme to


succeed, they absolutely had to conceal that payment in every


way that they could, and that included making the payments in


cash.


Ladies and gentlemen, you also know that the


defendants created and approved sham invoices. These sham


invoices were meant to conceal the true nature of these


payments. You have seen a number of these bogus invoices


already during this summation. Jim Gatto at Adidas approved


and pushed through invoice after invoice, for things like


tournament fees or travel expenses. He and the consultants who


worked for him, men like Merl Code and TJ Gassnola, worked to


create and approve bogus, phony invoices prepared for expenses


that were pure fiction. Totally invented expenses.


Let's take a look at an example. On June 5, right
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around the time that the deal was struck to send Brian Bowen to


Louisville, Merl Code submitted a phony invoice to Jim Gatto


for $25,000 from the Karolina Khaos that was supposedly for


travel team expenses.


But, ladies and gentlemen, you know what this payment


was really for. It wasn't for travel expenses. You heard that


from Ricky Robertson, and you also heard that in all the


wiretapped calls. It was the first $25,000 that Gatto, Code


and Dawkins had promised to Bowen Senior to get his son to


commit to Louisville.


This is one of many phony invoices that you saw during


this trial, and you saw, among other things, a chart of all the


various invoices that had been approved when it came to the New


England Playaz, which totaled a very substantial amount of


money, ladies and gentlemen, over $700,000 in invoices that


were approved.


The invoices that Jim Gatto was approving that had


fake expenses on them, and that he was pushing through, they


were to fund dirty payments, underground payments, to the


families of student-athletes in connection with their decision


to attend Adidas-sponsored schools.


And, ladies and gentlemen, you know that Merl Code and


Christian Dawkins were in on this too. They were active


participants in the plan to push through phony invoices at


Adidas to fund their underground payments. Merl Code explained
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the whole thing to Dawkins in a wiretap call that you heard


during this trial.


Dawkins asked him, "Gatto wasn't put on the books, was


he?"


And Code said, "Yeah, I think he was. But I think he


was doing it as a payment. He's doing it as a payment to my


team, to my organization. So it's on the books, it's not on


the books as what it's actually for."


That says it all, ladies and gentlemen. Why the fake


invoices? Because Jim Gatto, Merl Code, and Christian Dawkins


knew that they had to conceal these payments from everyone, and


that included concealing it from the universities and from the


NCAA. And this scheme wouldn't have worked if they didn't


conceal it. So they also had to be sure that they concealed it


on the books of Adidas.


Gatto knew that he couldn't possibly have any record


of these payments on Adidas's books. He couldn't leave any


trace of the true purpose of these payments. Otherwise the


whole scheme was going to be foiled. More lying, more deceit,


more concealment by these defendants of what they were doing


because they knew what they were doing was wrong.


Ladies and gentlemen, you also heard about the


defendants' efforts to conceal these payments by routing money


through multiple accounts. Adidas did not simply write a check


to Brian Bowen Senior or send a wire directly to him. You know
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that. And the reason the money was routed through multiple


bank accounts before it made its way to its actual intended


recipient is simple. The defendants wanted to make these


payments harder to trace. So if anyone ever came looking or


asking any questions, it would harder to tell where the money


was coming from and where it was going to.


So let's look at the first payment to Bowen Senior as


an example. What Gatto, Code, and Dawkins did was try to


conceal that payment by routing it through multiple bank


accounts. You saw this in the financial records and you heard


about it in the testimony of Ricky Robertson, who is the head


of the Karolina Khaos amateur basketball team, and he


controlled the Karolina Khaos bank account. And his account


was used to route payments to Brian Bowen unbeknownst to him.


So you saw that, first, there is a $30,000 wire that


was sent into the Karolina Khaos account from Adidas. And that


was supposedly for some of these bogus expenses that we have


been talking about. And that was on August 1.


Then you saw that same day, Ricky Robertson cut a


check to Christian Dawkins in the amount of $25,000, which he


labeled as consulting fees. And Mr. Robertson was asked why he


wrote consulting fees on this check. Because Merl Code asked


him to.


That was just another way these defendants were trying


to conceal what they were doing, by mislabeling these checks.
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Because as you heard from Mr. Robertson, Christian Dawkins


never did any consulting work for the Karolina Khaos basketball


team.


And as you know, the plan was that Dawkins would


withdraw the funds from his bank account and give them in cash


to Brian Bowen. There were multiple steps to these payments,


they went through multiple accounts, and the reason for that


was simple. It was because these defendants were trying to


hide the fact of these payments, and they went to great lengths


to do that.


Ladies and gentlemen, you also heard about how Brian


Bowen Senior and Christian Dawkins used second phones to


communicate. When they were talking about these prohibited


payments, they often switched over to their secret phones


which, as Brian Bowen Senior told you, they called "bat


phones."


This is but one example. Bowen said to Dawkins, "Let


me use the other phone." Then he said, "I don't call from my


other phone. I answer it, but I don't F with this phone. I


don't trust this phone."


"A11 right. Hold on."


Then they switched over to their bat phones.


And Bowen told you why they were using bat phones when


he testified. And you know why, ladies and gentlemen. Why did


he use a bat phone to talk about the subjects of these
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prohibited payments? Because, he told you, "it wasn't


connected to my name. I mean, if you're doing something wrong,


you don't want be connected to your name."


That's why Christian Dawkins had a second phone too.


And Dawkins and Bowen weren't the only ones with bat


phones. Merl Code referred to having his own bat phone, as you


saw in text message that he sent to Chris Rivers at Adidas. "I


am hitting you from the bat phone."


The defendants Christian Dawkins, Merl Code, they were


using bat phones for one reason, and one reason only. Because


they wanted to hide what they were doing from the outside


world. People who think that everything is on the up-and-up,


they don't have second and third phones, they are not switching


calls over from one phone to another. This is what people do


when they know what they are doing is wrong. And they wanted


to be sure that they didn't get caught. Because they knew they


weren't allowed to be making these payments. And they knew


that if these payments ever saw the light of day, this whole


scheme that they cooked up, it was foiled. The universities


would declare the players ineligible. No big profits for the


defendants.


Ladies and gentlemen, as if that weren't enough


evidence of the lengths these defendants were willing to go to


to conceal their wrongful conduct, there is more. Because you


heard the defendants in their own words, time and time again,
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talk about their suspicion and their concerns. Because they


knew what they were doing was wrong, and they knew that only a


very small circle of trust can know about these secret payments


to the parents of student-athletes. A need-to-know basis.


So I am just going to walk through one or two examples


of that, ladies and gentlemen.


You know that Dawkins and Code began, as you heard in


the call, to have suspicions about Dawkins' new business


partners, Jeff DeAngelo and Jill Bailey, who, as you heard,


turned out to be undercover FBI agents. And you saw in one of


these calls, Code telling Dawkins, "You've got to be extra


cautious about who you're associating with. That's why I am on


this whole work. They ain't cutting me no checks for S. They


gonna pay you and you gonna pay me."


In that same call, Code advised Dawkins, "Like, you


and I need to protect ourselves, man. I'm saying this just as


a guy who's real skeptical about this S. You and I need to get


some background information on Jeff and his chick."


Why all these concerns about Jeff and Jill? Why all


these suspicions? They also talked in this call, as you may


recall, about hiring private investigators to look into them.


Why do Code and Dawkins need to know who they are dealing with?


Because they know these payments that they are engaged in, they


are not supposed to be doing it, and they know they need to be


extra careful. If Dawkins and Code were engaged in a business
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venture that was totally on the up-and-up, would they be


talking about hiring private investigators and looking into


these people and being skeptical, and all the other things they


talked about in this call? No, they wouldn't, ladies and


gentlemen.


You also heard Dawkins talk about his concerns and his


efforts to hide what he was doing in yet another call. This is


a call with Munish Sood, and it occurred on the same day, a


little bit before Christian Dawkins was going to send an e-mail


to Jill Bailey, a new business partner, and Munish Sood. And


that e-mail, as you saw, contained the names of various players


and the amounts of money that Dawkins was planning to provide


to them or their families or handlers. And one of the players


discussed here is Brian Bowen. That's what this whole e-mail


is full of.


And you heard in a call between Dawkins and Sood that


Dawkins had second thoughts about putting any of this


information in writing in an e-mail to his new business


partner, Jill Bailey. Here is what Dawkins said to Munish Sood


before he sent an e-mail containing details of payments to


various players and their families.


(Audio played)


MR. SOLOWIEJCZYK: Dawkins says it himself, ladies and


gentlemen. He is worried about, if someone goes into Ji11


Bailey's e-mail, they might discover the secret payments that
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he has outlined in that e-mail. Why is he paranoid, as he puts


it? Because he knows the payments that he put in that e-mail,


payments to players and their families, including Brian Bowen's


father, they are not allowed, they are wrong, and he is


concerned about anybody from the outside world ever seeing that


e-mail. Because for the defendants' scheme to work, they have


got to keep these payments concealed from everyone.


So in light of all that evidence, ladies and


gentlemen, there can't really be any dispute about the lengths


that these defendants went to to hide and conceal what they


were doing. Who are the defendants concealing all this


information from? We11, they are certainly trying to conceal


these payments from the universities. Because if the


universities found out, then the student-athletes won't


continue to get a scholarship. You know that. The


universities can't find out for this scheme to work.


Were the defendants also trying to conceal what they


were doing from the NCAA as well? Of course they were.


Because for the scheme to work, the defendants had to conceal


what they were doing from both the NCAA and the universities.


In fact, it would make little sense if the defendants wanted to


hide their payments from the NCAA but had no problem with the


universities knowing about the payments. Because if the NCAA


found out about these payments, they would certainly inform the


universities, and that would spell the same outcome for these
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1 defendants. Players would be declared ineligible and the


2 defendants' scheme would be over.


3 And, ladies and gentlemen, when we refer to


4 universities, we are talking about big public universities in


5 this case; universities with boards of directors, and


6 chancellors, and a professional compliance staff, whose sole


7 job it is to ensure that these universities don't run afoul of


8 NCAA rules violations or give out scholarships to ineligible


9 athletes. We are not just talking about a single coach on a


10 basketball team. Universities are obviously far bigger than


11 just a coach. Your common sense tells you that.


12 Now, ladies and gentlemen, during the defendants'


13 opening statements, and through their questioning, you have


14 heard two primary arguments. First, that the defendants


15 supposedly were doing this -- all these secrets payments and


16 everything else I have discussed -- to help, not harm the


17 universities. And, second, that they believed the coaches were


18 asking them to make these payments.


19 Now, ladies and gentlemen, I will remind you, of


20 course, that the defense has no burden in this case. The


21 government bears the entire burden of proof, and we embrace


22 that burden. But when the defense presents evidence to you,


23 makes arguments to you, you are entitled to, and you should,


24 scrutinize that evidence and those arguments, the same way that


25 you would scrutinize and analyze any other evidence and any
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other arguments. You should use your common sense as well.


And when you do that, ladies and gentlemen, you will see that


the defendants' arguments don't make any sense and are at


bottom irrelevant.


So let's start by talking about this notion that by


making these secrets payments to the families of


student-athletes to get them to commit to Adidas-sponsored


schools the defendants were really just trying to help those


universities.


Ladies and gentlemen, respectfully, that doesn't make


sense. Sure, nobody disputes that universities want top-level


talent. They want to win games. But that doesn't mean that


the universities are willing to cheat and break the NCAA rules


to do so. That doesn't mean they want to assume the risks of


NCAA penalties just to get a top recruit.


And here is another important point. The mere fact


that if the defendants had gotten away with it, that if they


were never caught the schools might have won a few more


basketball games because of these top recruits, that's


irrelevant. Because by exposing these universities to the


risks of harm, risks the universities didn't want to take,


these defendants took this decision out of the hands of the


university where it belonged. And the defendants had no right


to do that.


Use your common sense when approaching this argument,
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ladies and gentlemen. You don't help someone by hiding


information from them that they are entitled to know in


deciding what to do with their money. You don't help someone


by ensuring that they are provided with false information,


which is exactly what the defendants in this case did by making


these payments, and knowing full well the student-athletes


would seek athletic scholarships and would fill out forms that


contained false information.


You don't help someone by exposing them to all sorts


of risk of penalties and fines. That's what these defendants'


supposed help did as well. Thanks to these defendants, the


universities played ineligible players in contests, and as you


heard, that would likely lead to forfeiture of those contests


as well as a risk of a host of other significant NCAA


penalties, including fines and loss of revenue.


Does any of that sound like help, ladies and


gentlemen? No, it doesn't.


Here is the bottom line. This was not the defendants'


decision to make for the universities. It was the


universities' choice who to give scholarships to, and they were


entitled to rely on the accuracy of the information that they


were receiving. By making secret payments to the families of


student-athletes, taking steps to conceal those payments from


the universities, and ensuring that the forms submitted to the


universities would contain false statements, these defendants
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took away from the universities their right to make informed


decisions with their money. That isn't help. It's fraud.


Ladies and gentlemen, let me also address the argument


that you heard defense counsel make in opening statements that


the coaches at these universities were asking the defendants to


make the payments to the families of these student-athletes,


that the coaches asked them to make these payments so that the


basketball teams could recruit these athletes to play for their


teams.


Let me say a few things about why that argument is at


the end of the day irrelevant. First, there is very little


evidence to support the defendants' assertion that the coaches


were asking for each and every one of the payments with which


these defendants are charged.


Let's talk about the Brian Bowen scheme for a minute.


Christian Dawkins told you himself, in wiretapped calls with TJ


Gassnola, who knew the details of these payments. He didn't


know anybody was listening when he had this conversation. And


it was a very close circle of people that knew about these


payments. According to Christian Dawkins, when he didn't think


that anyone was listening, that circle didn't include Assistant


Coach Kenny Johnson.


Gassnola said to Dawkins -- as you recall, Gassnola


had heard from Brad Augustine, who was an AAU coach of another


team, that he knew about the $100,000 payment to Bowen Senior,
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1 and he was angry about that and he called Dawkins.


2 And Gassnola said: "This guy ain't lying because


3 there's only four in the world that went down. So five. Me,


4 you -- so TJ Gassnola, Christian Dawkins, Merl Code, Jim Gatto,


5 and Kenny Johnson, the assistant coach at Louisville."


6 And how did Dawkins respond? "Whoa. Kenny didn't


7 even know. I didn't tell Kenny. The $100,000 number was not


8 mentioned."


9 So the notion that Merl Code, Christian Dawkins or Jim


10 Gatto made these payments to Brian Bowen Senior because they


11 were asked to do it by the coaching staff, it's undercut by the


12 evidence. It's undercut by Christian Dawkins's own words.


13 Indeed, the only coach you know for certain was


14 involved in these payments was Orlando Early, an assistant


15 coach at NC State. And you did hear from TJ Gassnola that he


16 was directly involved in the payment that went to Dennis


17 Smith's father.


18 But putting all of that aside, ladies and gentlemen,


19 here is what matters. You don't need to decide which coaches


20 knew and which coaches didn't. You don't need to decide which


21 coaches were asking for these payments and which coaches


22 weren't. At the end of the day, it's utterly irrelevant.


23 Because any coaches who were involved in any such payments, or


24 had knowledge of them and didn't report them, were not


25 authorized to do this. They were not acting on behalf of or in
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the interests of their universities, period.


And the defendants knew that. When Merl Code and


Christian Dawkins did not think anybody was listening, they


told you exactly what they thought. That Rick Pitino might


have known something when it came to Brian Bowen, but that


Pitino had plausible deniability.


(Audio played)


MR. SOLOWIEJCZYK: What does plausible deniability


mean? It means the defendants know that Rick Pitino was not


allowed to be involved in such a payment. And it means that


these defendants knew that Rick Pitino would not have the


authorization of his university if he asked for such a payment,


and that he would need a basis to deny that payment if it was


ever discovered. Which tells you everything you need to know,


ladies and gentlemen. These defendants didn't actually think


that, if Rick Pitino asked for such a payment, that he had the


authority from his university to do so, or that he was acting


purely for the interest of his school. That's why Rick Pitino,


as they said, needed plausible deniability.


And you know what you do have evidence of, ladies and


gentlemen, loads and loads of evidence? Is that any coach who


participated in or encouraged any such payments was acting


expressly contrary to the wishes of the university that


employed him, contrary to the express policies of those


universities, and contrary to the terms of their employment
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agreements with these universities.


You saw many employment agreements during this trial.


This is just one, Rick Pitino's employment agreement. And it


makes clear that he has duties to know, recognize, and comply


with, among other things, the rules of the NCAA. And he has a


duty to diligently supervise compliance of assistant coaches


and any other employees for which Pitino is administratively


responsible for. That includes making sure they don't violate


NCAA rules.


And you heard that there can be consequences if an


NCAA rules violation happens under these coaches' watch, or if


they are involved in a violation. Indeed, you heard time and


time again, from each and every compliance officer that


testified, that any coach who engaged in making these sorts of


secret payments to the parents of student-athletes, they would


be subject to immediate termination.


And TJ Gassnola, he told you that he was well aware of


~ this as well at the time that he and Jim Gatto were making


their underground payments.


Why didn't TJ Gassnola tell the compliance staff at NC


State about the payments he and Gatto were involved in with


Assistant Coach Orlando Early? Why? Because that wouldn't


have helped anybody. It would hurt Dennis Smith and it would


have hurt the coaching staff. And then he was asked how he


expected it would hurt Dennis Smith and hurt the coaching
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staff. "The coaches would have got fired and Dennis would have


been deemed ineligible. He would have never played there."


Because everybody working in the world of college


basketball knows that any coaches asking for payments like


these wouldn't be acting on behalf of their universities.


Quite the opposite. They would be acting contrary to their


university's own interests.


Of course the defendants who worked in the industry


knew this. Of course they knew that any coaches asking them to


make any such payments were not acting with the blessing of the


universities. So at the end of the day this whole notion that


the coaches were asking for it, even if it was true, it's


irrelevant.


Now, ladies and gentlemen, for all of the conduct that


I just described the defendants are charged with three crimes.


In Count One, all three defendants are charged with


conspiracy to commit wire fraud. I expect you to hear from


Judge Kaplan that a conspiracy is an agreement.


Ladies and gentlemen, if you find that the defendants


agreed to defraud the University of Louisville through their


agreement to pay $100,000 to the father of Brian Bowen, you can


stop there. They are guilty as to Count One.


In Count Two, all three defendants are charged with


the substantive crime of wire fraud involving the scheme to


defraud the University of Louisville in connection with the
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1 $100,000 payment to Brian Bowen's father.


2 If you find each defendant participated in that scheme


3 with the intent to defraud the University of Louisville, then


4 defendants are guilty of that count as we11.


5 And in Count Three, solely Jim Gatto is charged with


6 the substantive crime of wire fraud involving a scheme to


7 defraud the University of Kansas. This is in connection with


8 the payments that were made to  mother to get


9  to commit to the University of Kansas.


10 If you find that Jim Gatto participated in that scheme


11 with the intent to defraud the University of Kansas, then he is


12 guilty as to that count.


13 Ladies and gentlemen, I am about to sit down.


14 At the beginning of this case, we asked you to use


15 your common sense in evaluating the evidence, and I am going to


16 ask you to do that again. Because if you use your common


17 sense, you will reach the only verdict that is consistent with


18 the law and with the evidence -- that the defendants are


19 guilty.


20 Thank you.


21 We will take a 15-minute break and then we will hear


22 from Mr. Haney.


23 (Jury exits courtroom)


24 (Recess)


25 THE COURT: What is the defendants' time allocation?
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1 MR. HANEY: I will be one hour.


2 MR. MOORS: We are not 100 percent sure how long


3 Mr. Code's closing argument is going to go, but it will


4 probably be slightly less than an hour.


5 THE COURT: So then an hour and whatever for Mr.


6 Schachter.


7 MR. MOORS: Yes, sir.


8 (Jury present)


9 THE COURT: The jurors and the defendants all are


10 present.


11 We will now hear from Mr. Haney on behalf of Mr.


12 Dawkins.


13 MR. HANEY: Thank you, your Honor.


14 Good afternoon. Before I begin, on behalf of my


15 client, Christian Dawkins, he and myself deeply thank you for


16 all your patience and your attentiveness and the incredible


17 sacrifice that you all made to leave your lives to be here for


18 the period of time that you were here.


19 As I watched you all over the last several weeks


20 dutifully file in, just as you did now, one by one to take your


21 respective seats in the jury box, it struck me really, for the


22 first time in maybe 20 years of practicing law, the extent of


23 sacrifice you made by giving Christian Dawkins his day in


24 court.


25 Now, I totally would be remiss if I did not comment
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and compliment Mr. Diskant, Mr. Mark, Mr. Solowiejczyk, and Ms.


Flodr -- they are very talented team of young lawyers who have


sat there in the front row -- for a fine argument today. Now,


I don't agree, obviously, with what they said, but I listened


intently, and I hope you do the same of me.


I thank his Honor for his patience, as it was tried,


as you saw, at times during the course of the trial, and for


accommodating a couple of out-of-town guys, like me and Mr.


Moore, as we navigated our way through the Big Apple.


Ladies and gentlemen, for Christian Dawkins, this was


the fight for his life, like no other, to clear his name, fight


for his liberty, fight for his freedom. And he is still in


that fight right now.


Despite the mistakes and missteps he has made, those


mistakes, those missteps, and the people that you saw in this


courtroom who testified against him that he met along the way


at such a young age, I submit to you never warranted him with


being charged with these very serious federal crimes.


Now, hopefully together these discussions that we are


having are going to be helpful to you in trying to arrive at a


decision in this case, where you don't compromise, you don't


sacrifice your beliefs, and where you don't betray your own


individual conscience, but instead, you do what you believe,


based on the evidence in this case, is the right thing to do.


Now, you, ladies and gentlemen, are empowered to
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determine, based on your assessment of the evidence, not the


argument of the lawyers, of what that right thing is. It's a


great and mighty privilege, a responsibility, and I submit to


you perhaps even a burden, to hold a 25-year-old man's future


in your hands, to be the purveyors of justice, and ultimately


make the decision that you will soon make of whether or not


Christian is guilty or not guilty.


So now the defendant, Christian Dawkins, is afforded


his opportunity to argue the case, if you will, but I am not


going to argue with you. I am going to just try and discuss


with you the reasonable inferences, which I submit can be drawn


from the evidence in this case, and try to make sense of these


charges before the court.


Ultimately, it will be what you decide to be the facts


that is what is going to be important, and all of us can live


with that, and we will, because you took an oath. And we are


mindful of that oath that you took as jurors, and we trust that


you as jurors will fulfill that oath and keep the promises you


made and follow the law.


Simply put, you are fair people. We are confident you


will arrive at a fair and just outcome for both sides -- the


government and the defense -- because that's what fair people


do.


Now, after several, admittedly, tedious moments during


the course of this trial, you are now empowered to administer
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justice. No more lawyer arguments. No more secret trips to


the sidebar. You are now empowered to ensure that this great


system that we have works. This is your time, ladies and


gentlemen, the ball is now in your court, and I submit that you


have this rare opportunity to be participants in this


administration of justice. For, as you will see, the


government took this case of NCAA rule-breaking, and now you


must decide if NCAA rule-breaking is a federal crime.


The judge will instruct you on the law.


THE COURT: Sustained. That is most assuredly not the


jury's job.


MR. HANEY: Thank you, your Honor.


The judge will instruct you on the law. That is not


my job. It's only my job to walk you through the evidence,


which we are about to do. And it is your job to decide if my


client violated those laws. And I submit to you that the


government has failed to prove that beyond a reasonable doubt.


So let's revisit the evidence in this case and take a


journey, if you will. Remember in my opening statement I


talked about a journey for justice, that you would go on a


trip. And it wouldn't be a straight line path; it would a path


that would take different routes. It would meander a bit. You


might even hit a dead-end road every now and then and have to


come back. And I submit to you that trip that you took left


you empty of any sensible explanation for the theory in this
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case that the universities were somehow harmed, and that my


client intended to harm them.


I submit that at the end of this trip it will be


evident that the government's theory is flawed, and the


government has failed to meet that burden of proof, and that


Christian Dawkins will not be guilty of the crime of wire fraud


and conspiracy.


So let me start this journey for justice by discussing


the charges against Christian Dawkins.


Now, after all the defendants have had a chance to get


up here and speak to you tomorrow, the government will get an


opportunity to address you again one last time, and then Judge


Kaplan is going to instruct you on the charges brought by the


government in the case. So let's look at the charges.


Now, you will hear that the government is bringing


three different counts in this case. It is important to


remember that my client, Christian Dawkins, is only being


charged with Count One and Count Two.


Count One, conspiracy to commit wire fraud, which


includes the universities Louisville, Kansas, Miami, and North


Carolina State.


Count Two, substantive crime of wire fraud with


Louisville.


Now, the judge will instruct you on the law. But I


will tell you that in order to find my client, Christian
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Dawkins, guilty of Count Two, the government must prove beyond


a reasonable doubt that Christian Dawkins acted with a criminal


intent, an intent to defraud.


I submit that it is the burden the government will not


be able to meet in this case to defraud Louisville. That's


Count Two.


So what is Count One? Count One is the conspiracy to


commit wire fraud. Again, Louisville, Kansas, Miami, and North


Carolina State. These are the four schools that the government


put forth to you as the victims in this case.


Now, I want to try to make sense with this for a


minute. I really want you to think on this. Where during the


last several weeks did you ever hear my client's name


associated with anything that occurred at either North Carolina


State or the University of Kansas?


Ladies and gentlemen, you didn't. Because there


wasn't a suggestion from the government that Christian Dawkins


was involved in anything that had to do with North Carolina


State or Kansas.


Now, we have heard testimony from witnesses Carrie


Doyle and Jeff Smith, in the compliance departments of both


North Carolina State University and University of Kansas, both


who detailed a variety of rules improprieties associated with


Dennis Smith, Jr. at North Carolina State, and the same type of


NCAA rules violations with players 
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 at the University of Kansas. But, ladies and gentlemen,


ask yourselves when you deliberate, did you ever hear the name


Christian Dawkins come out of the university witnesses' mouths


one single time?


You heard the testimony of former Adidas consultant TJ


Gassnola, who detailed the facts and circumstances of cash


drops to the parents and guardians of those players at North


Carolina State and Kansas, more specifically, Dennis Smith, Jr.


at North Carolina and at


Kansas. Ask yourselves again, did you ever hear the name


Christian Dawkins come out of the mouth of TJ Gassnola in


connection with those two schools, Kansas and North Carolina


State? Was Christian Dawkins's name ever mentioned one time as


an actor or a participant in any scheme to the parents or


guardians of any of the players at either North Carolina State


or the University of Kansas? No, you didn't.


If you have any doubt, I will tell you what. Don't


take my word for it. You can prove me wrong. When you go back


into the deliberation room, after what we have all said, you


will have the ability to request the transcript of what you


heard in court over the past several weeks. You can ask for


the transcript of the North Carolina State and the Kansas


compliance staff, and the testimony of TJ Gassnola, and review


it for yourself. And I submit to you -- and hold me to what I


am going to say -- you won't find one shred of evidence
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connecting Christian Dawkins to Kansas or North Carolina State.


Nothing.


It goes further than the transcript. Was there a


single text message, wiretap, or an e-mail that ever made any


suggestion that my client, Christian Dawkins, was engaged in


some scheme to defraud North Carolina State or the University


of Kansas through the use of interstate wires? The answer is


no. Not one single shred of evidence.


So let's talk about another school that the government


has alleged is a victim in this case. The University of Miami.


You heard the stipulation read into the record by the


government. And that stipulation simply means that the


government and we agree that what is contained in that


stipulation is to be considered by you all as evidence.


So let's take a look at the most relevant portion of


that stipulation, which is Government Exhibit S7.


"On or about August 6, 2017, after Brad Augustine


requested money from Adidas for the stated purpose of providing


those funds to the family of Nassir Little, Augustine told


Christian Dawkins, in substance, that he did not intend to


provide that money to the Little family but instead intended to


use the money for his AAU team and other expenses." Remember


that word "intended."


So, ladies and gentlemen, that's a fancy way of saying


Brad Augustine was trying to con Adidas out of money. And,
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therefore, there was never any conspiracy associated with an


attempt to steer or influence Nassir Little to the University


of Miami. It was a sham. Brad Augustine was lying. No


parents ever received any money. No kids were paid to attend


the University of Miami. No kids or parents ever made any


certifications of eligibility to the University of Miami.


Therefore, the University of Miami never suffered any harm or


injury. Absolutely nothing.


So I submit to you, ladies and gentlemen, based on


that evidence of what you know, what we have just talked about,


as we have taken this journey so far, no North Carolina State,


no Kansas, and no University of Miami.


Now, the government still alleges, despite that, that


Christian Dawkins was in a conspiracy with the two gentlemen


associated with Adidas, Mr. Gatto and Mr. Code.


Ladies and gentlemen, as you deliberate on whether


Christian Dawkins was involved in a conspiracy with the two


defendants associated with Adidas, ask yourselves how that's


possible, when the evidence has shown that Christian Dawkins


had nothing to do with three of the four Adidas schools even


referenced in Count One of the charges.


Not to mention, during the course of this trial you


were presented with evidence that Christian Dawkins was far


from exclusively working to help Adidas schools get players.


In fact, he was working just as much to help Nike schools as he
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ever did with Adidas.


Let's take a look at some testimony from Brian Bowen


Senior, the father of Brian Bowen Junior. We referred to him


as Tugs, and you all know by now who that is. We heard that my


client, Christian Dawkins, discussed several options with Brian


Bowen Senior. Here is the testimony, question to Brian Bowen


Senior by me:


"Q. And there was conversation about other schools with


yourself and Christian that were possible suitors for your son


at the college level, would you agree?


"A. Say that again. I'm sorry.


"Q. There were other schools that you discussed including


DePaul, correct?


"A. Yes.


"Q. Creighton, correct?


"A. Yes.


"Q. Oregon, correct?


"A. Yes.


"Q. UNLV, correct?


"A. Yes.


"Q. And Michigan State obviously, correct?


"A. Yes."


Now, ladies and gentlemen, you know from the evidence


two of these schools, Michigan State and Oregon, they are both


Nike schools.
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So, ladies and gentlemen, the conspiracy that the


government alleges with the Adidas defendants in Count One and


my client, I submit to you, based on all that evidence, it's


not there. Forget about beyond a reasonable doubt. There is


no evidence of it. And notwithstanding the incredibly high


burden of proof in a criminal case, which is beyond a


reasonable doubt. It's the highest burden of proof we have in


the America legal justice system. In fact, it's a balancing


test. You literally put the evidence on a scale and you weigh


it. And it's not a little more than not; it's significantly


more than it's not. In this case, ladies and gentlemen, there


is nothing even to put on the scale, I submit to you.


So what does that leave us with? That leaves us with


one school, I contend, and one remaining count, and one very


opportunistic father.


Now, central to the government's case is that


Christian Dawkins, at the age of 23 years old, somehow


influenced the father of Tugs Bowen to get his son to attend


the Adidas-sponsored University of Louisville by paying Brian


Bowen Senior with money that Christian Dawkins obtained from


Adidas.


Now, I will not, and cannot, interject my own feelings


to that suggestion, but let's look at the evidence and focus on


how that simply did not happen.


First of all, when Brian Bowen Senior took that
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witness stand I asked him on cross-examination, whose decision


was it for Tugs Bowen to go to Louisville? And Brian Bowen


Senior's answer to my question was so important, so paramount


to this case I want you to see it for yourselves and read it.


I am not going to talk. I want you to look at it.


(Continued on next page)
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MR. HANEY: There it is, ladies and gentlemen. You


heard it from the government's own witness, Tugs Bowen -- not


his father, not Christian Dawkins -- Tugs Bowen made the


decision to go to Louisville. I submit to you that this


statement, this testimony from Brian Bowen Senior is fatal to


the government's case. I don't know how much clearer evidence


you can have than that statement by Brian Bowen Senior.


And, ladies and gentlemen, remember, that came from


the government's own witness, who is testifying and being


granted immunity from prosecution of multiple felonies he was


charged with. Testifying in this case to potentially avoid


going to prison. Testifying to help the government convict my


client. And he told you that his son was the one who chose to


go to Louisville.


Now, you also heard Brian Bowen Senior testify that on


numerous occasions Christian Dawkins advocated and pushed for


his son to attend the hometown school of Michigan State


University. Here's that testimony now.


(Pause)


I asked Mr. Bowen, on cross-examination:


"Q Mr. Bowen, you testified on direct about conversations with


Christian Dawkins about where your son would go to school, is


that correct?


"A Yes, that's correct.


"Q One of those schools that was discussed was Michigan State
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University, is that a correct statement?


"A Yes, it is."


You also saw in Government Exhibit 102K-10 text


messages between Christian Dawkins and Brian Bowen Senior that


Christian Dawkins told Brian Bowen Senior that his son should


go to Michigan State, a Nike school. And I want you to take a


look at that exhibit.


And right here on May 18, 2017, shortly before he made


his decision, you see my client, Christian Dawkins, sending a


text to Brian Bowen Senior, Christian telling Brian Bowen


Senior, on May 18, 2017, that Tugs should go to MSU, keep it


simple. They want Tugs.


Brian Senior says, "He's just not feeling them. I'll


ask him again today. I'm for MSU. It's him."


Understand, those are text messages. Those two


gentlemen don't know they're being monitored by the FBI. So


here we have, again, Christian Dawkins charged in a conspiracy


with Adidas, making a pitch, telling Brian Bowen Senior his son


should go to a school who is not sponsored by Adidas but


instead sponsored by Adidas' archrival Nike.


And Brian Bowen Senior says, as you can see from the


text message: I'll ask him today. Tugs is just not feeling


them. I'm for MSU. It's him.


Does that sound like to you, ladies and gentlemen,


that he is the decision maker? Does it sound like, as the
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government contends, Brian Bowen Senior was forcing his son to


do anything? Does this sound like a text from a man who has


that kind of influence over his son?


And, ladies and gentlemen, when I asked Brian Bowen


Senior in this courtroom why his son did not go to the hometown


school of Michigan State University, what did Brian Bowen


Senior say? Look at what Brian Bowen Senior said. I asked him


on cross-examination:


"Q So it was your son's choice to go to Michigan State or not


to go to Michigan State, is that a fair statement?


"A Of course.


"Q Just like it was your son's choice to go or not to go to


Louisville, correct?


"A Of course."


How much clearer can that be? Beyond a reasonable


doubt? Tugs Bowen was the decision maker. Not Brian Bowen


Senior. Not Christian Dawkins.


Let's take a look at some text messages between


Christian Dawkins and Tugs himself. In Exhibit 105, Christian


Dawkins texts, on the date of May 23, 2017, shortly before -- a


couple of weeks before Tugs Bowen makes a decision. Christian


Dawkins texts: The last one you should talk to, though, is


Marvin Menzies at UNLV. He's got a squad and a good thing


going. And you can be the man. And you need to really have a


final conversation with Dana Altman at Oregon. It's a terrible
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place but a good basketball situation.


Tugs responds: OK, I will.


Then Christian responds: OK, cool. Let me know if


you have any questions or want to know anything background wise


about the coaches or players before you make a final decision.


Whatever you do, you will kill it.


Does this sound like somebody who was trying to


influence Tugs Bowen to go to any school, Adidas or otherwise?


Ladies and gentlemen, I submit to you, based on the evidence,


not all the secret accounts and invoices and backbones, based


on the evidence it makes no sense.


But let's not stop there. Our journey for justice has


got a few more stops along the way.


Let's talk about motivation for a minute. The


government's theory depends on Brian Bowen Senior taking money


to influence his son to go to Louisville. But you heard Brian


Bowen Senior, the government's witness, called before you by


the government to help their burden. Their witness told you


himself, the most important factor in making any basketball


decision with his son, since his son was in high school, was


not money but whether the situation was a good basketball fit.


You heard that Tugs Bowen, from his dad's testimony, was


offered $18,000 -- or the father was offered $18,000 for his


son to play AAU basketball for the Spiece Indy Heat. Let's


take a look at that testimony now.
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1 My question to Brian Bowen Senior:


2 "Q And when your son was still in high school, you were


3 actually even offered $18,000 to play for a team out of


4 Indiana, called the Spiece Indy Heat, correct?"


5 So what happened after Brian Bowen Senior was offered


6 $18,000 by the Spiece Indy Heat, to play for that AAU team? He


7 told you what happened. My question to Brian Bowen Senior:


8 "Q Tugs chose not to play for that team, didn't he?


9 "A Correct."


10 And Tugs Bowen, as you heard from the testimony, he


11 didn't play for the Spiece Indy Heat. He instead went and


12 played for another team, called the Mean Streets. And why Mean


13 Streets? Were they paying more money? No. Brian Bowen Senior


14 told you, the Mean Streets were only going to give him $5,000,


15 which he took. And when I pressed Brian Senior on that point,


16 look at what he said:


17 "Q So even though you could have been paid three times more


18 money to play for the Spiece Indy Heat, you didn't because you


19 felt the Mean Streets were a better basketball fit for your


20 son, correct?


21 "A Correct."


22 In fact, Brian Bowen Senior accepted less than one


23 third of the amount of money he could have received from the


24 other AAU team, the Spiece Indy Heat. He got only $5,000


25 instead of $18,000 for Tugs Bowen to play for the Mean Streets.
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Because it was a better basketball fit for his son.


And that wasn't the only example. The evidence showed


that Tugs' father was also made aware of an offer of $150,000


and an $80,000 car from an assistant coach at Oklahoma State


University for his son to play there. Let's look at the


transcript. The question to Brian Bowen Senior:


"Q What did Mr. Dawkins say with respect to Oklahoma State


University?


"A They were like $150,000 cash, $80,000 for a car, and some


undisclosed amount to buy a house, I guess, too."


Brian Bowen Senior also testified that his son was


going to the University of Arizona but only changed his mind


when two kids, who had previously declared for the NBA draft,


changed their minds and returned to school. You heard his


testimony. Rawle Alkins and Allonzo Trier. When that


happened, the University of Arizona was ruled out. Why? It


wasn't a good basketball fit.


Brian Bowen Junior -- I'm sorry, Brian Bowen Senior


then testified not until the end of May of 2017 did the


University of Louisville even become a consideration for his


son's college choice. Not because of money, but because


Christian Dawkins and Bowen Senior realized that a player named


Donovan Mitchell had left Louisville and went to the pros. How


do we know that? You can see it from his testimony.


He was asked:
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"Q Mr. Bowen, when Donovan Mitchell declared for the NBA


draft, did you feel at that point the University of Louisville


became a good basketball fit for your son?


"A I mean, not immediately. Once, you know, Christian had


mentioned it to me. I didn't really think about Louisville."


"Best basketball fit." We see it over and over, a


pattern. That is why Tugs Bowen played for the Mean Streets.


That is why he played for his high school team, La Lumiere Prep


School. Just like why he did not choose Michigan State. Just


like he did not choose Arizona. Each time, it was always Tugs


Bowen's decision. And each time Tugs Bowen's decision was


based on basketball, not money.


And, ladies and gentlemen, the same thing happened in


this case, the same pattern continued. Let's look at why Brian


Bowen Senior said Tugs Bowen chose Louisville. The question


was posed:


"Q And when Tugs made that decision to go to Louisville, you


felt that it was a good decision in picking the University of


Louisville, didn't you?


"A I agreed with it.


"Q There was no doubt that you believed the University of


Louisville had a great basketball program for your son,


correct?


"A Yes.


"Q And you thought that your son was a great fit for the
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University of Louisville basketball team, too, didn't you?


"A Yes."


And given that pattern here, there is no wonder why


Tugs Bowen ended up at the University of Louisville.


And just like the evidence has shown, Louisville is


not the only school offering money for Tugs Bowen to attend


their school and play on their basketball team. Brian Bowen


Senior, like he always had, he was going to get paid no matter


where his son ended up playing.


Ladies and gentlemen, I submit the government has not


come close to meeting the burden of proof in this case. And I


submit to you, they have not presented any evidence at all that


my client ever influenced the dad, Brian Bowen Senior, to do


anything. The government had my client's phones wiretapped,


obtained all of his emails, text messages. And despite the


mountain of data they collected over the years of this


investigation, the government has not shown you in their case


one single phone call, one single text message, one single


email where my client ever told Tugs Bowen or his dad that if


Tugs Bowen went to the University of Louisville, then, and only


then, would he pay his dad a hundred thousand dollars or anyone


else would. The evidence is silent on that because there isn't


any.


Beyond a reasonable doubt? Again, use your common


sense and logic. If that ever was agreed upon by Christian
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Dawkins and Brian Bowen Senior, why wouldn't there be any


evidence of it? Nothing.


Now, ladies and gentlemen, I submit that based on the


evidence and the testimony of Brian Bowen Senior, you can


infer, you can make a reasonable inference, and conclude that


Brian Bowen Senior was an opportunist. You heard from the


testimony, he was a 46-year-old police officer, on disability,


who for six years had been committing food stamp fraud,


cheating poor people, not paying his taxes, and mooching off my


client, barely in his 20s. You saw Brian Bowen Senior testify.


You are the determiners of credibility right now, not me. My


opinion of him doesn't matter.


But ask yourselves -- you watched him testify -- does


Brian Bowen Senior strike you as a grown man who would ever let


a 20-something-year old kid like Christian Dawkins tell him


what to do with his son? I submit to you, ladies and


gentlemen, and I contend the notion that Christian Dawkins, at


23 years old, could have ever influenced Brian Bowen Senior to


force his son, his pride and joy -- you heard him testimony,


working with him since he was little -- to suggest that he


could have gotten him to do anything he didn't want to do is


utterly ridiculous.


I submit, our trip could end right now, that the


journey is over, and you've arrived at your place that we


embarked upon during the opening statement of justice. Let's
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go down the road a little bit further just in case we are not


all there.


You've heard over the course of the last two weeks


repeated testimony from government witnesses, multiple, who


have said paying money to parents of prospective


student-athletes is a violation of the NCAA rules and


compromises the eligibility of those student-athletes, in this


instance, Brian Bowen Junior, or Tugs Bowen.


OK. Let's say for the sake of argument that's right.


Let's take a look at all the times Brian Bowen Senior broke the


NCAA rules long before July of 2017: $8,000 wrapped in a


magazine sent to him from TJ Gassnola. $12,000 over time from


Chris Rivers, who paid the rest of the 520,000 payment to play


for the Michigan Mustangs. $5,000 from the former NFL wide


receiver, Tai Streets. $1,500 from Tim Anderson, the head


coach of the Nike Mean Streets. A $2,000 check from Adidas'


Chris Rivers. $8,000 from Shane Heirman, the head basketball


coach at the La Lumiere Prep School. By his own admission,


Brian Bowen Senior testified on at least seven occasions,


before he ever took that money in July of 2017 in the parking


lot of Morristown, New Jersey in that sandwich, he broke the


NCAA rules by taking money, not just from Adidas, but from the


coaches and from Nike-sponsored programs.


The government just stood up here during their closing


argument and told you that the July 2017 payment from Munish
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Sood to Brian Bowen Senior was the payment, the trigger that


made Brian Bowen Junior ineligible and caused the false


certification to be made to the Athletic Department and thereby


defrauding the University of Louisville. Are you kidding me?


Ladies and gentlemen, think about that logic, if you


will. If paying parents makes kids ineligible, which is what


they say, then I contend any one of those seven separate


occasions when Brian Bowen Senior broke the NCAA rules by


getting paid, long before he got paid in 2017, made his son


ineligible back then. Arguably, Brian Bowen Junior was


ineligible seven times before he ever got to Louisville.


Beyond a reasonable doubt?


By his own admission, Brian Bowen Senior testified


that after the infamous July 2017 payment from Munish Sood on


the date of August 23rd, he received $1,300 in cash. And who


did Brian Bowen Senior receive that cash from? Let's look at


what Brian Bowen Senior said. The government's own witness.


He told you, the question:


"Q You testified on direct, Mr. Bowen, that there was an


occasion where the head associate basketball coach at the


University of Louisville, Kenny Johnson, gave you $1,300 cash


outside the Galt house apartment in Louisville, is that right?"


He answered, "Yes."


"Q And you know that the head associate coach is the


number-two guy on the coaching staff behind the head coach,
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isn't that right?


"A Yes.


"Q And that payment by you -- the head associate coach of the


University of Louisville, Kenny Johnson, that would be a


violation of the NCAA rules, wouldn't it?"


He answered, "Yes."


That's right, ladies and gentlemen. Brian Bowen


Senior acknowledged, on cross-examination, that the University


of Louisville's head associate basketball coach, Kenny Johnson,


the second in command behind Rick Pitino, who was in the


Louisville basketball program, paid him $1,300. And Brian


Bowen Senior knew when he took that money, just like he did


with all the other money he took, he was violating the NCAA


rules. Brian Bowen Senior told you he knew that payment could


have compromised his son's eligibility in the exact same way it


could have when he received the money from Munish Sood in that


Morristown, New Jersey parking lot.


Here is the testimony on that. A question to Brian


Bowen Senior was posed:


"Q So this action by the head associate coach at the


University of Louisville, Kenny Johnson, paying you cash could


have affected Tugs' eligibility in the exact same way Christian


Dawkins did, agreed?


"A Both violations."


And the government wants you to believe that the
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University of Louisville is a crime victim? A fraud victim?


Victimized by the actions of my client. When their own second


in command of the basketball program was breaking the exact


same NCAA rules they allege was the harm that they suffered in


this case?


And to further exemplify the absurdity of the


situation in Louisville, you were presented with other


evidence, directly from the government, through a stipulation


that I'm about to show you again. I am not going to read the


whole thing.


At the time the University of Louisville Head


Associate Basketball coach, Kenny Johnson, broke the NCAA rules


by paying Brian Bowen Senior that $1,300 cash, the Louisville


basketball program had just recently been placed on probation


for committing major rules violations. Now, I want you to keep


in mind, these violations didn't have anything to do with these


defendants. These violations were violations that occurred


between 2010 and 2014. And I contend that this is an example


of Louisville, the OK for their basketball program violating


the rules of the NCAA to rack up wins.


Let's look at the stipulation. The highlighted


portion, if you could turn your attention to that.


On the date of June 15, 2017, the NCAA Division I


Committee on Infraction ("COI") found that on twelve occasions,


between approximately 2010 until approximately 2014, the former
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Director of Basketball Operations for the University of


Louisville's men's basketball team committed NCAA recruiting


~ violations. The COI further determined that, through this


conduct, the University of Louisville had committed Level I


aggravated violations, i.e., ones which seriously undermined or


threatened the integrity of the NCAA collegiate model --


because the violations provided, or were intended to provide, a


substantial or recruiting advantage."


Just like that Miami stipulation that we saw before,


this is evidence; this is agreed to by the defense and the


government.


And I contend that the University of Louisville


baseball program had such little regard for the NCAA and their


rules, they thumbed their nose at the NCAA and within 90 days


of not just being placed on probation for four years, but also


being stripped of their 2013 national title, continued to


commit NCAA rules violations by making cash payments to


players. I ask you, ladies and gentlemen, does that sound like


a crime victim to you?


As I told you in the opening statement, this case was


never a "who done it," for this case is simply what was in the


mind of the young man sitting over there. And the Judge will


instruct you -- not me -- on the law of intent. Always require


the government to prove their case beyond a reasonable doubt.


Now, you heard testimony from Munish Sood, who stated
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the obvious. Munish Sood was the banker that testified at the


beginning of the trial. One of the first witnesses, I


remember. He testified that to be involved in the sports


business, he and Christian needed the universities. Without


them, they wouldn't have any clients. The schools were the


lifeblood of the sports agencies. Kids went to these schools


arguably not to get an education but they went to these schools


to increase their draft status, so they could become


professionals, and become future clients perhaps of Munish Sood


and Christian Dawkins. Therefore, you may ask yourselves, as


you deliberate -- and think of the logic of this and make


reasonable inferences -- what possible sense would it have made


in Christian Dawkins' mind that he would ever want to do


anything with the specific intent to defraud any of these


universities? Christian Dawkins wasn't interested in hurting


universities. It was in his best interest to help them. And


the best way Christian Dawkins could help universities is help


them get players.


And the evidence backs this up completely -- not even


our evidence, the government's evidence. Let's look back at


Government Exhibit 107Q-1, which is a text message between TJ


Gassnola and the head coach of Louisville, Rick Pitino himself.


Remember this text message. TJ Gassnola is congratulating Rick


Pitino for the commitment of Brian Bowen Junior to play


basketball at Louisville. Texting Rick Pitino how Tugs Bowen
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will help Louisville's basketball program. Why? Because Tugs


Bowen going to Louisville was a good thing for Louisville. Not


a bad thing. Not a fraudulent thing. And Rick Pitino knew it.


Rick Pitino: Thumb's up. Good job. Thanks.


Everything Christian Dawkins did with respect to Tugs


Bowen and Louisville was done with the best intentions in his


mind. Not done for any purpose other than that. The evidence


showed he helped Brian Bowen Senior get the money he


desperately needed in part to repair his house that had burned.


He helped Tugs Bowen find a top school that needed a player to


replace Donovan Mitchell, and offered a great stage to audition


for the NBA. He helped the Louisville basketball team secure


one of the best high school basketball players in America. And


in doing all these things, he scored points with the dad, he


got in good favor with Rick Pitino, and one day hopefully, if


he was lucky, got a step closer to being Tugs Bowen's manager


or agent. Where possibly, ladies and gentlemen, based on any


of those facts can you find one scintilla that Christian


Dawkins acted with an intent to harm, defraud, or hurt anyone?


The government has tried to show you that because


money exchanged hands in cash form, because it was submitted


under a different name, travel expenses on invoices. Don't


forget, a lot of that has nothing to do with my client.


Understand, he's being tried here alone. And sometimes in a


case like this, all of the evidence is cumulated and it can be
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prejudicial to a particular client. So keep Christian Dawkins,


if you will, separate to some of those transactions.


But you heard from Christian Dawkins himself why these


payments were happening in cash form and why they were being


concealed, the ones he was associated with. Listen to the


phone call. It is frankly rare that as a defense attorney you


get such a clear refutation of a government theory against your


client by and through a wiretap. So I'm going to play right


now briefly phone call DX7 for you. You could hear Christian


Dawkins describing in his state of mind his own words in the


transcript that the accompanies.


(Audio played)


Did you hear that, ladies and gentlemen? The federal


agent asked Christian Dawkins is there any reason why this guy


didn't want to just wire it to him. It sounds like a question


an FBI agent would ask. Christian Dawkins' answer was, "I


guess from the standpoint of keeping everything as clean as


possible for -- you never know when the NCAA is going to come."


He didn't say, Well, we're committing wire fraud. What if the


FBI finds out?


Christian Dawkins' paranoia was based on what he said


in this wiretap. He's worried about the NCAA.


As we said in our opening statements, the NCAA rules


were violated.


You also heard the government reference in their
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closing argument a Jeff and Jill. You remember, Jeff DeAngelo


and Jill were these undercover investors that Munish Sood had


brought to Christian Dawkins and Merl Code. And the government


suggested that the concern of Christian Dawkins and Merl Code


was that Jeff and Jill needed to be investigated. Right? Who


knows who these people are. And here's testimony from Munish


Sood that could help clarify that to you, to why Christian


Dawkins was concerned, so there's not some misleading


information to cause you to think otherwise. The question to


Munish Sood:


"Q Isn't it true that you and Christian both had concern about


Jeff and Jill, the investors, because of the association they


had with Marty Blazer, right?


"A Yes.


"Q Because Marty Blazer introduced you to Jeff and Jill,


didn't he?"


He answered, "Yes."


"So you and Christian Dawkins had conversation about


the concern of the investigation of Marty Blazer with his


problems with the SEC, right?"


Mr. Sood answered: "We had concerns about that and


also the fact that, as I said earlier, where the money was


coming from.


"Q And that concern included being introduced to Jill because


she was associated and linked with this Marty Blazer guy,
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right?


"A Correct."


So any concerns that they had with Jeff and Jill were


because of this shady character named Marty Blazer who brought


them to the table. So, I want you to understand that, and


that's what the evidence is.


Why did Christian Dawkins do the things that he did?


He definitely did things. We sat here for three weeks and


heard that. And because none of us are mind readers, we need


to look at the evidence to do our best in answering that


question.


And when the doors close behind you, and they will


soon, and you begin to deliberate in the jury room, I want you


to keep one simple phrase in mind and one simple concept. I


believe it is a phrase that my client will never forget, and I


hope you won't, either. "Preexisting relationship." "Prior


relationship." Though many things in this case are in dispute,


one thing I submit to you that is absolutely certain is the


fact that in the mind of Christian Dawkins, he believed,


whether he was right or wrong, that arranging to give Brian


Bowen Senior money was not an NCAA rules violation. And,


again, whether he is right or wrong about that, what matters is


if he had a good faith belief for that.


How can we possibly know what was in Christian


Dawkins' mind at the time the payments were happening? You
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could almost say it is not possible. I submit we have


evidence. And, fortunately, if there is any good thing to


happen when the FBI is monitoring your phone calls, fortunately


they were on this occasion when they wiretapped his phone.


Let's listen to a recording they took of Christian Dawkins, and


there is a transcript that accompanies.


(Audio played)


So, we'll leave that up for a minute. In his truist


moments -- how truer a moment can you have than when you're


being wiretapped by the FBI -- Christian Dawkins says: Yeah,


that's my son, Jeff. Like, when I tell you to feed my guy,


like this is my guy, like his effing aunt used to babysit me,


I've been knowing this kid his whole life. His cousin was my


first girlfriend. Like, these are my people people.


He then goes on and says: I don't even think they


could do anything, because I've been knowing him his whole


life. I don't even think it is an added benefit. I think it


would be like, OK, you know, they just -- they just had a prior


relationship before. That's how long I've been knowing him.


That was what was in his mind. That's the evidence.


Now, let's put that in context. You may say, So what?


V~7ho says that that's OK? Well, you heard the testimony of John


Carns, the senior associate athletic director for compliance at


the University of Louisville, who testified very clearly, and


recognized the existence of such a rule, that under certain
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circumstances those preexisting relationships are exempt from


NCAA the impermissible benefit rule and can even be paid cash.


Let's look at the Louisville compliance director's testimony


together. The question was posed to Mr. Carns, from


Louisville:


"Q You know there is a exception to the preferential treatment


rule that involves preexisting relationships, don't you?


"A Yes, there is."


But it gets better. Here's the same compliance


director testifying that cash could even be paid under the


preexisting relationship rule. Question to Mr. Carps:


"Q As the director of compliance, would you agree that there


does exist a circumstance called a preferential -- under the


preferential treatment rule, where if there is a preexisting


relationship between parties, cash can be paid under certain


circumstances?


"A Under the circumstances listed in that interpretation,


yes."


So from the government's own witness, there is a


preexisting evidence -- existing relationship rule, where cash


can be paid to those who had a prior relationship, and there


was clearly evidence that Christian Dawkins had a preexisting


relationship with Tugs Bowen and his family, absolutely -- not


my opinion, from the evidence. But let's look at the evidence


and not take Christian Dawkins' word for it.
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Here is Government Exhibit 516. It is an email from


Christian Dawkins to Munish Sood. Christian Dawkins emails


Munish Sood, April 10, 2016.


Brian Bowen: He's a kid that is a little bit more of


a longterm project. $1,500 a month is what he will need. He


is a Saginaw, Michigan kid. I've known the family for years.


He's for sure a pro.


But it's not just Christian Dawkins who acknowledges


this, Munish Sood also acknowledged that Christian referred to


Tugs Bowen as his son. Here's Munish Sood's testimony on that.


Mr. Sood was asked:


"Q And you had on several occasions had heard Chris Dawkins,


my client, refer to Tugs Bowen as his son?"


He answered, "Yes."


Brian Bowen Senior acknowledged that he and Christian


Dawkins went way back. Brian Bowen Senior's testimony:


"Q And you and Christian Dawkins go way back; is that a fair


statement, is that fair to say?


"A Yeah. I knew him from the same city."


How far back is way back? Brian Bowen Senior told you


that Christian Dawkins was in fact Tugs Bowen's AAU coach since


Tugs Bowen was 12 years old. Question to Bowen Senior:


"In fact when Tugs was only 12 years old, Christian


was an AAU basketball coach, wasn't he?


"A He was one of them.
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"Q On the Dorians Pride AAU team, correct?


"A Yes."


So, based on the evidence, is there really any


question at all that Christian Dawkins and the Bowen family,


including both Brian Senior and Tugs, had a preexisting


relationship? In fact, I have already played you the recording


where Christian Dawkins tells the undercover FBI agent that


Brian Bowen Senior's aunt used to babysit him. Now, I played


that call. We are not going to listen it to it again. But I


want you to look at the transcript of that call, if you will,


because this is a very important point.


Here's a transcript of that phone call. This is DX5T,


as evidence. I want you to look closely at the date on the


phone call. The date on the phone call, July 10th, 2017, three


days before the payment to Munish Sood in the Morristown, New


Jersey park lot.


"I don't even think they could do anything because


I've been knowing him his whole life. I don't even think it's


an added benefit. I think it would be like, OK, you know, they


just had a prior relationship before."


What better proof explains what was in Christian


Dawkins' mind than those words?


Understand, ladies and gentlemen, we don't have a


burden of proof. Mr. Dawkins and I could sit down and not say


a word. But I'm giving you evidence of way more than what a
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reasonable doubt is.


Ladies and gentlemen, what we saw from the government


in this case is what we expected. Exceedingly predictable and,


I submit, underwhelming. The government inundated you with


weeks of phone calls, transcripts, emails and text messages


showing that in certain circumstances, mostly with others, NCAA


rules were violated. They played grainy videos of hotel


meetings, wiretaps of guys using bad language, talking about


breaking rules, cooperating witnesses testifying against


friends, just like we told you they would. Lined up the


witnesses one by one, spending weeks to emphasize just how much


these rules were broken. Witnesses who admitted testifying


against my client could possibly provide them relief from


lengthy prison terms.


They brought in a guy named TJ Gassnola. You sawed TJ


Gassnola. Let me ask you a question. Would you buy a used car


from TJ Gassnola? Abetter question: Would you buy a new car


from TJ Gassnola with a hundred-thousand-mile warranty? I


would submit, you probably wouldn't. In fact, TJ Gassnola, if


you recall, he said that he had a lot to gain by testifying


against Christian Dawkins. It was my last question I asked TJ


Gassnola. And he struggled with me, but eventually he admitted


it, that he had a lot to gain by being here to testify against


Christian Dawkins.


And so as you deliberate, I implore you to ask
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yourself if the government has proved beyond a reasonable doubt


that Christian Dawkins committed the wire fraud, as it will be


instructed to you by the Judge, as it relates to the only


school, I submit to you, that is at issue in this case, the


University of Louisville. And if he had a good faith belief.


You will get instructions on that. The school's basketball


program was already on probation for breaking the rules and


continued to cheat the rules with no regard, and they are the


crime victims here?


Ask yourselves as you deliberate, what possibly did


Christian Dawkins do with any criminal intent? What did he


have to gain from causing harm to Louisville? Ask yourselves,


what proof did the government present that Louisville suffered


any harm? The evidence showed that Tugs Bowen never even


played at Louisville. He left.


I submit that as you deliberate, ask yourselves, based


on that phone call between Christian Dawkins and the undercover


FBI Agent known as Jeff DeAngelo, how could anyone conclude


anything other that in Christian Dawkins' mind what he was


doing was OK, in his 23-year-old mind as well.


Now, you'll be instructed by the Judge on the law.


You will be instructed on the definition of "reasonable doubt."


And as it's been emphasized, reasonable doubt is the highest


burden of proof that exists in the American legal justice


system, and there is a reason for that, because of the
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General Information


The Compliance Group (TCG) was retained by the University of Kansas (KU) to conduct a compliance systems review.


This included a request for certain written policies and procedures and conducting interviews to gather specific


information relating to the areas of the review.


On-Campus Review and List of Individuals Interviewed


Chuck Smrt and Angie Cretors of the TCG staff conducted on-campus interviews on July 2 to 3, 2019, and July 18,


2019. A few individuals also were interviewed via telephone. The following individuals were interviewed:


— Doug Girod, Chancellor
— Susan Williams, Faculty Athletics Representative
— Megan Walawender, Associate Athletic Director for Legal Affairs
— Jeff Long, Director of Athletics
— Jeff Chasen, Associate Vice Provost for Integrity and Compliance
— Angela Karlin, Assistant Vice Provost for Financial Aid and Scholarships
— David Reed, Senior Associate Athletics Director for Compliance and Student Services
— Beth Swank, Assistant Athletic Director for Compliance and Student Services
— Paul Pierce, Assistant Athletic Director for Compliance
— Jeff Smith, Senior Director of Compliance
— Frances Boyer, Director of Compliance
— Alex Reid, Associate Compliance Director
— Colin Becker, Assistant Compliance Director
— Pat Kaufman, Chief Financial Officer
— Scott Hahn, Assistant Athletic Director for Ticket Operations
— Nicole Corcoran, Executive Associate Athletics Director
— Paul Buskirk, Associate Athletics Director for Student-Athlete Support Services
— Brandon Schneider, Head Women's Basketball Coach
— Bill Self, Head Men's Basketball Coach
— Andrea Hudy, Assistant Athletic Director for Sport Performance
— Mitch Lightfoot, Men's Basketball Student-Athlete
— Katy Schliues, Women's Swimming Student-Athlete


Background


TCG Involvement with Compliance Reviews


Since its inception almost 20 years ago, TCG has been the leading provider of NCAA compliance systems reviews to


NCAA member institutions and conferences. Since 2006, TCG has had the contract with the Big 12 Conference to


provide compliance reviews to its members. Besides the Big 12, TCG has contracts with several conferences,
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including the Atlantic Coast Conference, to provide these reviews. Between individual institutional and conference


contracts, TCG performs approximately 15 reviews a year in Division I.


Types of Reviews and Standards Utilized


Compliance reviews can be general (reviewing all of the approximate 10 generally accepted compliance areas) or


specialized (focusing on only a few of these specific areas). The fewer the areas reviewed, the more in-depth each


area is reviewed.


In essence, a compliance review is taking a snapshot of where the institution's compliance systems and processes


stand at that moment and comparing it to the standards that exist on a national basis as a result of the current


compliance environment. As will be detailed later, that compliance environment changes and as a result,


compliance standards need to be tweaked and modified. Compliance is risk management and risk is defined by the


probability of a violation and the penalty or outcome of that violation. Those factors of probability and outcome of


violations change per the compliance environment.


Current Compliance Atmosphere


I n September 2017, numerous individuals were indicted in the Southern District of New York, and several went to


trial. Those indictments and trials resulted in convictions of a few individuals, including non-scholastic coaches,


agents, and representatives of Adidas. The indictments prompted a national discussion among NCAA entities about


the relationship among coaches, agents, and apparel representatives.


The federal indictments and guilty convictions have changed the NCAA compliance environment. Detailed


testimony at federal trials have heightened the awareness of issues regarding apparel companies resulting in the


need for institutional oversight on activities of agents, non-scholastic coaches, and other third parties involved in


recruiting. The compliance efforts of institutions previously have been based upon rules education and customer


service to ensure coaches understand the NCAA legislation. Due to the increased penalties for violations, TCG


believes that an institution needs to provide more monitoring to detect violations, if they are occurring. Monitoring


is more intrusive upon coaches because it involves further questioning about what is occurring and why. It has the


ability to hurt the relationship between coaching staff members and the compliance office.


In its compliance reviews since the federal trials, TCG has focused on the necessity for compliance staffs nationwide


to be more intrusive and increase their monitoring activities, with the possibility of affecting a working relationship


between coaches and the compliance office, which could have a circular effect and affect the compliance offices'


ability to educate and receive cooperation from coaches.
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Also, while it is hoped that more monitoring detects violations, no amount of monitoring will eliminate the


possibility of violations.


Overview of KU Project


NCAA Inquiry


Based upon media reports, the institution is under inquiry by the NCAA. The Enforcement Staff will analyze whether


the institution or its representatives provided inducements to prospects. As part of that review, the Enforcement


Staff will assess the institution's compliance systems and processes in order to determine whether the institution


sufficiently monitored, educated, or otherwise should have known of these alleged inducements, if they occurred.


Contrary to TCG's analysis for this project, the NCAA's review is based upon standards or expectations of the


compliance environment at that time (approximately 2014 to 2017).


Detailed Objectives of this Project


TCG was assigned to compare the institution's current compliance processes and systems to the current compliance


standards based upon the current compliance environment. Compliance monitoring standards are significantly


different today than before the federal indictments in September 2017. TCG's objective was not to determine


"whether and, if so, why violations occurred" but what can be done going forward to reduce the likelihood of


violations in the future.


Extent of the Review


This review was a hybrid in that although all compliance areas were reviewed, specific attention was given to the


recruitment ofstudent-athletes as that was an area of focus in the federal trials.


Assessment of Program


Institutional Control Components


A method to analyze an institution's NCAA compliance efforts is to examine the institution's efforts in the three


components of institutional control: rules education, administrative procedures, and monitoring.


Regarding rules education, the institution does extensive rules education. In rules education, five areas generally


are reviewed: coaching staff members, athletics department non-coaching staff, institutional personnel non-


coaching staff, student-athletes, and boosters. The institution exceeds all expectations for educational
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programming for each of these five groups. Education has been the strength and the focal point of the institution's


compliance efforts over the past few years. Its efforts are in the top echelon of other programs in the country.


Regarding administrative procedures, the institution has standard operating procedures (SOP) consuming more than


200 pages. These are very detailed and could be a model for many institutions who wish to develop similar


procedures. Procedures are important, but they also need to be followed. TCG did not determine whether each of


the in excess of 100 SOPS were being followed, but it appeared that the involved individuals were adhering to them.


These processes also are being updated on a routine basis. These SOPs would be in the top 10 percent of all


institutions reviewed by TCG.


Regarding monitoring, a compliance program based upon significant education often has less monitoring.


Nevertheless, the institution's current monitoring program consists of activities that would meet the activities


undertaken by the majority of NCAA institutions. TCG's primary concern is the necessity now for these monitoring


activities to broaden/modify to the issues that need to be addressed due to the changing NCAA compliance


environment —identifying individuals involved in a prospect's recruitment —due to the changing environment and


the necessity to adapt to that environment. Some of these recommendations would not have been made if TCG


came to campus two years ago and undertook a similar review.


As noted above, TCG believes NCAA compliance going forward needs to be more intrusive with increased auditing


and monitoring. If the institution agrees with that philosophy, some additional monitoring activities will need to be


undertaken, which necessitates a discussion between athletics administration and the coaching staff that the


Compliance Office will be performing more auditing and monitoring functions than in the past.


Specific Areas


Below is a brief overview of the status of the institution's compliance program in the various areas:


i. Eligibility certification —The institution's processes are effective, and TCG's recommendations reflect only a


few slight modifications;


ii. Financial Aid —The University's procedures are effective, and TCG has no recommendations;


iii. Amateurism —The institution's procedures relating to international competition are significant, and TCG's


recommendations reflect only a few modifications based upon the recent federal trials;


iv. Camps and Clinics —The institution's monitoring programs in this area are more extensive than many


institutions in Division I, and TCG has no recommendations;







Recruiting —The institution's processes are substantial. It recently undertook additional modifications of its


unofficial visit processes. Also, additional changes are being implemented for distribution of complimentary


admissions, including for prospects who are on recruiting visits, based upon the recent federal trials; and


vi. Reducing the Likelihood of Academic Fraud —The institution recently undertook significant efforts in this


area as part of a campus-wide initiative. Its current procedures are very thorough. TCG's recommendations


reflect only a few modifications, primarily due to the effects of the implementation of the recent efforts.







1. Expand the current monitoring activities of the elite student-athlete program. The institution's current elite


student-athlete program includes all men's basketball student-athletes and a few other student-athletes.


The focus of this program is education. One component of the education is a visit by the Compliance Office


to a prospective student-athlete's locale after the prospect has signed a National Letter of Intent. This is a


unique activity that few other institutions undertake and is a very effective educational activity. Upon


enrollment, the institution routinely conducts additional education with these student-athletes and the


parents or individuals in the student-athlete's inner circle. Specific monitoring activities for these student-


athletes appear to be similar to all other student-athletes (certain forms, etc.). Efforts also are undertaken


to follow up on information. The recommendation below is an example.


2. Review the backgrounds of all enrolling prospective men's basketball student-athletes for potential


amateurism issues and develop a "database" of information about the recruitment of these prospects. Due


to the institution's highly visible men's basketball program, the institution needs to continue to be proactive


in its efforts to identify potential amateurism issues or other trends in its recruitment of prospects. The


institution is aware that serious amateurism issues could occur without institutional personnel being


involved or aware of the violations, which potentially could affect NCAA championship competition.


Such background information should be gathered over several years to create a "database" of non-


scholastic clubs, involved individuals in various recruitments, individuals who accompanied the prospect on


unofficial or official visits, apparel companies, agents, etc.


Attachment A is an example of such a chart. The University recently developed a similar version of this


chart.


3. Review the purpose of the institution's agent registration program. An agent who wishes to meet with a


student-athlete must be registered with the Compliance Office per the policy. The vast majority of


conversations between agents and student-athletes are occurring off campus, and neither coaching staff


members nor the Compliance Office are involved. The Compliance Office has no recourse against agents


who do not register with the Compliance Office. Although little time is devoted to this program, such time


can be utilized for monitoring.


~:







4. Develop a written policy re~ardin~ the relationship between coaching staff members with agents financial


advisors, wealth managers, etc. (This does not apply to a coach's personal agent). Communications


between coaching staff members with these types of individuals is not contrary to NCAA legislation.


However, the compliance staff should have knowledge of the extent of any relationship that exceeds


infrequent contact such as an agent entertaining a coach for a meal, accompanying a coach to an event or


having more contact than an occasional conversation or telephone call. [The institution recently has


undertaken significant efforts to identify its relationships with these groups of individuals.]
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1. Continue to examine means to identify all individuals who are associated with a men's basketball prospect.


(The identification of individuals who are coordinating/handling a prospect's enrollment is one of the most


important tasks for the Compliance Office). The institution should determine the best means available to it


to identify such individuals, which may entail more than requesting identities on unofficial or official visit


forms. The intent is to identify individuals who are assisting in the recruitment of a prospect and determine


the extent of any follow-up activities that may be necessary to determine the background of that individual.


They would be added to the chart in Attachment A. Those individuals could accompany the prospect on a


campus visit, be present at the home or high school, be in attendance at non-scholastic events and


communicating with the coaching staff about the prospect at the event, and be in constant communication


with the staff with information about the prospect's recruitment. The intent is to identify these individuals


and determine the extent of any follow up that may be necessary.


0







1. Identify each individual who received a complimentary admission/ticket from a men's basketball staff


member for a home or away men's basketball contest. This relates to both admissions requested by a


specific staff member and those from the general men's basketball allotment, if different. It does not relate


to season tickets.


The identity of each individual receiving an admission from a coach, including as a member of a small group,


should be known (e.g., each individual should sign for the complimentary admission/ticket, even though that


individual may not be the individual that is on the admissions list for the tickets).


2. Ensure that the identities of men's basketball and football coaching staff complimentary admissions/tickets


are known by the compliance staff within days of the contest. Recommendation #1 above relates to


identifying who receives the tickets, while this recommendation ensures that this information is received


promptly by the compliance staff. The Compliance Office currently has a tentative list prior to competition


of the coaches' tickets without identities of all recipients. The best practice is for the Compliance Office to


have the list prior to competition, it being understood that names could still be added until the competition


begins.


[During interviews in July and August of 2019, it was reported that changes were being made in this complimentary


admissions process, effective fall 2019. If the changes described during the interviews are enacted, these above two


recommendations would be satisfied.]


D







1. Ensure that the second set of eves on eli~ibility certification conducts an independent analysis of pro~ress-


toward-degree calculations. In the institution's process, the Certifying Officer is Melodie Yuhn, from the


Registrar's Office. Clear authority rests with her. Throughout the year, she tracks progress toward degree


by contacting the various colleges to have the advisors from those colleges provide progress-toward-degree


calculations. Yuhn reviews those calculations and enters them into an Excel worksheet. She has six


worksheets, depending upon the background of the student-athlete (i.e., two-year transfer non-qualifier,


four-year student, etc.). Yuhn completes her calculations utilizing information from the colleges, inserts


them on a worksheet, and scans the worksheet into a folder that is accessible to the Student Athlete


Support Services (SASS) staff. No timeline exists when the worksheets are to be uploaded.


In the process, the SASS staff is the second set of eyes. The SASS staff may access the drive containing


Yuhn's worksheets. An in-person meeting is held between Yuhn, SASS staff, Compliance Office staff, and the


FAR. During this meeting, each student-athlete is reviewed. Typically, Yuhn's worksheets are entered into


the drive prior to the meeting, and the SASS staff reviews them to determine if the calculations of the SASS


staff are similar to the calculations of Yuhn.


The principle behind this system is that the SASS staff would identify any possible mistakes made by the


Certifying Officer. The effectiveness of this type of system is increased with the more independence of the


calculations of each entity —the Certifying Officer and the SASS staff. TCG believes that the SASS staff is


independently conducting its own analysis. However, the current process would allow the SASS staff to


review the calculations of the Certifying Officer and react as oppose to  prepare an independent analysis that


can be compared to the results of the Certifying Officer. The current process should be reviewed to identify


means to increase the independence of the SASS calculations. An important component of the process is


the in-person meeting, which should continue.


2. Amend the current process to require the Certifvin~ Officer to receive all grade changes of student-athletes


in order for the Certifvin~ Officer to identify those changes that result in a change in eligibility status. The


Registrar's Office currently, not the Certifying Officer within that office, forwards to the FAR a list of all


student-athletes who had grade changes, regardless of their effect on eligibility. The SASS staff also


monitors grade changes and will notify the Certifying Officer if the change affects eligibility. The FAR should


be applauded for her current efforts to contact all instructors involved with grade changes, regardless of
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whether they affect eligibility. The intent of this recommendation is to ensure that the Certifying Officer is


informed of the grade change through the Registrar's Office as opposed to the SASS staff. The Certifying


Officer is in a better position than the SASS to review the changes and determine current and future impact.
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As noted in the Assessment of Program, the institution's rules education program and its SOP would be rated very


high in comparison to other similar national programs. The institution also undertakes numerous monitoring


programs.


TCG appreciates the cooperation provided by the institution. The institution was very open and forthcoming, and


access was provided to materials and information as requested.
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October 17, 2019


Chancellor Douglas Girod
University of Kansas


Dear Chancellor:


The purpose of this letter is to serve as a follow up to The Compliance Group's ("TCG") review


of our compliance program. As noted by TCG, we are rated very high in comparison to our peers,


but appreciate them identifying additional ways we could enhance our program in this changing


NCAA environment. Dr. Susan Williams coordinated the academic related responses to the report.


A. TCG's Recommendations Related to Amateurism


TCG Recommendation No 1 Expand the current monitoring activities of the elite student-


athlete program.


Response: As noted, Kansas Athletics' current elite student-athlete program includes


all men's basketball student-athletes and a few other student-athletes. The program is


unique in that few other compliance departments visit the prospective student-athlete


at their home after the prospect has signed a National Letter of Intent. We agree with


TCG that meeting with student athletes and their families in their home environment is


a very effective educational activity. We agree that it is also accurate that we continue


to heavily educate the student-athletes, parents and other individuals within the student'


athlete's life.


We would add that these educational visits serve another purpose--monitoring. In light


of the last few years, we are more stringently monitoring our elite student athletes on


areas such as travel and unusual purchases. For example, when a current student athlete


attended the 2019 NBA Draft to celebrate with a draftee, we reviewed the applicable


records to ensure that the student athlete paid for everything on his own.


TCG Recommendation No. 2. Review the backgrounds of all enrolling prospective men's


basketball student-athletes for potential amateurism issues and develop a "database" of


information about the recruitment of these prospects.







Response: We had previously been compiling this information and have expanded this


database to include other categories of information based on TCG's example. We will


continue to implement this process.


TCG Recommendation No. 3. Review the purpose of the institution's agent registration


ro ram.


Response: We continue to annually review our agent protocols. Our policy is for agents


to register with compliance. In light of the new Rice Commission mandate, all agents


will now have to register with the NCAA, who will in turn provide us with a list of


approved registered agents. This mandate has shifted some of the responsibility of this


monitoring aspect to the NCAA. We will continue to educate our student athletes that


they cannot sign with agents who are not certified by the NCAA as there is strict


liability for such violation and signing with anon-NCAA approved agent requires them


to remain in the draft.


TCG Recommendation No. 4. Develop a written policy re  gardin~ the relationship between


coaching staff members with agents, financial advisors, wealth managers, etc.


Response: Given the Rice Commission initiatives with underclassmen allowed to sign


with agents and the lack of restriction in this space, I do not think we can or should


have a policy with regard to coaches talking to agents. Under current NCAA rules,


coaches are allowed to speak with agents and have their own financial advisors and


wealth managers. I do not want to create another reporting requirement over something


that the NCAA does not require as the institution would be assuming liability in the


event such policy was not followed. Further, such policy as to the coaches' own


financial situation seems unnecessarily intrusive.


B. Recommendations —Recruiting


TCG Recommendation No. 5. Continue to examine means to identify all indivi


associated with a men's basketball prospect.


Response: We currently identify individuals, whether parents, guardians or other adults


who are involved in a prospective student athlete's recruitment. Once the prospect has


signed a letter of intent, we schedule a home visit with the parents, guardians, and







stakeholders to educate them about NCAA rules and fact gather for amateurism and


monitoring purposes.


C. Recommendations —Complimentary Admissions


TCG Recommendation No. 1 and 2 : Identify each individual who received a complimentary


admission/ticket from a mien's basketball staff member for a home or away men's basketball


contest and ensure that the identities of men's basketball and football coaching staff


complimentary admissions/tickets are known by the compliance staff within days of the


c~nte~t_


Response: The Compliance staff implemented a policy where the identity of each


individual receiving either a complimentary admission or given an admission from a


coach. The practice extends to include as all members of a small group or large group


that receive such tickets. Compliance reviews the names of the individuals and


examines for any potential concerns prior to admission to the contest. This process is


done through Front Rush, compliance-related software used for monitoring.


Compliance implemented the use of Front Rush this summer.


D. Recommendations —Eligibility Certification


TCG Recommendation No. 1. Ensure that the second set of eyes on eligibility certification


conducts an independent anal_ sib s of progress-toward-degree calculations.


Response: The Faculty Athletic Representative Dr. Susan Williams (FAR), the Director


of Compliance and the head of Student Athlete Support Services (SASS) have


discussed the current process and made minor modifications going forward. The


Certifying Officer will continue to track and calculate Progress Toward Degree (PTD)


for student athletes using the current method. The SASS staff will independently


calculate PTD for all student-athletes using a standard process. The SASS staff will


then compare their PTD calculations to those of the Certifying Officer. Any


discrepancies will be evaluated by the Certifying Officer, SASS staff, Compliance


Staff, and FAR and reconciled prior to certifying eligibility.







TCG Recommendation No. 2: Amend the current process to require the Certif~g Officer to


receive all grade changes ofstudent-athletes in order for the Certif~g Officer to identi , those


changes that result in a Chan  ge in eli ibilit  ystatus.


Response: The FAR, Director of Compliance and head of SASS have discussed the


current process and made modifications in the process going forward. The FAR will


contact the Registrar's office to determine if there is a way to automate the notification


of grade changes to by the FAR and the Certifying Officer. In addition, the SASS staff


and the Certifying should provide a list of students that are at risk of not meeting the


criteria (hours, GPA, etc) for eligibility so that the FAR and the Certifying Officer are


aware of any potential issues with grade changes.


In closing, please know that the Compliance &Student Services staff are always looking for


ways to improve and enhance the program. We take our role within KAI very serious. I


appreciate this opportunity to respond.


Sincerely,


David Reed


Senior Associate Athletic Director for Compliance &Student Services


cc:


Jeff Long, Director of Athletics


Megan Walawender, KAI Corporate Counsel


Brian White, General Counsel


Susan Williams, FAR








From: Scott Tompsett <stompsett@scotttompsett.com> on behalf of Scott Tompsett
<stompsett@scotttompsett.com> <stompsett@scotttompsett.com>


Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 11:06 AM
To: 'Hosty, Tom'
Cc: 'White, Brian Alan'; 'Walawender, Megan Kate'; 'Reed, David'; Glazier, Mike;


Montgomery, Jason; 'Garland, James'; 'Sullivan, Jr., William M.'; Stu Brown
Subject: Letter re Adidas Booster Status
Attachments: Self - Letter to NCAA re Adidas Booster Status.pdf


Tom,


Please see the attached letter.


Scott


Scott Tompsett
Attorney at Law
1236 W. 61St Terrace
Kansas City, MO 64113


Direct: 816.216.7866
Cell: 816.674.4141
Email: stompsett(a~scotttompsett.com
Website: http://www.tompsettsportslaw.com/


PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL ATTORNEY-CLIENT COMMUNICATION, ATTORNEY WORK PRODUCT AND
ATTORNEY MENTAL IMPRESSIONS


The information contained in this e-mail (along with any attachments) is intended only for the use of the individual to whom it is addressed and may
contain privileged and/or confidential information that is exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If the reader of this message is not the
intended recipient, you are hereby notified that you should not read any further, and any dissemination, distribution, or copying of this
communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please notify the sender and immediately delete this transmission.


This e-mail may contain material that is confidential, privileged and/or attorney work product for the sole use of the intended recipient. Any review,
reliance or distribution by others or forwarding without express permission is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact
the sender and delete all copies.







Scott Tompsett
Attorney at Law


1236 West 61St Terrace
Kansas City, Missouri 64113


816.216.7866
stompsett@scotttompsett. com


February 7, 2020


Via Electronic Mail


Tom Hosty
Director of Enforcement
NCAA
1802 Alonzo Watford Sr. Drive
Indianapolis, Indiana 46202


Re: University of Kansas Men's Basketball Infractions Investigation/Request for Clarification of
Timing and Basis of Booster Status


Dear Tom:


This is a request for the details of the staff's allegations that Adidas, Jim Gatto, TJ Gassnola, Dan
Cutler, Merl Code and Larry Brown are representatives of KU's athletics interests a/k/a boosters.
As you know, virtually every allegation directed at Mr. Self depends and hinges on whether
Adidas, Gatto, Gassnola, Cutler, Code and Brown are KU boosters and on Mr. Self's knowledge
of that booster status.


It is not clear to us specifically when and how the staff believes Adidas and the aforementioned
men became boosters of KU. We understand that as detailed in footnote 2 of the NOA, the staff
seems to be alleging that Adidas became a booster of KU as eazly as October 2014 by virtue of the
sponsorship agreement between Adidas and KU. It appears the staff is alleging that Gatto and
Gassnola, by virtue of their association and duties with Adidas, also acquired booster status. It is
not clear if the staff is alleging that other acts or events also made Gatto and Gassnola boosters of
KU.


It also is not clear to us if the staff is alleging that Cutler and Code are boosters merely as a result
of their association with Adidas, or if there are other acts or events which made them boosters of
KU.


Further, we are not clear specifically when and how the staff believes Larry Brown became a
booster of KU.







As you know, Bylaw 19.7.1 (Notice of Allegations) requires the staff to give notice of "the details
of the allegations." In the context of alleging that a head coach committed Level I recruiting
violations by having knowledge of multiple impermissible recruiting contacts by boosters of the
institution, the staff should give notice of how and when the staff claims the individuals became
boosters, and how and when the head coach became aware of that booster status.


Please provide the following details:


1) For Adidas, each and every act or event that caused Adidas to become a booster of KU's athletics
interests and the dates) which the staff alleges that Mr. Self had notice of Adidas' booster status.


2) For Gatto, each and every act or event that caused Gatto to become a booster of KU's athletics
interests and the dates) which the staff alleges that Mr. Self had notice of Gatto's booster status.


3) For Gassnola, each and every act or event that caused Gassnola to become a booster of KU's
athletics interests and the dates) which the staff alleges that Mr. Self had notice of Gassnola's
booster status.


4) For Cutler, each and every act or event that caused Cutler to become a booster of KU's athletics
interests and the dates) which the staff alleges that Mr. Self had notice of Cutler's booster status.


5) For Code, each and every act or event that caused Code to become a booster of KU's athletics
interests and the dates) which the staff alleges that Mr. Self had notice of Code's booster status.


6) For Brown, each and every act or event that caused Brown to become a booster of KU's athletics
interests and the dates) which the staff alleges that Mr. Self had notice of Brown's booster status.


This information will assist us in responding fully to the NOA and help ensure the hearing panel
has a complete record to prepare for the hearing.


Thank you for your continued cooperation.


Ve truly rs,


~~
Sc tt Tompsett


cc: Brian White
Megan Walawender
David Reed
Mike Glazier
James Garland
William Sullivan
Stu Brown







From: Stuart brown <stu.brown@slblegal.com>
Sent: Friday, February 07, 2020 3:08 PM
To: Hosty, Tom
Cc: 'White, Brian Alan'; 'Walawender, Megan Kate'; 'Reed, David'; Glazier, Mike;


Montgomery, Jason; Garland, James; 'Sullivan, Jr., William M.'; Scott Tompsett
Subject: [External] Re: Letter re Adidas Booster Status


Tom,


On behalf of Kurtis Townsend, we join in Scott Tompsett's letter referenced in the email chain below. The
enforcement staff has charged two Level 1 violations against coach Townsend based on his alleged
involvement in and failure to report impermissible booster conduct involving Adidas, Larry Brown, TJ Gassnola,
and Merl Code. We request the enforcement staff to provide us with information that clarifies with sufficient
specificity to enable a detailed response by coach Townsend (1) the enforcement staff's basis for alleging KU
booster status for Adidas, Brown, Gassnola, and Code at the time of the allegedly impermissible conduct by
coach Townsend and (2) the dates) on which the enforcement staff claims coach Townsend knew the booster
status of the previously-referenced entity and individuals, as well as the basis for the enforcement staff's
assertions about such knowledge by coach Townsend.


Best regards.


Stu Brown


Stuart L. Brown, LLC
Phone: 404-330-8621
2089 Bohler Road
Atlanta, GA 30318
Email: stu.brown@slble~al.com


CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email and any attachments are confidential and may be protected by legal
privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying, distribution, or use of
this email or any attachment is prohibited. If you have received this email in error, please notify us
immediately by returning it to the sender and delete this copy from your system. Thank you. Stuart L. Brown,
LLC


From: Hosty, Tom <thosty@ncaa.org>
Sent: Friday, February 7, 2020 1:54 PM
To: Scott Tompsett <stompsett@scotttompsett.com>
Cc: 'White, Brian Alan' <brian-white@ku.edu>; 'Walawender, Megan Kate' <megan.walawender@ku.edu>; 'Reed, David'
<davidreed@ku.edu>;'Mike Glazier' <mglazier@bsk.com>;'Montgomery, Jason' <jmontgomery@bsk.com>; Garland,
James <jgarland@ncaa.org>; 'Sullivan, Jr., William M.' <wsullivan@pillsburylaw.com>; Stuart brown
<stu.brown@slblegal.com>
Subject: RE: Letter re Adidas Booster Status


Thanks Scott. We will review and get back to you.







Tom Hosty
Director of Enforcement
w: 317-917-6042 ~ c: 317-966-6492 ~ ncaa.orq
visitors: 700 W. Washington St., Indianapolis, IN 46204
letters: P.O. Box 6222, Indianapolis, IN 46206-6222
packages: 1802 Alonzo Watford Sr. Drive, Indianapolis, IN 46202


From: Scott Tompsett <stompsett@scotttompsett.com>
Sent: Friday, February 7, 2020 1:31 PM
To: Hosty, Tom <thosty@ncaa.org>
Cc: 'White, Brian Alan' <brian-white@ku.edu>; 'Walawender, Megan Kate' <megan.walawender@ku.edu>; 'Reed, David'
<davidreed@ku.edu>;'Mike Glazier' <mglazier@bsk.com>;'Montgomery, Jason' <jmontgomery@bsk.com>; Garland,
James <jgarland@ncaa.org>; 'Sullivan, Jr., William M.' <wsullivan@pillsburylaw.com>; Stu Brown
<stu.brown@slblegal.com>
Subject: Letter re Adidas Booster Status


Tom,


Please see the attached letter.


Scott


Scott Tompsett
Attorney at Law
1236 W. 615 Terrace
Kansas City, MO 64113


Direct: 816.216.7866
Cell: 816.674.4141
Email: stompsett(a~scoritompsett.com
Website: http://www.tompsettsportslaw.com/


PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL ATTORNEY-CLIENT COMMUNICATION, ATTORNEY WORK PRODUCT AND
ATTORNEY MENTAL IMPRESSIONS


The information contained in this e-mail (along with any attachments) is intended only for the use of the individual to whom it is addressed and may
contain privileged and/or confidential information that is exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If the reader of this message is not the
intended recipient, you are hereby notified that you should not read any further, and any dissemination, distribution, or copying of this
communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please notify the sender and immediately delete this transmission.


This e-mail may contain material that is confidential, privileged and/or attorney work product for the sole use of the intended recipient. Any review,
reliance or distribution by others or forwarding without express permission is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact
the sender and delete all copies.







From: Montgomery, Jason
Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 11:06 AM
To: 'Hosty, Tom'
Cc: Garland, James; Register, Russell; Duff, Taylore; Scott Tompsett; Sullivan, Jr., William M.;


Stuart Brown; Glazier, Mike; White, Brian Alan; Walawender, Megan Kate
Subject: University of Kansas MBB Matter - re Letter to NCAA re Booster Status
Attachments: THosty 021020 Letter re Self 020720 Request -University of Kansas.pdf


Tom,


Attached please find the University's support of the request made by Scott Tompsett on behalf of Coach Self
on Friday, February 7tn


Best regards,


Jason


Jason J. Montpomery
Member
Collegiate Sports Practice Group
913.234.4419 Direct
913.234.4401 Fax
913.660.4533 Ceil
jmontgomery(cr~.bsk.com


'' BAND & KI G,N.ECK
Commitment • Service ~ Value • Ovr Bond


7500 College Boulevard, Suite 910, Overland Park, KS 66210
This email is ONLY for the persons) named in the message header. Unless otherwise indicated, it contains information that is confidential, privileged or exempt from disclosure
under applicable law. If you have received it in error, please notify the sender of the error and delete the message.







BOND & KI OGNECK
7500 College Boulevard, Suite 910 ~ Overland Park, KS 66210-4035 ~ bsk.com


JASON J. MONTGOMERY
jmontgomery@bsk.com


P: 913.234.4419
F: 913.234.4488
C: 913.660.4533


February 10, 2020


VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL


Mr. Tom Hosty
Director of Enforcement
National Collegiate Athletic Association
P.O. Box 6222
Indianapolis, IN 46206


Re: University of Kansas Men's Basketball Matter -Coach Self Request for Timing
and Basis of Booster Status


Dear Tom:


The University was copied on the February 7, 2020, correspondence to you from Scott
Tompsett, co-counsel for Kansas head men's basketball coach Bill Self, regarding coach
Self's request that the enforcement staff identify its position on the booster status of
several individuals. The University agrees that answers to the questions posed in the
February 7, letter will assist both the head coach and the University with responses to the
Notice of Allegations in this case. Therefore, the University asks that you grant coach
Self's request and provide the University with access to the same information.


Sincerely,


BOND, SCHOENECK &KING, PLLC


_--- 
~_


Jason J. Montgomery


cc: Scott Tompsett
Bill Sullivan
Stu Brown
Mike Glazier
Brian White
Megan Walawender
Select NCAA staff
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BQN D & KI 
GNECK


7500 College Boulevard, Suite 910 ~ Overland Park, KS 66210-4035 ~ bsk.com


MIKE GLAZIER
mglazier@bsk.com
P: 913.234.4413
F: 913.234.4401
C: 913.484.4644


February 28, 2020


IA ELECTRONIC MAIL


Mr. Tom Hosty
Director of Enforcement
Nations{ Collegiate Athletics Association
P.O. Box 6222
Indianapolis, IN 46206


Re: University of Kansas Men's Basketball Mafter—Coach Self Request for Timing
and Basis of Booster Status


Dear Tom:


The University is in receipt of your February 19, 2020, correspondence responding to the
request from counsel for head men's basketball coach Bill Self that the enforcement staff
provide specificity on its position regarding alleged booster status of Adidas and several
individuals. As you know, the University agreed that specific detailed answers to the
questions posed in the February 7 letter from Coach Selfs counsel was needed by both
the head coach and the University to adequately respond to the Amended Notice of
Allegations. While the University appreciates your effort to respond, rather than
narrowing the time frame and identifying specific acts associated with each alleged
booster, your response instead expanded the parameters within which the alleged
booster could be deemed a booster. For example, the staff articulated its belief that Larry
Brown was a booster of the institution since 1983. This surely cannot be the case given
that (1) we are unaware of any case precedent for deeming a former coach a booster
absent a specific act independent of the coach's actual job duties that meets the legislated
definition of a booster, and (2) since 1983, Mr. Brown was the head coach at another
NCAA Division I institution. Mr. Brown certainly could not have been acting as a booster
of the University of Kansas during that time period when he was recruiting athletes to
another NCAA member institution.


The scenario with Mr. Brown illustrates the practical difficulty with what we view as a
shotgun approach to assigning booster status to entities and individuals. The wide-
ranging nature of the allegations, and the response which cites multiple Fls without
specificity, does little to assist the University or its coaches in adequately responding to
the allegations in question.
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Mr. Tom Hosty
February 28, 2020
Page 2


The failure to identify specific triggering events far each entity/individual the staff asserts
to have acted as a booster of the University underscores the fact that it is virtually
impossible for the University or the head coach to monitor the activities of the alleged
"boosters." We hope you will recognize the problems such a blanket approach to booster
status can pose and agree to provide more specificity.


Sincerely,


BOND, SCHOENECK &KING, PLLC


~~~~


Mike Glazier


MG/jyw
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~ CONFIDENTIALNIA EMAIL


Mr. Stu Brown
2089 Bohler Road


P.O. Bax 6222
Atlanta, Georgia 30318


Indianapdis, IN 46206


Telephone:317-917-6222 Mr. Jason Montgomery
Bond, Schoeneck &King
7500 College Boulevard


Shipping/OvernightAddress: SUlte 91~


1802 Alonzo Watford Sr. Drive Overland Park, Kansas 66210
Indianapolis IN 46202


Mr. Scott Tompsett
ncaa.org 1236 West 61st Terrace


Kansas City, Missouri 64113


RE: University of Kansas, Case No. 00874.


Dear Messrs. Brown, Montgomery and Tompsett:


This letter is in response to Scott Tompsett's February 7, 2020, letter requesting
information, on behalf of his client, Bill Self, head men's basketball coach at the
University of Kansas, on the alleged status of Adidas and five individuals as
representatives of Kansas' athletics interests. On February 7, 2020, Stu Brown, on
behalf of his client and assistant men's basketball coach Kurtis Townsend, joined
in this request. On February 10, 2020, Jason Montgomery, on behalf of his client,
the institution, joined in this request, as well.


Consistent with NCAA bylaws and procedures, the NCAA enforcement staff
provided the requisite specificity in the September 23, 2019, notice of allegations,
which included the factual information (FI) chart and access to the secure website
containing the FIs and other information. Nonetheless, the enforcement staff
provides the following additional detail to assist you. Please note that the
enforcement staff directs your attention to all FIs and not just the ones listed below
in response to your questions.


Regarding Adidas, the enforcement staff asserts that the facts establish that as
early as October 2014, members of the institution's athletics administration and
department, including members of the institution's men's basketball coaching staff,
knew or should have known that Adidas, a corporate entity and apparel and
equipment manufacturer, made financial contributions to the athletics department
and was otherwise involved in promoting the institution's


N a t i o n a l C o l l e g i a t e A t h l e t i c A s s o c i a t i o n


Creating a pathway to opportunity for college athletes


The NCAA is an equal opportunity employer that values inclusive excellence in the workplace.
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athletics program. (See NCAA Constitution 6.4.2 and NCAA Bylaw 13.02.15). Facts supporting
this position can be found in, but not limited to, the following FI's in the FI chart: FI001 and FI002
(interviews of Mr. Self ; FI004 and FI005 (interviews of Mr. Townsend); FI006 (statements of TJ
Gassnola, former outside consultant for Adidas); FI017 (interview of David Reed, senior associate
director of athletics); FI019 (interview of Larry Keating, special assistant to the director of
athletics); FI020 and FI021 (interviews of Sean Lester, deputy director of athletics); FI022
(interview of Sheahon Zenger, former director of athletics); FI023 (interview of Jeff Long, director
of athletics); FI024 and FI025 (interview of Jennifer Allee, assistant director of athletics); FI040
(text message involving Mr. Sel fl; FI093 and FI094 (Adidas agreement with Kansas); FI041 (email
involving Mr. Gassnola); FI123 through FI 128 (information about complimentary tickets provided
to Adidas representatives); FI142 (Jennifer Allee, assistant director of athletics for alumni
engagement, email about Adidas); and FI156 (Adidas statement).


Regarding Jim Gatto, a then Adidas director of global sports marketing for basketball, the
enforcement staff asserts that the facts of this case establish that as early as October 2014 members
of the institution's athletics administration and department, including members of the institution's
men's basketball coaching staff, knew or should have known that Mr. Gatto was employed by
Adidas, and that Adidas made financial contributions to the athletics department and was otherwise
involved in promoting the institution's athletics program. See the same legislation and the same
FI's listed above related to Adidas for Mr. Gatto. In addition, see FIs including but not limited to:
FI030 through FI035 (government records related to Mr. Gatto), FI041 (email from Mr. Gassnola),
FI064 (text message involving Mr. Gatto), FI065 and FI066 (conversation between Mr. Gatto and
Mr. Gassnola) and FI095 (email from Mr. Gatto).


Regarding Mr. Gassnola, the enforcement staff asserts that the facts establish that as early as
October 2014, members of the institution's athletics administration and department, including
members of the institution's men's basketball coaching staff, knew of or should have known that
Mr. Gatto was employed by Adidas, and that Adidas made financial contributions to the athletics
department and was otherwise involved in promoting the institution's athletics program. See the
same legislation and the same FIs listed above related to Adidas for Mr. Gassnola. Additionally,
the enforcement staff asserts that the facts establish that as early as October 2014, members of the
institution's men's basketball program, including Mr. Self and Mr. Townsend, knew or should
have known that Mr. Gassnola had been requested by members of the men's basketball staff to
assist in the recruitment of prospective student-athletes and/or had assisted in the recruitment of
prospective student-athletes. See the same legislation and the same FIs listed above. Also, see FIs
including, but not limited to: FI007 through FI009 (interviews of


; FI011 (text message between  and
Mr. Gassnola); FI012 (interview of


; FI040 (text messages between Mr. Gassnola and Mr. Self ; FI041 (email
from Mr. Gassnola); FI042 (email from Mr. Gassnola); FI060 through FI064 (text messages
involving Mr. Gassnola); FI074 (institution's
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investigative file related to Mr. Gassnola); FI101 (screenshots of Mr. Gassnola with coaches from
the institution); FI 132, FI133, and FI135 (telephone records for Mr. Self and Mr. Townsend); and
FI137 and FI138 (analysis on communications).


Regarding Merl Code, a then Adidas outside consultant, the enforcement staff asserts that the facts
establish that as early as October 2014, members of the institution's athletics administration and
department, including members of the institution's men's basketball coaching staff, knew of or
should have known that Mr. Code was a consultant of Adidas, and that Adidas made financial
contributions to the athletics department and was otherwise involved in promoting the institution's
athletics program. See the same legislation and the same FIs listed above related to Adidas for
Mr. Code. Additionally, the enforcement staff asserts that the facts establish that in 2017,
members of the institution's men's basketball program, including Mr. Self and Mr. Townsend,
knew or should have known that Mr. Code had been requested by members of the men's basketball
staff to assist in the recruitment of prospective student-athletes and/or had assisted in the
recruitment of prospective student-athletes. See the same legislation as well as see FIs including
but not limited to: FI001 through FI003 (interviews of Mr. Sel fl; FI004 and FI005 (interview of
Mr. Townsend); FI088 (interview with Steve Smith, assistant coach at Florida State University);
FI026 (interview with then men's basketball prospective student-athlete  and
FI027 (interview of


Regarding Dan Cutler, a then Adidas outside consultant, the enforcement staff asserts that the facts
establish that as early as October 2014, members of the institution's athletics administration and
department, including members ofthe institution's men's basketball coaching staff, knew or should
have known that Mr. Cutler was a consultant of Adidas, and that Adidas made financial
contributions to the athletics department and was otherwise involved in promoting the institution's
athletics program. See the same legislation and the same FIs listed above related to Adidas for
Mr. Cutler. Additionally, the enforcement staff asserts that the facts establish that in 2017,
members of the institution's men's basketball program, including Mr. Self, knew or should have
known that Mr. Cutler was requested by members of the men's basketball staff to assist in the
recruitment of prospective student-athletes and/or had assisted in the recruitment of prospective
student-athletes. See the same legislation as well as FIs including but not limited to: FI001 through
FI003 (interviews of Mr. Self ; FI015 (interview with then men's basketball prospective student-
athlete  FI016 (interview of  and
FI 132 and FI 133 (telephone records for Mr. Self .


Regarding Larry Brown, representative ofthe institution's athletics interests, the enforcement staff
assert that the facts establish that as early as 1983, Mr. Brown promoted the institution's men's
basketball program as the institution's head men's basketball coach and continued to promote the
program in the years following his tenure as the institution's head men's basketball coach. Further,
in 2017, members of the institution's athletics administration and department, including members
of the institution's men's basketball coaching staff, knew or should have known that Mr. Brown
was requested by members of the men's basketball staff, including Messrs. Howard, Self and
Townsend, to assist in the recruitment of prospective student-athletes and/or had assisted in the
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recruitment of prospective student-athletes and/or was otherwise involved in promoting the
institution's athletics program. See the same legislation listed above as well as FIs including but
not limited to the following: FI001 through FI003 (interviews with Mr. Self; FI004 and FI005
(interviews with Mr. Townsend); FI006 (Mr. Gassnola's testimony and exhibits); FI007 through
FI009 (interviews with  FI011 (text messages between Mr. Gassnola and Mr.


; FI060 through FI064 (text messages involving Messrs. Gatto, Gassnola, Self and
Townsend); FI065 and FI066 (conversation between Messrs. Gatto and Gassnola); FI077
(interview of Mr. Brown); FI078 (interview of  and FI086 (interview of Mr.
Howard).


We believe this additional detail will assist you in this case.


Sincerely,


To osty
Director of Enforcement


TCH:trd
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unknown, willfully and knowingly, having devised and intending
to devise a scheme and artifice to defraud, and for obtaining
money and property by means of false and fraudulent pretenses,
representations, and promises, would and did transmit and cause
to be transmitted by means of wire and radio communication in
interstate and foreign commerce, writings, signs, signals,
pictures, and sounds for the purpose of executing such scheme
and artifice, in violation of Title 18, United States Code,
Section 1343, to wit, GATTO, CODE, DAWKINS, AUGUSTZNE, SOOD and
others known and unknown, including basketball coaches employed
by University-6 and University-7,1 participated in a scheme to
defraud, by telephone, email, and wire transfers of funds, among
other means and methods, University-6 and University-7 by making
and concealing bribe payments to high school student-athletes
and/or their families in exchange for, among other things, the
student-athletes' commitment to play basketball for University-6
and University-7, thereby causing the universities to agree to
provide athletic scholarships to student-athletes who, in truth
and in fact, were ineligible to compete as a result of the bribe
payments.


3. Tt was a further part and object of the conspiracy
that JAMES GATTO, a/k/a "Jim," MERL CODE, CHRISTIAN DAWKTNS,


'', JONATHAN BRAD AUGUSTINE, and MUNISH SOOD, the defendants, and
others known and unknown, wi11fu11y and knowingly, having
devised and intending to devise a scheme and artifice to
defraud, and for obtaining money and property by means of false
and fraudulent pretenses, representations, and promises, would
and did transmit and cause to be transmitted by means of wire


~ In addition to the scheme to defraud described herein, the
investigation has revealed another scheme whereby athlete
advisors make direct bribe payments to coaches at universities
in exchange for those coaches' agreement to influence and steer
players under their control to retain the relevant athlete
advisors. That additional scheme is the subject of two related
Complaints also unsealed today. See Unified States v. Chuck
Connors Person, et al., 17 Mag. and United States v. Lamont
Evans, e~ al., 17 Mag. All universities and players
referenced in this Complaint and the two related Complaints have
been numbered sequentially. Accordingly, the players referenced


in this Complaint begin with "Player-~.0," and the universities
referenced in this Complaint begin with "University-6."


~a







and radio communication in interstate and foreign Commerce,


writings, signs, signals, pictures, and sounds for the purpose


of executing such scheme and artifice, in violation of Title 18,


United States Code, Section 1343, to wit, GATTO, CODE, DAWKINS,


AUGUSTINE, SOOD and others known and unknown, including


basketball coaches employed by University-6 and University-7,


participated in a scheme to defraud, by telephone, email, and


wire transfers of funds, among other means and methods,


University-6 and University-7 by making and concealing bribe


payments to high school student-athletes and/or their families


in exchange for, among other things, the student-athletes'


commitment to play basketball for University-6 and University-7;


which deprived University-6 and University-7 of their right to


control the use of their assets, including the decision of how


to allocate a limited amount of athletic scholarships, and


which, if revealed, would have further exposed the universities


to tangible economic harm, including monetary and other


penalties imposed by the National Collegiate Athletic


Association (the "NCAA").


(Title 18, United States Code, Section 1349.)


COUNT TWO
(Wire Fraud)


4. From at least in or about May 2017, up to and


including in or about September 2017, in the Southern District


of New York and elsewhere, JAMES GATTO, a/k/a "Jim," MERL CODE,


CHRISTIAN DAWKINS, JONATHAN BRAD AUGUSTINE, and MUNISH SOOD, the


defendants, willfully and knowingly, having devised and


intending to devise a scheme and artifice to defraud, and for


obtaining money and property by means of false and fraudulent


pretenses, representations, and pzomises, and attempting to do


so, transmitted and caused to be transmitted by means of wire


and radio communication in interstate and foreign commerce,


writings, signs, signals, pictures, and sounds for the purpose


of executing such a scheme and artifice, to wit, GATTO, CODE,


DAWKINS, AUGUSTINE, SOOD and others known and unknown, including


basketball coaches employed at University-6 and University-7,


participated in a scheme to defraud, by telephone, email, and


wire transfers of funds, among other means and methods,


University-6 and University-7 by making and concealing bribe


payments to high school student--athletes and/or their families


in exchange for, among other things, the student-athletes'
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commitment to play basketball for University-6 and University-7,


thereby causing the universities to provide athletic


scholarships to student-athletes who, in truth and in fact, were


ineligible to compete as a result of the bribe payments.


(Title 1$, United States Code, Sections 1343, 1349, and 2.)


COUNT.THREE


(Wire Fraud)


5. From at least in or about May 2017, up to and


including in or about September 2017, in the Southern District


of New York and elsewhere, JAMES GATTO, a/k/a "Jim," MERL CODE,


CHRTSTTAN DAWKINS, JONATHAN BRAD AUGUSTINE, and MUNTSH SOOD, the


defendants, willfully and knowingly, having devised and


intending to devise a scheme and artifice to defraud, and for


obtaining money and property by Weans of false and fraudulent


pretenses, representations, and promises, and attempting to do


so, transmitted and caused to be transmitted by means of wire


and radio communication in interstate and foreign commerce,


writings, signs, signals, pictures, and sounds for the purpose


of executing such a scheme and artifice, to wit, GATTO, CODE,


DAwKTNS, AUGUSTINE, SOOD and others known and unknown, including


basketball coaches employed by University-6 anal University-7,


participated in a scheme to defraud, by telephone, email, anal


wire transfers of funds, among other means and methods,


University-6 and University-7 by making and concealing bribe


payments to high school student-athletes and/or their families


in exchange for, among other things, the student-athletes'


commitment to play basketball for University-6 and University-7,


which deprived the universities of their right to control the


use of their assets, including the decision of how to allocate a


limited amount of athletic scholarships, and which, if revealed,


would have further exposed the universities to tangible economic


harm, including moza.etary and other penalties imposed by the


NCAA.


(Title 18, United States Code, Sections 1343, 1349, and 2.)


COUNT FOUR


(Money Laundering Conspiracy)


6. From at least in or about May 2017, up to and


including in or about September 2017, in the Southern District
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of New York and elsewhere, JAMES GATTO, a/k/a "Jim," MERL CODE,


CHRISTTAN DAWKINS, JONATHAN BRAD AUGUSTINE, and MUNISH SOOD, the


defendants, and others known and unknown, willfully and


knowingly did combine, conspa.re, confederate, and agree together


and with each other to -violate Title 18, United States Code,


Section 1956 (a) (1) (B) (i) .


7. It was a part and object of the conspiracy that JAMES


GATTO, a/k/a "Jim," MERL CODE, CHRISTIAN DAWKINS, JONATHAN BRAD


AUGUSTINE, and MUNISH SOOD, the defendants, and others known and


unknown, knowing that the property involved in a financial


transaction. represented the proceeds of some form of unlawful


activity, would and did conduct and attempt to conduct a


financial transaction, which in fact involved the proceeds of


specified unlawful activity, to wig, the wire fraud offenses


alleged in Counts One, Two, and Three of this Complaint, with


the intent to promote the carrying on of that specified unlawful


activity, in violation of Title 18, United States Code, Section


1956 (a) (1) (A} (i) .


(Title 18, United States Code, Section 1956(h).)


The bases for deponent's knowledge and for the foregoing


charges are, in part, as follows:


8. I am a Special Agent with the FBI, and T have been.


personally involved in the investigation of this matter, which


has been handled by Special Agents of the FBI and Criminal


Investigators in~the United States Attorney's Office for the


Southern District of New York (the "USAO"). I have been employed


by the FBI since 2014. I and other members of the investigative


team have experience in fraud and corruption investigations and


techniques associated with such investigations, including


executing search warrants, financial analysis, wiretaps, and


working with informants.


9. This affidavit is based in part upon my own


observations, my conversations with other law enforcement agents


and others, my examination of documents and reports prepared by


others, my interviews o~ witnesses, and my training and


experience. Because this affidavit is being submitted for the


limited purpose of establishing probable cause, it does not


include all of the facts that I have learned during the course


of the investigation. Where the contents of documents, including
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emails, and the actions, statements and conversations of others
are reported herein, they are reported in substance and in part,
except where specifically indicated otherwise.


I. OVERVIEW OF THE INVESTTGATTON


10. The charges in this Complaint result from a scheme
involving bribery, corruption, and fraud in intercollegiate
athletics. Since 2015, the FBT and USAO have been investigating
the criminal influence of money on coaches and athletes who
participate in intercollegiate basketball governed by the NCAA.
As relevant here, the investigation has revealed multiple
instances of bribes paid by athlete advisors, including
financial advisors and business managers, as well as high-level
apparel company employees, and facilitated by coaches employed
by NCAA Division I universities, to student-athletes playing at
or bound for NCAA Division I universities, and the families of


such athletes, in exchange for a commitment by those athletes to
matriculate at a specific university and a promise to ultimately
sign agreements to be represented by the bribe-payors once the


athletes enter the National Basketball Association ("NBA").
Moreover, the investigation has revealed that scheme
participants take steps to conceal the illegal payments,


r including by (i) funneling them to athletes and/or their
l~


families indirectly through surrogates and non-profit
institutions controlled by the scheme participants; and (ii)


making or intending to make misrepresentations to the relevant


universities regarding the involvement of student-athletes and


coaches in the violation of NCAA rules.


11. Tn particular, the investigation has revealed that


JAMES GATTO, a/k/a "Jim," the defendant — a high-level executive


of a global athletic apparel company ("Company-~.") — and MERL


CODE, the defendant - an individual affiliated with Company-7.
and its high school and college basketball programs — conspired


with coaches for universities sponsored by Company-1 to make
payments to high school basketball players and/or their families
in exchange for commitments by those players to attend and play


for the Company-1-sponsored university, and to sign with


Company-1 upon turning professional. In addition, CHRISTIAN


DAWKINS, MUNTSH SOOD, and JONATHAN BRAD AUGUSTTNE, the


defendants, brokered and facilitated the corrupt payments, in


exchange for a promise that the players also would retain the


services of DAWKTNS, a business manager, and SOOD, a financial







advisor, upon turning professional. As set forth in more detail
below, in or around 2017, GATTO, CODE, DAWKINS, AUGUSTINE, and
SOOD agreed to pay bribes to at least three high school
basketball players and/or their tamilies in the following
manner:


a. First, GATTO, CODE, DAWKINS and SOOD worked
together to funnel $100,000 from Company-1 to the family of a
high school basketball player ("Player-10") in exchange for
Player-10's commitment to play at an NCAA Division T university
whose athletic programs are sponsored by Company-1 ("University-
6"), and in further exchange for a commitment from Player-10 to
retain DAWKINS and SOOD, and to sign with Company-1, once
Player-l4 joined a professional basketball league.


b. Second, DAWKINS and AUGUSTINE agreed to
facilitate payments to the family of another high school
basketball player ("Player-11") in exchange for Player-11's
commitment to play at University-6 and ultimately to retain
DAWKTNS's services.


c. Third, GATTO, CODE, DAWKINS, and AUGUSTINE agreed
to make payments of as much as $150,000 from Company-1 to
another high school basketball player ("Player-12") in order to
secure Player-12's commitment to play at an NCAA Division I
university whose athletic programs are also sponsored by
Company-1 ("University-7") In exchange for the $150,000
payment, Player-12 similarly was expected to commit to retaining
DAWKINS's services and signing with Company-1 once Player-12
joined a professional basketball league.


12. The scheme described herein served to defraud the
relevant universities in several ways. First, by virtue of
accepting and concealing payments that, if uncovered, would
render them ineligible to participate in Division Y basketball,


the student-athletes and/or their family members conspired with
coaches and apparel company executives to obtain athletic-based
financial aid for the student-a~hle~es from NCAA Division I
universities through false and fraudulent means. Indeed, for the


scheme to succeed and the athletic scholarships to be awarded
such that the athletes could play at a NCAA Division 2
university, the student-athletes and coaches described herein


must falsely certity to the universities that they are unaware
of any rules violations, including the illegal payments. Second,


r~







the scheme participants further defrauded the universities, or


attempted to do so, by depriving the universities of significant


- and necessary information regarding the non-compliance with NCAA


rules by the relevant student-athletes and coaches. In doing so,


the scheme participants interfered with the universities'


ability to control their assets and created a risk of tangible


economic harm to the universities, including, among other


things, decision-making about the distribution of their limited


athletic scholarships; the possible disgorgement of certain


profit-sharing by the NCAA; monetary fines; restrictions on


athlete recruitment and the distribution of athletic


scholarships; and the potential ineligibility of the


university's basketball team to compete in NCAA programs


generally, and the ineligibility of certain student-athletes in


particular.


~I. THE NCA.A AND RELEVANT NCAA RULES


13. Based on my participation in this investigation, my


review of publicly available information, and my Conversations


with other law enforcement agents who have reviewed such


information, I have learned the following:


a. The NCAA is a non-profit organization


headquartered in Indianapolis, Indiana, ghat regulates athletics


for over 1,000 colleges and universities, Conferences, and other


associations. NCAA member schools are organized into three


separate divisions: Division I, Division II, and Division TIT.


University-6 and University-7 are in NCAA's Division I, which is


the highest level o~ intercollegiate athletics sanctioned by the


NCAA.


b. Division I schools typically have the biggest


student bodies, manage the largest athletics budgets and offer


the most athletic scholarships. Among other things, Division I


schools must offer a minimum amount of financial assistance (in


the form of scholarships) to their athletes; however, the NCAA


sets a maximum number of scholarships available for each sport


that a Division I school cannot exceed. Currently, teams may


offer no more than 13 athletic scholarships for the 2017-2018


men's basketball season.


14. The official rulebook governing Division I schools is


the NCAA Division I Manual (the "Manual"), which is published







annually and which contains the NCAA Constitution and its


operating bylaws (the "Bylaws"). Based on my review of the


Manual, T have learned the fallowing, in relevant. part:


a. Among the NCAA's core principles for the conduct


of intercollegiate athletics is a directive that "[s]tudent-


athletes shall be amateurs in an intercollegiate sport;" and


that "student-athletes should be protected from exploitation by


professional and commercial en.terprises." The Constitution


further stakes that "an institution found to have violated the


LNCAA]'s rules shall be subject to disciplinary and corrective


actions as may be determined by the [NCAA]."


b. Consistent with the NCAA's core principles, any


financial assistance to student-athletes other than from the


university itself or the a~h].etes' legal guardians is prohibited


without express authorization from the NCAA. Tn addition,


neither student-athletes, prospective student athletes, nor


their relatives can acCep.t benefits, including money, travel,


clothing, or other merchandise, directly or indirectly from


outside sources such as agents2 ar financial advisors. A


student-athlete is rendered "ineligible" to participate in


Division T sports if the athlete is recruited by a uni~rersity or


any "representative of its athletics interests" in violation of


NCAA rules.


c, Coaches and other team staff at NCAA Division T


schools also are subject to various prohibitions, including (i)


facilitating contact between student-athletes and agent s. or


financial advisors; and (ii) receiving compensation directly or


indirectly from outside sources with respect to any actions


involving the student-athletes.


15, Based on my review of the NCAA Constitution and its


2 The NCAA Division T Bylaws define an "agent" broadly as "any


individual who, directly or indirectly, seeks to obtain


any type of financial gain or benefit from a student


athlete's potential earnings as a professional athlete."


Specifically included in the definition of "agent" is, among


others, "a certified contract advisor, financial. advisor,


marketing representatsve, brand manager or anyone who is


employed or associated with such persons."







Bylaws, I have learned that student-athletes, coaches, and staff
members of athletics departments must complete annual
Certifications regarding their knowledge of NCAA rules
violations, and, in the case of student-athletes, their
continued eligibility to participate in NCAA-.sponsored sports.
In particular:


a. On an annual basis, a student-athlete must "sign
a statement in which the student-athlete submits
information related to eligibility, recruitment, financial aid,
[and] amateur status," which is known as the "Student-Athlete
Statement." In the Student-Athlete Statement, the student-
athlete represents, among other things, that "[a]11 information
provided to the NCAA and the institution's admissions
office is accurate and valid, including [his] amateur
status" and that the student-athlete has "reported to [his]
director of athletics any violations of NCAA regulations
involving [him] and [his] institution." Furthermore, in signing
the Student-Athlete Statement, the Student-Athlete certifies
that "to the best of [his] knowledge, [he] has not violated any
amateurism rules," and has "not provided false or misleading
information Concerning [his] amateur status to the NCAA or
the institution's athletics department."


b. Coaches and staff members must certify annually
that they have reported to their university any knowledge of
violations of NCAA rules involving their institution.


c. In addition, the Bylaws prohibit student-athletes,
coaches and staff members of athletics departments from
"knowingly furnishing or knowingly influencing others to •furnish
the NCAA ox the individual's institution false or misleading
information concerning an individual's involvement in or
knowledge of matters relevant to a possible violation of an NCAA
regulation."


16. As set forth in the Bylaws, violations of NCAA rules
by a university or any individual may lead to penalties
including, but not limited to, limitations an a university's
"participation in postseason play in the involved sport";
financial penalties including "requirements that an institution
pay a fine, return revenue received from a specific athletics
event ar series of events, or reductions] in or
elimination of monetary distribution by" the NCAA; "limitations
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on the numbex of financial aid awards that may be pxovided" by
the university to student-athletes; and recruiting restrictions
including on the ability to conduct off-campus recruiting
activities or to communicate by telephone or letter with
prospective student-athletes.


III. RELEVANT INDIVIDUALS AND ENTITIES


A. The Athletic Apparel Company ("Company-1")


17. Based on my participation in this investigation,
including my review of publicly available information, I have
learned that Company-1 is a multinational corporation that
designs and manufactures shoes, clothing, and accessories for
multiple sports, including basketball. Company-1 sponsors
numerous high school, college, and professional basketball
programs, including a program for amateur pre-college athletes,


and sponsors the athletic programs of a number of universities
that regularly have top-ranked Division I men's basketball
teams, including University-6 and University-7.


B. JAMES GATTQ, a/k/a "Jim"


18. Based on my participation in this investigation,
including my review of publicly available information, and my
review of calls and conversations recorded as a part of this
investigation, I have learned that JAMES GATTO, a/k/a "Jim," the
defendant, is the head of Global Sports Marketing - Basketball


for Company-1. In that capacity, GATTO appears to oversee
significant components of Company-1's high school and College


basketball programs, including facilitating payments to players


and their families as a part of the schemes described herein.


C.MERL CODE


19. Based on my participation in this investigation,


including my review of publicly available information, and my


review of calls and convex'sations recorded as a part of this


investigation, I have learned that MERL CODE, the defendant, is


affiliated with Company-1 and its high school and college


basketball programs, and participated in organizing some of the


payments made from Company-1 to players and their families as a


part of the schemes described herein.. Prior to joining Company-
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1, CODE worked as the Director of Elite Youth Basketball for a
rival athletic apparel company.


D. CHRISTIAN DAWKSNS


20. Based on my review of publicly available
information, and my review of calls and conversations recorded


as a part of this investigation, among other sources, I know


that CHRISTIAN DAWKINS, the defendant, was an employee of a


sports management company based in New Jersey ("SMC-1") between


in or about 2015 until in or about May 2017. Although DAWKINS is
not a registered agent3, the investigation has revealed that


DAWKINS's job at SMC-1 primarily consisted of recruiting


athletes as Clients and maintaining client relationships for the


firm. In or about May 2017, SMC-1 terminated DAWKINS in


Connection with DAWKINS's alleged misuse of an athlete's credit


card to pay for expenses from a ride services company without


the athlete's authorization. Since that time, as detailed below,


DAWKINS has endeavored, with the assistance of other scheme


participants, to start his own sports management business.


E. JONATHAN BRAD AUGUSTTNE


21. Based on my review of publicly available information


and my review of calls and conversations recorded as a par~ .of


this investigation, I know that JONATHAN BRAD AUGUSTINE, the


defendant, is the Program Director for an amateur, high school-


aged basketball team sponsored by Company-1 that participates in


the "A.AU," an amateur basketball league. AUGUSTINE is also the


President of a Florida-based registered 501(c)(3) charitable


organization whose stated purpose is to provide mentoring and


assistance to high school athletes to help them "grow, develop


and achieve in the classroom as well as to secure a scholarship


to a~~end an accredited college or university."


3 Based on my review of publicly available sources, I am aware


that becoming a registered sports agent with the NBA requires


approval by the NBA Players Association, the payment of annual


fees, and successful completion of a written examination. Only


individuals who have met these requirements may recruit or


represent NBA players.
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F. MUNrSH SOOD


22. Based on my participation in phis investigation,
including my review of publicly available information, I have
learned that MUNISH SOOD, the defendant, is the founder of an
investment services company ("the Investment Company") and
serves as its Chief Investment Officer. The Investment Company
was founded in or about 2002 to provide investment management
services to institutional and family office clients. SOOD is a
registered investment advisor. Based on my conversations with a
cooperating witness who has been providing information to law
enforcement as a part of this investigation ("CW-1"),4 T have
learned that CW-1 met SOOD in or about 2011 or 2012, and that
SOOD and CW-1 have known and worked with each other for sevexal
years.


G. University-6


23. Based on my re~criew of publicly available information,
T have learned ghat University-6 is a public research university
located in Kentucky. With approximately 22,640 students and over
7,000 faculty and staff membexs, it is one of the state's
Largest universities. Uni~crersity-6 fields approximately 21
varsity sports teams in NCAA Division I competition, including


men's basketball.


4 Based on my participation in the investigation, including my
debriefings of CW-1, I am aware that CW-1 ran a business
management firm that primarily serviced professional athletes,


as Weil as a registered investment advisory firm that pro~crided
investment relayed services to CW-1's clients, including
athletes. Information provided by CW-1 has been corroborated by,


among other things, recorded conversations, electronic


communications, and surveillance by law enforcement. CW-1 began


cooperating with the Government in or about November 2014. A11


of CW-1's activities with respect to the defendants described in


this Complaint were conducted at the direction of law
enforcement. ~n or about September 2017, CW-1 pleaded guilty to


securities gaud, wire fraud, aggravated identity theft, and


making false statements pursuant to a cooperation agreement with


the Government. On or about May 6, 2016, CW-1 agreed to settle


civil charges filed by the Securities and Exchange Commission


relating to CW-1's violations of certain securities laws.
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24. I know from publicly available information that, in
each year relevant to this Complaint, University-6 received
funds from the federal government in excess of $10,000 per year.


H. University-7


25. Based on my review of publicly available information,


T have learned that University-7 is a private research
university located in Florida. With approximately 16,000
students and over 2,600 taculty members, it is one of the


state's largest universities. University-7 fields approximately


l5 varsity sports teams in NCAA Division T competition, .
including men's basketball.


26. T know from publicly available information that, in
each year relevant to this Complaint, University-7 received


funds from the federal government in excess of $10,000 per year.


IV. ALLEGATIONS INVOLVING UNIVERSITY-6


27. As set forth in more detail herein, beginning in


approximately May 2017, and continuing into at least September


2017, JAMES GATTO, a/k/a "Jim," MERL CODE, CHRISTIAN DAWKTNS,


and MUNTSH SOOD, the defendants, and others known and unknown,


conspired to illicitly funnel approximately $100,000 from


Company-1 to the family of Player-10, an All-American high


school basketball player; to assist one or more coaches at


University-6 in securing Player-10's commitment to play at


University-6, a school sponsored by Company-1; and to further


ensure that Player-10 ultimately retained the services of


DAWKTNS and SOOD and signed with Company-1 upon entering the


NBA. The bribe money was structured in a manner so as to conceal


it from the NCAA and officials at University-6 by, among other


things, having Company-1 wire money to third party consultants


who then facilitated cash payments to Player-10's family.


Further, the scheme could only succeed, and Player-10 could only


receive an athletic scholarship from University-6, if the scheme


participants, including one or more coaches at University-6,


made false certifications to University-6.


28. I am also aware from my participation in this


investigation that the agreement to make payments to the family


of Player-10 was formulated in or around May 2017, aftex most of


the top high school recruits from the Class of 2017 had already
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committed to various universities and when, according to public
reporting, Player-10, who was considered one of the top recruits
nationally in his class, had indicated a desire to attend a
number of rival schools, and not University-6. Based on publicly
available information, T am aware that, on or about June 3,
2017, ar almost immediately after the illicit bribe scheme set
forth herein was agreed to, Player-10 publicly announced his
intention to enroll at University-6. Contemporaneous press
accounts described the announcement as a "surprise commitment"
that "c[ame) out of nowhere" and a "late recruiting coup" for
coaches at University-6.s


A. The Defendants Agree ~o Pay Player-,10'g Family $200,000 to
Matriau.Zate at University-6, and Conceal the Payments
Through an Entry Set Up by DAWKINS


29. Based on my participation in this investigation,
including my review of telephone ca11s over a cellular telephone
used by CHRTSTTAN DAWKINS, the defendant, that were intercepted
pursuant to judicial authorization (the "Dawkins Wiretap"), and
my discussions with other law enforcement officers, T have
learned that in or around May of 2017, at the request of at
least one coach from University-6, DAWKTNS, JAMES GATTO, a/k/a
"Jim," MERL CODE, MUN2SH SOOD, the defendants, and others agreed
to funnel $100,'000 (payable in four installments from Company-1
to the family of Player-10. Shortly atter the agreement with the
family of Player-10 was reached in late May and early June,
Player-10 publicly committed to University-6.


30. T have further learned that,6 prior to paying Player-


SBased on my review of publicly available information, T have


Learned that Player-10 is listed on the roster for the 2017-2018
University-6 men's basketball team.


6 Except as otherwise indicated, the bases for my knowledge of
the facts described in this Complaint are my participation in


this investigation; my training and experience; my discussions
with CW-1, and undercover law enforcement agents who
participated in the investigation; and my review of the entirety


of each recorded telephone call or meeting Cited herein, and,
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10's family, JAMES GATTO, a/k/a "Jim," and MERL CODE, the
defendants, first needed time to generate a sham purchase order
and invoice ostensibly to justify using Company-1 funds since
they could not lawfully pay the family of Player-10 directly and
risk that such prohibited payments be revealed. Accordingly, in
or around July 2017, CHRTSTTAN DAWKINS, the defendant, working
with CODE, arranged for MUNTSH SOOD, the defendant, and an FBI
undercover agent ("UC-1"} posing as a financial backer for
DAWKINS's and SOOD's new sports management business, to make an
initial $25,000 payment to Player-10's family on Company-1's
behalf, to be later reimbursed by Company-1. Tn particular, on
or about July 7, 2017, DAWKTNS and CODE had the following
discussion in a telephone call that was intercepted by the
Dawkins Wiretap:


a. CODE told DAWKINS that he had "bad news" about
the payments from Company-1 to Player-10's family, adding that
"my group gets [J an email about the invoice" that "ask [s] for
all these PO numbers and vendor numbers and blah blah blah blah
blah," referring to the document generated internally at
Company-1 meant to explain the $100,000 being allocated to pay
the family of Player-10. CODE then explained to DAWKINS that he
had expected JAMES GATTO, a/k/a "Jim," the defendant, and
Company-1 to have handled the payment "off the books," noting
that CODE's "group" had received payments that year that "didn't
go through the system."


b. CODE then informed DAWKZNS that he had tried to


submit an invoice to Company-1 for the $100,000 payment, routed
through CODE's consulting company,_ but that when he submitted
the invoice "for the whole [University-6] situation," Company-1


where available, a transcript of the call or meeting. For every


instance in which T offer my interpretation of language used


during a recorded telephone call or meeting, that interpretation


is based on my training, experience, and participation in this
investigation, my review of the larger universe of recorded


telephone ca11s and meetings in addition to those Contained
herein, and my discussions with CW-1 and the undercover law


ex~.forcement agents .
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"didn't have any record of [CODE's] organization in the system."
CODE described how he would have to "create a vendor number" for
his company and then a "purchase order" to justify the $100,000
payment, and, accordingly, they would not have access to the
funds for several weeks. CODE lamented to DAWKINS ghat GATTO had
not just "flex Led] his muscle and push [ed] it through the


system, but that's obviously not what's happening," and asked
whether DAWKTNS could arrange for SOOD or UC-1 to provide the
initial payment to Player-10's father ("Father-2")~ because
Father-2 had been pressuring them for the money, CODE also said
that SOOD or UC-1 ultimately would be reimbursed for the initial
payment to Father-2.


31. On or about July 10, 2017, MERL CODE and MUNISH SOOD,
the defendants, spoke with UC-1 in a telephone ca11 that was
recorded by UC-1 at the direction of law enforcement.$ During
the call, CODE, SOOD and UC-1 discussed the need for UC-1 to


fund the inifi.ial $25,000 payment to Father-2, and CODE explained
how athletic apparel companies masked other, similar payments to
high school athletes. In particular, during the July 10 call the
following, among other things, was discussed:


a. CODE, SOOD and UC-1 discussed the possibility


that UC--1 would pub up, or "front," the money needed to make the


first $25,000 payment to Player-10's family. because, according


to CODE, "long stox'y short, it's gotta go through some processes
[at Company-1] and steps and what have you, and it takes a


while, so we're talking another two to three weeks before it


really runs through the corporate structure. And the dad's
expectations were that Christian [DAWKINS] was going to be able


~ A related Complaint, United States v. Chuck Connors Person, et


a1., 17 Mag. references a "Father-1" who is a different


individual.


e Based on my participation in this investigation and my review


of a recording made by UC-1 of the meeting, I know that on June


20, 2017, CHRISTIAN DAWKINS, the defendant, introduced CODE to


SOOD and'UC-1 during a meeting in New York, New York, and that


during this meeting, DAWKTNS, CODE, SOOD and UC-1 discussed, in


sum and substance and in part, their plan to make payments to


college basketball players and coaches, including CODE's utility


to the scheme as an insider of Company-1.
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to help him do some things a month ago." CODE fuxther explained
that CHRTSTIAN DAWKTNS, the defendant, had called him and asked
him to make sure that SOOD and UC-1 "were aware o~ the
situation" and had asked them to provide the funds "with the
understanding that they will be reimbursed" by Company-1. CODE
further suggested to SOOD and UC-1 that "for cleanliness and
lack of questions," the money transfer to Father-2 should be in
cash. He then confirmed that the rationale for paying Father-2
was to ensure that Player-10 would sign with DAWKINS and
Company-1 when he entered the NBA. On the call, UC-1 agreed to
lend DAWKINS and CODE the initial $25,000 payment for Player-
10's family, and CODE confirmed that "reimbursement" to UC-1 by
Company-1 could happen in "a number of ways."


b. CODE also told SOOD and UC-1 that "you guys are
being introduced to how stuff happens with kids and
getting into particular schools and so this is kind of one o~
those instances where we needed to step up and help one of our
flagship schools in [University-6], you know, secure a five star
caliber kid. Obviously that helps, you know, our potential


business and that's an [Company-1-sponsored] school."
Highlighting CODE's desire to disguise the fact that Company-1
funds ultimately would be used for the $100,000 payment to
Father-2, CODE further stated that by funneling the payments to


student-athletes through third-party companies, Company-1 was
"not engaging in a monetary relationship with an amateur


athlete, we're engaging in a monetary relationship with a
business manager, and whatever he decides to do with it, that's
between him and the family." CODE added that "we can't get
involved directly in those kinds of situations and scenarios."


B. DAWK2NS, SOOD and UC-1 Pay Father-2 An Initial $25, 000


32. On or about July ~.~., 2017, UC-1 traveled from New


York, New York to the office of MUNTSH SOOD, the defendant, in


Princeton, New Jersey. During the meeting, which UC-1 recorded,


UC-1 provided SOOD with $25,000 in cash intended for Father-2,


who, according to SOOD and CHRISTIAN DAWKINS, the defendant,


would be flying to the New York City area to receive it.


33. On or about July 13, 2017, CHRISTIAN DAWKINS, the


defendant, participated in a telephone Ca11 with a male who I


believe, based on my participation in the investigation and the


context of the ca11, was Father-2. During the call, which was
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intercepted over the Dawkins Wiretap, Father-2 stated that he


was renting a car to travel to meet MUNISH SOOD, the defendant.


DAWKINS told Father-2 that SOOD had $19,500 for Father-2, and


that DAWKINS would take care of "everything else."


34. On or about July 14, 2017, CHRISTIAN DAWKINS and


MUNISH SOOD, the defendants, participated in a telephone ca11


that was intercepted over the Dawkins Wiretap. During the call,


DAWKINS and SOOD discussed the meeting with Father-2, and SOOD


confirmed that he had given Father-2 the cash, adding that SOOD


believed they had secured Player-l0's commitment to attend


[University-6] and ultimately to retain DAWKINS and the new


sports management company he was forming with SOOD, among


others. DAWKTNS responded, "that kid could come over my house,


and have a key. Like that's what I do." DAWKINS further stated


that if Player-10 was "one and done," meaning that if Player-10


played one year of collegiate sports before entering the NBA


draft, "he may be top 20," but that if Player-10 played


collegiate basketball for two years, he "should be a top ten


pick."


C. The De1.ay in Securing $500,000 From Company-1 to Pay


Playez~-10's Family and GATTO's Concealment of the T.z~ue


Purpose of the Funds


35. On or about July 24, 2017, CHRTSTTAN DAWKTNS and MERL


CODE, the defendants, spoke on a telephone ca11 that was


intercepted over the Dawkins Wiretap. During the call, DAWKINS


expressed concern with the delay by CODE and JAMES GATTO, a/k/a


"Jim," the defendant, in securing the $100,000 in funds from


Company-1 to pay Player-10 and his family, telling CODE that he


did not want anything "funky" to happen to the funding because


DAWKINS did not have $100,000 of his own money to pay Player-10.


CODS agreed, telling DAWKINS that he might ha~re to "lean on" a


senior executive at Company.-1 ("Senior Executive-1") "and some


of his side hustle off the book shit" in order to finance the


payments. CODE and DAWKINS then discussed how GATTO and others


at Company-1 were accounting for the unlawful transfer of funds


to Player-10's family by booking it on Company-1's records as a


payment to an outside organization affiliated with CODE. When


DAWKTNS expressed surprise that GATTO was putting the payments


on Company-1's books at all, CODE confirmed that GATTO had


identified it "as a payment to my team, to my organization, so
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it's on the books_, [but] it's not on the books for what it's
actually for."9


D. The July 27 Meeting: DAWKINS, AUGUSTINE, UC-1, C'W-1 and a


University-6 Coach Discuss Payments from Company-1 ~o
Anathe.r High School Basketball Player


36. On or about July 27, 207.7, CHRISTIAN DAWKINS and


JONATHAN BRAD AUGUSTINE, the defendants, met in a hotel room in


Las Vegas, Nevada, with CW-1, UC-1 and an assistant coach from


University-6 ("Coach-1") (the "July 27 Meeting"). Prior to the


meeting, the FBI placed video recorders inside of the hotel


room; UC-1.also recorded the meeting. Based on my participation


in the investigation, including my review of the recordings of


the July 27 Meeting, as we11 as my debriefing of CW-1, I am


aware that at the July 27 Meeting, the following was discussed,


in sum and substance, and ira.part:


a. DAWKINS explained to the group that "the player


we're talking about tonight is CPlayer-7.l] with [University-6J ,"


and noted that DAWKINS had dealt with coaches at University-6 on


the recruitment of Player-1.0. DAWKINS then laid out the plan to


funnel money to the family of Player-11, a high school


basketball player who was expected to graduate in 2019, stating


that "the mom is like we need our fucking money. So we got


to be able to fund the situation," adding "we're all working


together to get this kid to [University-6] Obviously, in turn,


9 Based on my participation in this investigation, I am aware


that GATTO and CODE started making plans in mid-September 2017


to submit another false and fraudulent invoice to Company-1 for


the second $25,000 payment due to Father-2 in November 2017. In


particular, on or about September 13, 2017, GATTO and CODE spoke


on a telephone ca11 that was intercepted pursuant to a


judicially authorized wiretap on a cellphone used by CODE (the


"Code Wiretap") On the call, GATTO asked CODE, "When's the next


uhh payment we gotta make for uhh [Player-10]?" and CODE


responded that they had agreed to make four payments of $25,000


each, "so I would te11 you probably November." GATTO then told


CODE that they should "get the invoice in now," adding that


"it's probably goa.ng to take a month, haha, in. our system .


let's just get that out of the way now." GATTO noted that they


would "~ figure out the other f ~.f ty i.n ` 7.8 . "
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the kid wi11 come back to us,° referring to himself and the
business he was forming with the help of MUNISH SOOD, the


defendant, and UC-1.


b. Noting that University-6 was already on probation
with the NCAA, DAWKINS indicated that they would have to be


particularly careful with how they passed money to Player-11 and


his family. Coach-1 agreed, stating "we gotta be very low key."


DAWKTNS added, "The biggest thing is just making sure that every


month Brad [AUGUSTTNE] gets what he needs" in order ~o funned


the payments to Player-11 and his family. AUGUSTTNE noted that


Company-1, which sponsored his amateur team, would be supportive


of their recruitment efforts, and confirmed that "a11 my kids


will be [Company-1] kids." DAWKINS concluded ghat their plan to
funnel money to Player-11 and/or his family in exchange for


Player-11's commitment to attend University-6 and to sign with


DAWKINS and Company-1 "works on every angle. We have Merl [CODS,
the defendant] at [Company-1], we have Brad [AUGUSTINE] out with


the kid, and we have [University-6]," nodding at Coach-1.


c. DAWKINS, AUGUSTINE, and UC-1 then discussed the


logistics of how to get their share of the funding from DAWKINS


and UC-1 to AUGUSTINE each month without the payments being


detected. AUGUSTINE suggested that the "easiest way" would be to


send the money to AUGUSTINE's "non-profit for the grassroots


team," although AUGUSTTNE confirmed that he also would accept


Cash. UC-1 then handed AUGUSTINE an envelope Containing $12,700


in cash, which DAWKINS explained "wi11 take care of July, of


August." UC-1 suggested to Coach-1 that the payment would


"mak[e] [University-6J and your program happy in the sense that


the kid is going to [University-67 , and after [University-


6], he's gonna Come back to us."


d. At the meeting, AUGUSTINE stated that he expected


Company-1 to fund at least a portion of the future payments to


Player-11 and/or his family because, referring to a coach for


the University-6 men's basketball team ("Coach-2"), "n.o one


swings a bigger dick than [Coach-2]" at Company-1, adding that


"all [Coach-2 has to do] is pick up the phone and ca11 somebody,


[and say] these are my guys, they're faking caxe of us."


DAWKINS, UC-1, and Coach-1 then discussed ensuring that Player-


11 ultimately signed with DAWKINS upon entering the NBA, anal


Coach-1 explained that "LCoach-2] is not a guy to have his own


agent alx'eady set up" so that it would fall upon Coach-1 and
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another assistant coach at University-6 to steer the athletes to
certain advisors. With respect to Player-11, AUGUSTINE noted
that "on my end, when Y send my kids to college, before T send
them, T'm having that conversation," and "with [Player-11], this
is done."


e. Shortly thereafter, Coach-1 left the room, and
DAWKINS, AUGUSTINE, UC-1 and CW-1 proceeded to discuss the
Player-10 scheme described in paragraphs 27 to 35, supxa, and,
in particular, the involvement of Coach-2 in securing funding
from Company-1 for Player=l0's family. DAWKINS, who had been
negotiating directly with Player-10's family, noted that
Company-1 had originally agreed to pay a "certain number" to
Player-10's family, but that a rival athletic apparel company
was "coming with a higher number," such that DAWKINS needed to
"get more" from Company-1 to secure Player-10's Carnmi~ment to


attend University-6. DAWKINS then said that he had spoken with


Coach-2 about getting additional money fox Player-10's family


and informed Coach-2 that "I need you to ca11 Jim Gatto, [the
defendant, who's the head of everything" at Company-1's
basketball program.


37. Based on my review of ca11 records, I am aware that on


? or about May 27, 2017, JAMES GATTO, a/k/a "Jim," the defendant,
had two telephone conversations with a phone number used by


Coach-2. Based on the same, Y am aware that on or about June 1,


2017, GATTO had a third telephone conversation with the same


phone number used by Coach-2. As noted above, two days later, on


or about June 3, 2017, Player--10 officially committed to
University-6 in return for the commitment by GATTO and Company-1


to pay $100,000 to his family.


E. DAWKINS Exp.laa.ns ~o UC-2 the Different Schemes to Defraud


Engaged .i.n by the Defendants


38, In or around June 2017, UC-1, acting at the direction


of law enforcement, introduced another FBI undercover agent


("UC-2") as a business associate of UC-1 who, along with UC-1,


would be involved in providing the funding needed by CHRISTIAN


DAWKINS, the defendant, to set up a new sports management


company after DAWKTNS was fired from SMC-1, as is described


above. On or about August 8, 2017, UC-1 called DAWKINS and,


during the call, which UC-1 recorded, UC-1 informed DAWKINS that


UC-1 would be traveling internationally for the next month but
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that both CW-1 and UC-2 would be available to meet with coaches
and/or players in UC-1's absence, and to continue to fund
payments per their prior discussions.


39. Accordingly, on or about August 16, 2017, CHRISTIAN
DAWKINS, the defendant, spoke with UC-2 on a telephone call that
was recorded by UC-2 to explain to UC-2 the status of the
various schemes, including the scheme to make the payments to
Player-10 and Player-11 and their families described above, as
we11 as additional payments DAWKINS and UC-2 would need to make
in the upcoming weeks. ~n particular, based on my review of a
recording of the August 16 call and my discussions with UC-2, Z
have learned that DAWK2NS and UC-2 discussed the following, in
substance and in part:


a. DAWKINS confirmed that he had facilitated the
first $25,000 paymentl0 to Player-10 and that MERL CODE, the
defendant, had reimbursed DAWKZNS on behalf of Company-1 through
a payment to DAWKINS's "Loyd Inc. account." DAWKINS also
explained to UC-2 that they would need additional money for "two
particular kids, one was Lplayer-10] who we're already involved
with, we already got him done, so basically we just need to take
care of his dad with two grand monthly" adding "I gotta just
figure out how we get the two grand to him every month." With
respect to the second athlete, Player-11, DAWKINS told UC-2 that
University-6 would need to get "five grand" to JONATHAN BRAD
AUGUSTINE, the defendant, by August 25 so that AUGUSTINE could
pass it on to Player--11's family.


b. DAWKZNS further explained to UC-2 that AUGUSTINE
was an important asset to the scheme because he runs a "big time
AAU grassroots program" and has "two kids that have a chance to
both be `one and done' kids. one's name is [Player-12J ,
[Player-12] is like the number seven ranked player in the
country, and one is named [Player-11], who is also top ten in
the country. [Player-11] is the kid who CUniversity-6] is
basically wanting to get financed right now, via Brad. So we're
giving Brad five a month for [Player-11's] mom's bi11s and that


10 As is described above, at DAWKINS's suggestion, CODE asked UC-1
to provide the funds for the initial $25,000 payment to F'ather-
2, informing UC-1 that UC-1 later would be reimbursed for these
funds .
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kind of stuff." As noted above, AUGUSTINE is the Program,
Director for an amateur AAU basketball team; I have confirmed
from publicly available information that Player-11 played for
AUGUSTINE's AAU team.


c. DAWKINS also proposed to UC-2 that they fund
AUGUSTINE's non-profit organization, which had the potential to
generate multiple top-level basketball players for DAWKINS's
company, adding that "everything that can be put into his
nonprofit is a write off, obviously, a tax deduction" so "it's
not just like a normal payment to player" and Cau1d "be of
benefit to everybody across the board."


d. DAWKINS told UC-2 that he was in the "process of
signing people to agreements," including the family members of
the student-athletes to whom they were funneling money, because
"I want us as protected as possible across the board," adding
that "obviously, we have to put funding out, and obviously some
of it can't be completely accounted for on paper because some of
it is, whatever you want to Call it, illegal."


F. Financial Records Show That Company-1 Funds Were Used to


Reimburse DAWKINS for the $25,000 Payment to Father-2


40. I have reviewed banking records for an account
belonging to "Loyd, Inc.," a company that I believe is owned by


CHRIST3AN DAWKINS, the defendant (the "Loyd Account") From


those records I have learned that, on or about August 1, 2017,


DAWKINS deposited a $25,000 check into the Loyd Account. The


memo line on the check read "consulting fees."


41. Based on my review of financial records for the


account associated with the $25,000 Check, I have learned that:


a. The $25,000 check was issued from a bank account


held in the name o£ an individual ("Individual-1") and an AAU


basketball program ("AAU Program-1"). Based on my review of


publicly available sources, I have determined that AAU Program-1


is sponsored by Company-1.


b. On or about August 1, 2017, the bank account held


in the name of Individual-1 and AAU Program-1 received an


incoming transfer of $30,000 from an account associated with a
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Company-1 entity based in North America.


G. The Defendants Continue to Pay AUGUSTINE and Father-2 As
Part of the Scheme


42. Based on my participation in this investigation,
including my discussions with UC-2, T am aware that, on or about
August 23, 2017, UC-2 met with MUNTSH SOOD, the defendant, in
Manhattan, New York, in order to provide SOOD with a cash
payment of $20,000. The meeting was recorded by UC-2. Prior to
the meeting, CHRISTIAN DAWKINS, the defendant, and UC-2 hacl
discussed, on a call that was recorded by UC-2, among other
things, that $5,000 of this money would be provided by SOOD to
JONATHAN BRAD AUGUSTINE, the defendant, and that $2,000 of this
money would be provided by SOOD to Father-2 as part of the
agreement to pay Player-10 and/or his family in order to ensure
that Player-10 would retain DAWKINS's new company in the
future ,11


V. ALLEGATIONS INVOLVING UNSVERSITY-7


43. As set forth in more detail herein, beginning in
approximately July 201.7, and continuing into at least September
2017, JAMES GATTO, a/k/a "Jim," MERL CODE, CHRISTIAN DAWKINS,
and JONATHAN BRAD AUGUSTTNE, the defendants, and others known
and unknown, conspired to illicitly funnel approximately
$150,000 from Company-1 to Player-12, another top high school
basketball player expected to graduate in 2018, to assist one or
more coaches at University-7 in securing Player-12's commitment
to play at University-7, and to further ensure that Player-~.2
ultimately signed with DAWKINS and with Company-7. upon entering
a professional league. Moreover, because Company-1 could not
make the payments to Player-12 or his family directly, GATTO,
CODE, DAWKINS, and AUGUSTINE planned to cozzceal the payments by
funneling them through CODE, DAWKINS and AUGUSTINE, as well as


1~ As discussed on
the $20,000 would
this Complaint.


the call, DAWKINS relayed that the remainder of
be paid to other individuals not relevant to
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an amateur basketball team controlled by AUGUSTINE.


A. CODE and DAWKINS Discuss the Involvement of University-7
Coaches in Funneling Payments to Player-12


44. On or about August 9, 2017, CHRISTIAN DAWKINS and
MERL CODE, the defendants, discussed — on a telephone call
izztercepted over the Dawkins Wiretap — paying Player-12
and/or his family at the request of at least one coach at
University-7 ("Coach-3") During the call, DAWKINS and CODE
discussed the involvement of Coach-3 in ensuring that
Company-1 would funnel payments ~o Player-12 in order to
secure Player-12's commitment to play at University-7. In.
particular, on the call, DAWKINS told CODE that, according
to JONATHAN BRAD AUGUSTINE, the defendant, "[Coach-3] knows
everything," and ghat they could "start the process" to
funnel the payments to Player-12 in order to ensure that
Player-12 would commit to attend University-7 upon his
graduation in 2018. With respect to the need to funnel
money to Player-12, DAWKINS further informed CODE that
Coach-3 "knows something gotta happen for it to get don.e,"
and CODE replied that he had just left a message for JAMES
GATTO, a/k/a "Jim," the defendant, regarding the payment.


B. The Defendants Discuss a $150,000 Payment to PZayer-12 to
Ensure That Player-12 Would Choose Un.iv~ersi~y-7 Over a
Rival Urxiversity


45. On or about August 11., 201.7, JAMES GATTO, a/k/a "Jim,"
and MERL CODE, the defendants, spoke twice on telephone calls
that were intercepted pursuant to the Code Wiretap. During those
ca1.1.s, GATTO and CODE discussed, among other things, Coach-3's
request to GATTO that Company-1 make a $150,000 payment to
Player-12 in order to prevent Player-12 from committing to
attend another NCAA Division I university sponsored by a rival
athletic apparel company that allegedly had offered Player-12 a
substantial sum of money. In par~.icular, I have learned that:


a. On their initial call that day, CODS and GATTO
discussed funneling payments from Company-7. to Player-12 in
order to influence Player-1.2's decision to attend University-7,
a school sponsored by Company-1. In particular, on the Call,
CODE informed GATTO that they had "another [University-6]


situation" — referring to the scheme described above in
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paragraphs 27 to 35 involving Player-10 and University-6 —
adding, "except it's with [University-7) this dime." When GATTO
inquired whether University-7 was "hot," CODE explained that
"[University-7] wants this kid named [Player-12]." GATTO
confirmed that he knew already about University-7's request for
Player-12, and told CODE that he had spoken to Coach-3,12 who had
"just asked about the kid and then he said supposedly the kid
was having a meeting with" Senior Executive-1 at a Company-1
sponsored program geared toward high school amateur athletes
that occurred between on or about August 3 and August 7, 2017.


b. On a second call later the same day, CODE
discussed with GATTO, in sum and substance, and in part, the
involvement of CHRTSTTAN DAWKINS and JONATHAN BRAD AUGUSTTNE,
the defendants, in the scheme to facilitate payments to Player-
12 in order to secure Player-12's commitment to attend
University-7. CODE explained that another Division I university
("University-4") was offering Player-12 $150,000 "and we're
trying to keep him from going to an.e of their schools.i13 CODE
further told GATTO ghat DAWKTNS and AUGUSTINE had asked CODE
whether GATTO "would be able to keep him at [University-7]
because they really want the kid." GATTO confirmed that Player--
12 would be a rising senior in high school, and CODE assured
GATTo that the payments need not be "all in one lump sum. I can,
I can make it work .," further za.oting that this situation
was "n.ot one of those where I need an answer today. You know
what T am saying? I just wanted to put it on your plate."


c. On the same ca11, GATTO inquired whether Company-
1 would "ha~cre to match the [University-4] deal?," and asked if
the payments could be pushed to 2018 noting "if T have to pay it
out in `18, that's fine" but adding "T just don't know if T, T


just don't know if 1 can do anything in `17 that's what I'm


12 Based on my review of call records for a cellphone used by
GATTO, T am aware that, oz~. or about August 6, 2017 (a few days


before the ca11 between CODE and GATTO discussed in this


paragraph), GATTO had two telephone ca11s with a cellphone


number believed to be used by Coach-3.


~3 Based on publicly available information, I am aware that the


University-4 athletic program, including its men's basketball


team, is sponsored by a rival athletic apparel company.
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saying." Referring to the scheme involving Player-10 detailed
above, GATTO further told CODE that he should "try to get it to,
what did we do with [Player-10], a 100," which I believe is a
reference to the $100,000 payment to Player-10. CODE replied
that he was not sure "they'll ta}ce that much less but if I can
take it down at least twenty five," to which GATTO responded,
"Alright, well 1et's just see."


46. T have reviewed a telephone call on or about August
12, 2017 between MERL CODE and CHRISTIAN DAWKTNS, the
defendants, that was intercepted pursuant to both the Dawkins
Wiretap and the Code Wiretap. On the ca11, CODE relayed the
substance of CODE's discussion with JAMES GATTO, a/k/a "Jim,"
the defendant, regarding payments by Company-1 to Player-12,
including GATTO's request that CODE negotiate the $150,Oa0
asking price set by Player-12. According to CODE, however, if
"[University-4]'s willing to" pay the fu11 $150,000, "then
that's where the kid is going to go." Referring to GATTO's
statement that he did not have sufficient funds to pay Player-12
in 2017, CODE stated that if Company-1 waited until January 2018
to commit to a payment amount, "by that point that number might
be 200," .i.e., $200,000, adding that Company-1 "won't play if
it's at that level, we want play." DAWKTNS asked what
would be the highest payment that GATTO and Company-1 would
agree to, and CODE replied, "I think they do 150 if, if [Coach-


3 ] stayed' on it . " '


47. On or about August 1.9, 2017, MERL CODE and JONATHAN


BRAD AUGUSTTNE, the defendants, spoke on a telephone call that
was intercepted pursuant to the Code Wiretap. During the ca11,
CODE informed AUGUSTINE that he would do what was necessary "to
make sure that we secure[] the kid" but that "budget-wise,
everything was kind of strapped for `17. So `18 puts us in a
better place to have that conversation."
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WHEREFORE, deponent respectfully requests that warrants be


issued for the arrests of JAMES GATTO, a/k/a "Jim," MERL CODE,


CHRISTIAN DAWKINS, JONATHAN BRAD AUGUSTINE, and MUNISH SOOD, the


defendants, and that they be imprisoned or bailed, as the case


may be.


~-


JO VOUR.DERIS


Special Agent


Federal Bureau of Izzvestigation


Sworn to before me this


25th day of September, 2017


THE NO BLE JAMES L. COTT


UNI ED ATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE


SO T DISTRICT OF NEW YORK
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Iamdgatl Charge


1 CHARGE


2 THE COURT: OK. You folks are about to perform your


3 final function as jurors. My instructions to you are in four


4 parts. First, I am going to describe the law to be applied to


5 the facts as you find the facts to have been established by the


6 proof; second, I will instruct you about the trial process;


7 third, I will speak to you concerning your evaluation of


8 evidence; and, finally, I'll speak to you about the conduct of


9 your deliberations.


10 You are welcome to take notes. I alert you also,


11 however, that you will all have typewritten copies of these


12 instructions in the jury room.


13 The defendants, James Gatto, Merl Code, and Christian


14 Dawkins, are formally charged in what's called an indictment.


15 An indictment is merely an accusation. It's not evidence.


16 It's not proof of anybody's guilt. It doesn't create any


17 presumption. It doesn't permit any inference that the


18 defendants are guilty.


19 Each count in the indictment charges a different


20 crime. You must consider each count separately and return a


21 separate verdict of guilty or not guilty for each defendant on


22 each count in which the defendant is charged. Whether you find


23 a defendant guilty or not guilty as to one offense should not


24 affect your verdict as to the other offenses. Similarly,


25 whether you find one defendant guilty or not guilty to one of


SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C.
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1 the charges should not affect your verdict as to the other


2 defendants charged with the same offense.


3 There are three counts in this indictment. Count One


4 charges all three defendants with participating in a conspiracy


5 to commit mail fraud. Count Two charges all the defendants


6 with wire fraud in connection with an alleged scheme to defraud


7 the University of Louisville. Count Three charges James Gatto


8 with wire fraud in connection with an alleged scheme to defraud


9 the University of Kansas.


10 My law clerk, Rachel, hands me a note saying I said


11 "mail fraud" instead of "wire fraud." I do it again. Anytime


12 I say mail fraud, it is a mistake. It is wire fraud. The two


13 statutes are substantially identical except one involves


14 telephones and wires, one involves mail, and we probably try


15 more mail frauds than wire frauds. What can I say? It is a


16 habit.


17 With any criminal charge, there are certain basic


18 facts that the government must prove beyond a reasonable doubt


19 before a defendant may be found guilty. Those basic, necessary


20 facts are called the essential elements of the charge.


21 The defendants have pleaded not guilty to the charges


22 in the indictment. The burden is on the prosecution to prove


23 guilt beyond a reasonable doubt. That burden never shifts to


24 the defendants.


25 The law presumes each of the defendants to be innocent


SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C.
(212) 805-0300
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of the charges against him. I therefore instruct you that each


defendant is presumed innocent throughout your deliberations


until such time, if ever, that you as a jury are satisfied that


the government has proved that defendant guilty beyond a


reasonable doubt. If the government does not sustain its


burden on one or more counts, you must find the defendant not


guilty on that count or counts.


I have said that the government must prove the


defendant guilty beyond a reasonable doubt -- each defendant,


of course. A reasonable doubt is a doubt based on reason and


common sense. It is a doubt that a reasonable person would


have after carefully weighing all the evidence, or lack of


evidence. It is a doubt that would cause a reasonable person


to hesitate to act in a matter of importance in his or her own


personal life. Proof beyond a reasonable doubt, therefore, is


proof of such a convincing character that a reasonable person


would not hesitate to rely and act upon it in the most


important of his or her own affairs.


If, after fair and impartial consideration of all the


evidence, you have a reasonable doubt about a defendant's guilt


with respect to a charge in the indictment, it is your duty to


acquit the defendant on that charge. On the other hand, if


after fair and impartial consideration of all the evidence or


lack of evidence, you are satisfied of a defendant's guilt on a


particular charge beyond a reasonable doubt, you should vote to


SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C.
(212) 805-0300
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1 convict on that charge.


2 Let me turn to the indictment.


3 As I have told you, Count One of the indictment


4 charges the defendants with the crime of conspiracy. The other


5 two counts charge what we call substantive crimes.


6 As I explained to you a couple of weeks ago now, a


7 conspiracy is a little different from a substantive count. A


8 conspiracy charge, generally speaking, alleges that two or more


9 persons agreed together to accomplish some unlawful objective.


10 The focus of a conspiracy count, therefore, is on whether there


11 was an unlawful agreement. A substantive count, on the other


12 hand, charges a defendant with the actual commission, or with


13 causing someone else to engage in certain actions necessary for


14 the actual commission, of an offense. A substantive offense


15 therefore can be committed by a single person. It need not


16 involve any agreement with anyone else.


17 A conspiracy to commit a crime is an entirely separate


18 and different offense from a substantive crime, the commission


19 of which may be an objective of a conspiracy. And since the


20 essence of the crime of conspiracy is an agreement or an


21 understanding to commit a crime, it doesn't matter if the


22 crime, the commission of which was the objective of the


23 conspiracy, ever was actually committed. In other words, if a


24 conspiracy exists and certain other requirements are met, the


25 conspiracy is punishable as a crime even if its purpose is not


SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C.
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established or accomplished. Consequently, in a conspiracy


charge, there is no need to prove that the crime or crimes that


were the objective or objectives of the conspiracy actually


were committed.


By contrast, conviction on a substantive count


requires proof that the crime charged actually was committed or


attempted, but it does not require proof of an agreement.


with respect to the substantive counts, you should be


aware also that there are three alternative theories on the


basis of which you may find a defendant guilty. While I am


going to explain these three theories in more detail, I want to


take a very brief moment to outline them briefly.


The government's first theory is that one or more of


the defendants committed a substantive crime charged in the


indictment. The second theory is that one or more of the


defendants, with criminal intent, willfully caused someone else


to engage in certain actions that resulted in the commission of


a substantive crime charged in the indictment. I am going to


refer to both of those two theories that I just outlined for


you as involving a claim that a defendant is guilty of a crime


as a principal.


The third theory is that someone other than a


defendant charged in the indictment with a particular


substantive crime committed that crime and the defendant you


are considering aided and abetted the commission of that crime.


SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C.
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I will refer to that theory as a claim that the defendant is


guilty of a crime as an aider and abettor.


Now, for the sake of convenience, in organizing my


instructions to you, I'm going to instruct you first with


respect to the two counts that charge substantive crimes,


Counts Two and Three. I'll instruct you initially on the first


two theories of liability, namely, that the defendants are


guilty as principals of the substantive crimes charged in the


indictment (as the counts apply to each defendant) either


because they themselves committed the substantive crimes or


because they, with criminal intent, caused someone else to


~ commit the substantive crimes. I then will instruct you on the


third theory of liability -- that is, the alternative theory


that the defendants are guilty as aiders and abettors.


Finally, I will instruct you on the conspiracy count.


Now, as I instructed you at the beginning of this


trial, certain of the conduct at issue here allegedly violated


rules of the NCAA, including rules on amateurism. So, you have


heard testimony and were shown exhibits regarding NCAA rules,


and you in fact have the whole NCAA Division I manual in


evidence.


Now, the purpose of this trial is not to determine


~ whether the NCAA amateurism and recruiting rules are good or


bad. During your deliberations, you must apply my instructions


on the law to the facts that you find the government has proved


SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C.
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beyond a reasonable doubt. Any views or opinions you might


have about the wisdom or the fairness of any NCAA rules have no


bearing on this case whatsoever and should not be considered by


you in any respect during your deliberations. You should


disregard also any arguments made by the lawyers about the


wisdom or fairness of those rules.


In addition, I instruct you that a violation of an


NCAA rule, by itself, is not a violation of the law. This


case, however, is not about whether violations of NCAA rules


occurred. There is no dispute that NCAA rules were violated.


Rather, this case essentially is about whether the universities


that are alleged to have been victims or intended victims of


the crimes that are charged in the indictment were fraudulently


misled about whether violations of NCAA rules had occurred. I


will give you more detailed instructions on this point in a


moment, which you will follow in all respects.


Now, let me make one final point before I begin my


specific instructions on the counts charged in the indictment.


Each of the alleged victims and intended victims of the crimes


charged in the indictment is a university. Universities, of


course, are not human beings. They can think or act only


through their agents -- that is to say, their officers, their


employees, and their other authorized representatives. So, the


knowledge, the intentions, the statements, and the actions of a


university officer, employee, or other representative -- and


SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C.
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I I that includes basketball coaches -- are considered to be those


of the university to the extent, but only to the extent, that


the officer, employee, or other representative is, first of


all, acting within the scope of the authority of that officer,


agent, or representative and, second of all, without any


purpose to profit personally or otherwise benefit him or


herself in a manner that is not fully aligned with the


interests of the university.


Now, we come to Counts Two and Three, the two


substantive wire fraud counts.


Count Two charges that from at least in or about


May 2017, up to and including in or about September 2017,


Messrs. Gatto, Code, and Dawkins each participated in a scheme


to defraud the University of Louisville of athletic scholarship


funds and of the right to control the use of its assets,


including the ability to decide how to allocate a limited


number of athletic scholarships, by making, or causing to be


made, material misrepresentations, using interstate wires, in


connection with obtaining a scholarship from the University of


Louisville for Brian Bowen, Jr. to play basketball for the


University of Louisville.


Count Three charges that from at least in or about


October 2016, up to and including in or about November 2017,


Mr. Gatto participated in a scheme to defraud the University of


Kansas of athletic scholarship funds and of the right to


SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C.
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control the use of its assets, including the ability to decide


how to allocate a limited number of athletic scholarships, by


making, or causing to be made, material false representations,


using interstate wires, in connection with obtaining a


scholarship from the University of Kansas for  to


play basketball for that school.


For each of these two counts the government must prove


~ the following three elements:


First, it must prove that there was a device, scheme,


or artifice to defraud the relevant university of money or


property by false or fraudulent pretenses, representations or


promises. It must prove, second, that the defendant you are


considering knowingly and willfully participated in the device,


scheme, or artifice to defraud, with knowledge of its


fraudulent nature, and with specific intent to defraud. It


must prove, third, that is in the execution of that device,


scheme, or artifice, the defendant you are considering used, or


caused to be used, interstate wires.


The first element the government must prove beyond a


reasonable doubt is the existence of a device, scheme, or


artifice to defraud the victim of money or property by false or


fraudulent pretenses, representations or promises. In Count


Two, the alleged victim is the University of Louisville. In


Count Three, the alleged victim is the University of Kansas.


The instructions on the elements that the government must prove


SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C.
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beyond a reasonable doubt to establish wire fraud are the same


on both counts. The only difference is the victim.


Now, let me define some of the terms specific to wire


fraud that I have used.


"Fraud" is a general term. It is a term that includes


all of the possible means by which a person seeks to gain some


unfair advantage over the victim by intentional


misrepresentation or false pretenses.


A "device, scheme, or artifice to defraud" is any


plan, device, or course of action to deprive another of money


or property by means of false or fraudulent pretenses,


representations, or promises. It is, in other words, a plan to


deprive another of money or property by trick, deceit,


deception, swindle, or overreaching.


A representation is false if it is true at the time


when it was made. A statement also may be false if it is


ambiguous or incomplete in a manner that makes what is said, or


represented, misleading or deceptive. A representation or


statement is fraudulent if it was made falsely and with the


intent to deceive.


Now, the government in this case says that the


fraudulent scheme, charged in each of Count Two and Count


Three, was carried out by two different means. The first


means, that the government argues, is that the student-athletes


who received athletic scholarships from the University of


SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C.
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Louisville or the University of Kansas, as the case may be,


made false representations in the form of certifications to


those universities. The second means is that the parents of


the student-athletes who got athletic scholarships from the


universities in question made false representations, also in


the form of certifications to the universities. Now, the


instructions here are a little bit different depending on your


consideration of whether a false statement was made by a


student-athlete or by a parent of a student-athlete.


As to the student-athletes, there is no contention in


this case that the student-athletes knew that any


certifications they signed and submitted to the universities


were false at the time that they were signed and submitted. In


other words, there is no contention that the student-athletes


themselves were trying to deceive the universities because they


didn't know that they were making any false statements.


Instead, the government alleges that the alleged false


certifications submitted by the student-athletes served as the


means for a scheme to defraud because of the defendants' roles


in causing those false statement to be made. I therefore


instruct you that, to the extent the existence of an alleged


scheme to defraud is based on an allegedly false certification,


signed and submitted by a student-athlete, the government must


prove beyond a reasonable doubt that the defendant you are


considering, with the specific intent to defraud the university
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in question, willfully caused the making of the false


certification by the student-athlete. I will explain the


concepts of "intent to defraud" and "willful causation" to you


in a few minutes.


My instructions are the same for any allegedly false


certification submitted by a parent if you find beyond a


reasonable doubt that the parent did not know that the


certification was false at the time that the parent signed and


submitted it. To the extent the existence of a scheme to


defraud is based on such a false certification, the government


must prove beyond a reasonable doubt that the defendant you are


considering, with the specific intent to defraud the university


in question, willfully caused the parent of the student-athlete


to make the false certification.


Now, a different instruction applies, however, if the


existence of a scheme to defraud is based on an allegedly false


certification signed by a parent who knew that the


certification was false when the parent signed and submitted


it. In that case, you may find that a scheme to defraud


existed on the basis of that certification -- provided that the


government has proved beyond a reasonable doubt each of the


other requirements on which I instruct you in respect of the


first element of wire fraud; that is to say, if the government


proves beyond a reasonable doubt either, first, that the


defendant you are considering, with the specific intent to
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defraud the university in question, willfully caused the parent


to make the false certification or, secondly, that the parent


who signed and submitted the certification knew that the


certification was false when the parent signed and submitted


it.


But the existence of a false statement is not the end


of your inquiry. For any false or fraudulent representation to


be a basis for a scheme to defraud, the government must prove


beyond a reasonable doubt also that the false or fraudulent


representation relates to a material fact or matter. A


material fact is one that would reasonably be expected to


influence, or that is capable of influencing, the decision of


the decision-making person or entity to which it was directed.


Now, in this case, the "decision-making entity" to


which false or fraudulent representations allegedly were


directed is the University of Louisville in Count Two and the


University of Kansas in Count Three. I previously instructed


you that universities can think and act only through their


authorized agents who are acting without any purpose to profit


personally or otherwise to benefit him- or herself in a manner


that is not fully aligned with the interests of the university.


You should apply that instruction here.


This mean that, for purposes of Count Two, if you find


beyond a reasonable doubt that a false or fraudulent


representation was made, you must determine whether that
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representation was one that was capable of influencing the


appropriately authorized and unconflicted officers or employees


of the University of Louisville in deciding whether to provide


a scholarship to Brian Bowen, Jr. For purposes of Count Three,


if you find beyond a reasonable doubt that a false or


fraudulent representation was made, you must determine whether


that representation was one that was capable of influencing the


appropriately authorized and unconflicted officers or employees


of the University of Kansas in deciding whether to provide a


scholarship to . The same principle applies to


statements that are misleadingly or deceptively ambiguous or


incomplete.


Now, it is not necessary for the government to prove


that any particular person actually relied upon, or actually


suffered damages as a consequence of, any false or fraudulent


representation. Nor do you need to find that the defendant you


are considering profited from the fraud. Here again my


instructions differ somewhat depending on whether the


individual who made a false representation (to the extent you


find that any such false representation actually was made) knew


that the representation was false at the time they made it. If


you find beyond a reasonable doubt that a false representation


was made by an individual who did not know that the


representation was false, you must find that the defendant you


are considering willfully caused the false representation to be
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made as part of a fraudulent scheme in the expectation that it


would be relied upon by the university in question. If you


find beyond a reasonable doubt that a false representation was


made by an individual who did not know that the representation


was false, you must find that the individual made that false


representation as part of a fraudulent scheme in the


expectation that it would be relied upon by the university in


question. In either case, you must concentrate on whether


there was such a scheme, not on the consequences of the scheme.


I instruct you further that in determining whether a


scheme to defraud existed, it is irrelevant whether you believe


that the university in question might have discovered the fraud


if it had looked more closely or probed more extensively. A


victim's negligence or gullibility in failing to discover a


fraudulent scheme is not a defense to wire fraud. On the other


hand, a finding that a university intentionally turned a blind


eye to certain kinds of representations when making decisions


about scholarships may be relevant to the materiality of the


representations.


Finally, the government, in order to satisfy this


first element of substantive wire fraud, must prove beyond a


reasonable doubt that the alleged scheme contemplated depriving


the victim -- that is to say, the University of Louisville in


Count Two and the University of Kansas in Count Three -- of


money or property. It is no doubt obvious that property
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includes tangible property interests, such as physical


possession of an object or of money. But a victim can be


deprived of money or property also when it is deprived of the


ability to make an informed economic decision about what to do


with its money or property -- in other words, when it is


deprived of the right to control the use of its assets. I


instruct you that a victim's loss of the right to control the


use of its assets constitutes deprivation of money or property


if, and only if, the scheme could have caused or did cause


tangible economic harm to the victim.


A scheme to defraud does not have to be shown by


direct evidence. It can be established by all the facts and


circumstances in a case.


Now we move on to the second element of substantive


wire fraud. It is a lot shorter.


The second element that the government must prove


beyond a reasonable doubt to establish substantive wire fraud


is that the defendant you are considering knowingly and


willfully participated in the scheme, device, or artifice to


defraud, with knowledge of its fraudulent nature and with


specific intent to defraud.


To act "knowingly" means to act intentionally and


voluntarily, and not because of ignorance, mistake, accident or


carelessness.


To act "willfully" means to act with knowledge that


SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C.
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I) one's conduct is unlawful and with the intent to do something


the law forbids, that is to say, with the bad purpose to


disobey or disregard the law. "Unlawfully" simply means


contrary to law. In order to know of an unlawful purpose, a


~ defendant does not have to know that he was breaking any


particular law or any particular rules. He needs to have been


aware only of the generally unlawful nature of his actions.


To prove that the defendant you are considering acted


with specific intent to defraud, the government must prove that


he acted with intent to deceive for the purpose of depriving


the relevant University of something of value. As I mentioned


earlier, that may include the right to control money or


property if the loss of the right to control money or property


could have resulted or did result in tangible economic harm to


the university. The government doesn't have to prove that the


university actually was harmed, only that the defendant you are


considering contemplated some actual harm or injury to the


university in question. In addition, the government need not


prove that the intent to defraud was the only intent of the


defendant you are considering. A defendant may have the


required intent to defraud even if the defendant was motivated


by other lawful purposes as well.


To participate in a scheme means to engage in it by


taking some affirmative step to help it succeed. Merely


associating with people who are participating in a scheme --
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even if the defendant you are considering knew what they were


doing -- is not participation.


It is not necessary for the government to establish


that the government -- excuse me -- that the defendant you are


considering originated the scheme to defraud. It is sufficient


if you find that a scheme to defraud existed, even if someone


else originated it, and that the defendant, while aware of the


scheme's existence, knowingly and willfully participated in it


with intent to defraud. Nor is it required that the defendant


you are considering participated in or had knowledge of all of


the operations of the scheme. The responsibility of the


defendant is not governed by the extent of his participation.


For example, it is not necessary that the defendant have


participated in the alleged scheme from the beginning. A


person who comes in at a later point with knowledge of the


scheme's general operation, although not necessarily all of its


details, and who intentionally acts in a way to further the


unlawful goals, becomes a participant in the scheme and is


legally responsible for all that may have been done in the past


in furtherance of the criminal objective and all that is done


subsequently.


Even if the defendant you are considering participated


in the scheme to a degree less than others, he nevertheless is


equally guilty as long as the defendant knowingly and willfully


participated in the scheme to defraud with knowledge of its
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general scope and purpose and with specific intent to defraud.


Now, because an essential element of the crime


charged, both in Count Two and Count Three, is intent to


defraud, it follows that good faith on the part of a defendant


that you are considering is a complete defense to the charge of


wire fraud. An honest belief in the truth of the


representations made or caused to be made by a defendant is a


complete defense, however inaccurate the statements may turn


out to be. Similarly, it is a complete defense if a defendant


held an honest belief that the universities were not being


deprived of the ability to make an informed economic decision


in such a way as to expose them to a risk of tangible economic


harm. Likewise, if you determine that a defendant held an


honest belief that he could facilitate a payment to a family of


a student-athlete without affecting the eligibility of that


student-athlete to play in basketball games sponsored by the


NCAA, you may find that such defendant lacked intent to


defraud.


A defendant has no burden to establish a defense of


good faith; it remains the government's burden to prove


fraudulent intent and the consequent lack of good faith beyond


a reasonable doubt. However, in considering whether or not a


defendant acted in good faith, you are instructed that an


honest belief on the part of the defendant, if such a belief


existed, that ultimately everything would work out to the
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benefit of the universities does not necessarily mean that the


defendant acted in good faith. If the defendant you are


considering knowingly and willfully participated in the scheme


with the intent to deceive the university in question for the


purpose of depriving it of money or property (including the


right to control money or property if such loss of the right to


control could have resulted in tangible economic harm), even if


only for a period of time, then no amount of honest belief on


the part of the defendant that the university ultimately would


be benefited will excuse false representations that a defendant


willfully caused to be made.


Now, as to certain of the universities, one or more of


~ the defendants contends that they lacked intent to defraud


because they acted in good faith at the request of one or more


university basketball coaches. An individual who does not work


for a university and who engages in (otherwise legal) conduct


to mislead the university lacks an intent to defraud the


university if three things are true: First, he or she was


acting at the request of an agent of the alleged victim


university; second, the agent had apparent authority to make


that request; and, third, the agent appeared to be unconflicted


and acting in good faith for the benefit of the victim


university and not to serve his or her own interests in a


manner that was not fully aligned with the interests of the


university. I am now going to discuss each of these concepts
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in more detail.


As to the first point, it is for you to determine


whether the defendant that you are considering reasonably


understood that one or more university coaches had requested


that the defendant facilitate a payment to a student-athlete or


his family.


As to the second point, an agent of a university


generally has apparent authority to make a request of an


outside party on behalf of that university if actions taken by


other authorized representatives of the university caused the


outside party reasonably to believe that _the agent who made the


request had the authority to make that request on behalf of the


university. Again, because the burden to prove each


defendant's guilt lies with the government, assuming you find


that a defendant reasonably believed that a coach or another


agent requested that defendant to make or cause the making of a


payment to a student-athlete or his family, you then must


determine whether the government has proved beyond a reasonable


doubt that the defendant knew or should have known that the


university had not authorized the coach to ask the defendant to


make that payment or payments of that kind.


As to the third point, to the extent that you find


that a defendant reasonably understood a university coach to


have requested that the defendant make or cause the making of a


payment to a student-athlete or his family, you must determine
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also whether the government has proved beyond a reasonable


doubt that the defendant did not honestly believe that the


coach was unconflicted and acting in good faith. The question


of what a defendant believed about a university coach's


interests and intent is a question of fact for you to decide.


However, it might be helpful if I elaborate briefly on what it


means for an agent of a university to be unconflicted.


An agent of a university is unconflicted if his or her


actions are fully aligned with the interests of the university.


Anytime an agent takes an action, the agent might


simultaneously be acting for the benefit of the university for


whom the agent works and have an additional interest in


profiting personally or otherwise benefiting him or herself.


The agent's personal interests might be financial, they might


being nonfinancial in nature. To be unconflicted, the agent's


personal interests, to the extent the agent has any personal


interests, must be completely aligned with the interests of the


university. The agent may not sacrifice the interests of the


university in favor of his or her personal interests to any


extent.


(Continued on next page)
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THE COURT: Now, the question of whether a person


acted knowingly, willfully and with intent to defraud is a


question of fact for you to determine, like any other fact


question. Direct proof of knowledge and fraudulent intent


almost never is available. Nor is it required. It would be a


rare case where it could be shown that a person wrote or stated


that as of a given time in the past he or she committed some


act with fraudulent intent. The ultimate facts of knowledge


and criminal intent, though subjective, may be established by


circumstantial evidence, based upon a person's outward


manifestations, his or her words, his or her conduct, his or


her acts, and all the surrounding circumstances disclosed by


the evidence and the rational or logical inferences that may be


drawn from it. You may also infer, but are not required to


infer, that people intend the natural and probable consequences


of their actions. Accordingly, when the necessary result of a


scheme is to injure others, fraudulent intent may be inferred


from the scheme itself. As I instructed you earlier,


circumstantial evidence, if believed, is of no less value than


direct evidence.


The third and final element that the government must


prove beyond a reasonable doubt is that the defendant you are


considering used, or caused to be used, interstate wires (for


example, phone calls, e-mail communications, or text messages)


in furtherance of the scheme to defraud the University of
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Louisville, in the case of Count Two, and the University of


Kansas, in the case of Count Three.


The wire communication must be an interstate wire --


that is, it must pass between two or more states. The use of


the wire need not itself be a fraudulent representation. It


must, however, further or assist in some way in carrying out


the scheme to defraud.


It is not necessary for the defendant you are


considering to have been directly or personally involved in a


wire communication, as long as the communication was reasonably


foreseeable in the execution of the alleged scheme to defraud


in which the defendant is accused of participating. In this


regard, it is sufficient to establish this element of the crime


if the evidence justifies a finding that the defendant caused


the wires to be used by others. This does not mean that the


defendant must specifically have authorized others to make the


communication. When one does an act with knowledge that the


use of the wires will follow in the ordinary course of business


or where such use of the wires reasonably can be foreseen, even


though not actually intended, then he causes the wires to be


used.


Finally, if you find that a wire communication was


reasonably foreseeable and that the interstate wire


communication charged in the indictment took place, then this


element is satisfied even if it was not foreseeable that the
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wire communication would cross state lines.


As to each scheme alleged in Count Two and Count


Three, if you find that the government has failed to prove any


of the three elements of either count beyond a reasonable doubt


as to a particular defendant, then you must find that defendant


not guilty on that count. On the other hand, if you find that


the government has proved each element beyond a reasonable


doubt as to a particular defendant, then you should find that


defendant guilty on that count.


Now, as I instructed you earlier, the government's


second theory of liability on the substantive mail fraud


counts, Count Two and Count Three, is that the defendants are


guilty of the substantive crimes charged in those counts as


principals because they possessed the requisite criminal intent


and willfully caused someone else to engage in actions


necessary to commit the crimes. So I am now going to take a


minute to discuss what it means for a defendant to be guilty as


a principal through willful causation in the context of this


case.


It is the law of the United States -- and I quote --


"that whoever willfully causes an act to be done which, if


directly performed by that person, would be an offense against


the United States, is punishable as a principal."


So what does the term "willfully caused" mean? It


does not mean that the defendant you are considering must


SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C.
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physically have committed the crime or supervised or


participated in the actual criminal conduct charged in the


indictment. Rather, anyone who causes the doing of an act


which if done by him directly would render him guilty of an


offense against the United States is guilty as a principal.


Accordingly, one who intentionally causes someone else to make


a material false statement in connection with depriving a


university of money or property, as I have defined that term


previously, is guilty as a principal if the government proves


that the person who causes the making of that false statement


acted knowingly, willfully, and with the specific intent to


defraud the university in question and satisfies the other


elements of wire fraud that I have described to you. This is


so even if the individual that was caused to make the false


statement had no criminal intent.


Now, the defendants in this case maintain that the


government has not proved beyond a reasonable doubt that the


defendants knew that the false representations that are alleged


to have been made to the universities pursuant to the alleged


schemes to defraud would in fact be made to the universities.


In some circumstances, however, you may find that a


defendant acted with the necessary knowledge as to particular


facts on the basis that the defendant consciously avoided


learning those facts by deliberately closing his eyes to what


otherwise would have been clear.
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probability that a false certification would be made to the


university in question, and that the defendant you are


considering deliberately avoided learning or confirming that


fact, you may find that that defendant knew that the false


certification would be made. However, if you do not so find,


then the defendant did not know that the false certification


would be made.


That concludes my instructions on the government's


burden of proof with respect to the first two of the three


theories of liability in respect of the two wire fraud counts


charged in the indictment. If you all agree that the


government has proved a defendant guilty as a principal beyond


a reasonable doubt on a substantive count in which that


defendant is charged, you need not consider the third theory of


liability as to that count and that defendant. But if you do


not convict a defendant as a principal on a substantive count


in which that defendant is charged, you then will consider


whether the government has proved that defendant guilty on that


count on the third theory, which is called aiding and abetting.


Now, I think this would be a good time to take a few


minutes' rest before we get into aiding and abetting. So we


will take ten minutes and return.


(Jury exits courtroom)


(Recess)


THE COURT: I am told that the jury is willing to stay
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1 late tonight, although I have a limit on how late I can stay,


2 and they are prepared to stay every night this week.


3 (Jury present)


4 THE COURT: Jurors and defendants are all present.


5 So we will continue.


6 I will now explain this third theory, this aiding and


7 abetting theory, in greater detail.


8 It is unlawful for a person to aid, abet, counsel,


9 command, induce, or procure someone else to commit an offense.


10 A person who does that is just as guilty of the offense as


11 someone who actually commits it. Accordingly, if a defendant


12 is charged with a substantive count in the indictment, you may


13 find that defendant guilty on that count if you find that the


14 government has proved beyond a reasonable doubt that another


15 person actually committed the crime and that the defendant you


16 are considering aided, abetted, counseled, commanded, induced,


17 or procured the commission of that crime.


18 In order to convict a defendant as an aider and


19 abettor, the government must prove beyond a reasonable doubt


20 two elements.


21 First, it must prove that a person other than the


22 defendant whom you are considering, and other than a person the


23 defendant willfully caused to take actions necessary for the


24 commission of the crime, as I have described that concept to


25 you previously, committed the crime charged. Obviously, no one
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can be convicted of aiding or abetting the criminal acts of


someone else if no crime was committed by the other person in


the first place. Accordingly, if the government has not proved


beyond a reasonable doubt that a person other than the


defendant committed the substantive crime charged in the


indictment, either count, then you need not consider the second


element under this theory of aiding and abetting. But if you


do find that a crime was committed by someone other than the


defendant you considering, or someone he willfully caused to


take actions necessary for the commission of the crime, then


you must consider whether the defendant you are considering


aided or abetted the commission of that crime.


Second, in order to convict on an aiding and abetting


theory, the government must prove that the defendant you are


considering willfully and knowingly associated himself in some


way with the crime, and that he willfully and knowingly engaged


in some affirmative conduct or some overt act for the specific


purpose of bringing about that crime. Participation in a crime


is willful if done voluntarily and intentionally, and with the


specific intent to do something that the law forbids.


The mere presence of a defendant you are considering


in a place where a crime is being committed, even coupled with


knowledge that a crime is being committed, is not enough to


make the defendant an aider and abettor. Similarly, a


defendant's acquiescence in the criminal conduct of others,
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even with guilty knowledge, is not enough to establish aiding


and abetting. An aider and abettor must know that the crime is


being committed and act in a way that is intended to bring


about the success of the criminal venture.


To determine whether the defendant you are considering


aided and abetted the commission of the crime, ask yourself


these questions:


Did the defendant you are considering participate in


the crime charged as something that the defendant wished to


bring about?


Did he knowingly associate himself with the criminal


venture?


Did he seek by his actions to make the criminal


venture succeed?


If he did, then the defendant is an aider and abettor.


If, on the other hand, your answer to any of these questions is


no, then the defendant is not an aider and abettor.


Now, I understand that, depending on your view of the


evidence, there may be a subtle distinction with respect to


whether a defendant is guilty, if at all, as a principal or as


an aider and abettor. The question is what is the difference


between a defendant willfully causing someone else to take


actions necessary for the commission of a crime as opposed to


aiding and abetting someone else to commit a crime.


If this question comes up in your deliberations, you
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should think of it in terms of the difference between causing


someone to do something versus facilitating or helping someone


~ to do it. If you are persuaded beyond a reasonable doubt that


the defendant you are considering willfully caused someone else


to take actions necessary for the commission of either of the


substantive wire frauds charged in the indictment, you should


convict him as a principal on that count. If, on the other


hand, you are persuaded beyond a reasonable doubt that the


defendant you are considering, with the knowledge and intent


that I described, sought by his actions to facilitate or assist


that other person in committing the crime, then he is guilty as


an aider and abettor. One important difference between


willfully causing and aiding and abetting another person to


commit a crime, as I instructed you earlier, is that with


respect to willful causation, the government need not prove


that the defendant you are considering acted through a guilty


person. With respect to aiding and abetting, however, the


government must prove beyond a reasonable doubt that someone


else committed the crime charged with the requisite intent.


If you find beyond a reasonable doubt that the


government has proved that another person actually committed


one or more of the substantive crimes charged in Count Two and


Count Three and that the defendant you are considering aided or


abetted that person in the commission of that offense, you


should find that defendant guilty of that substantive crime on
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an aiding and abetting theory. If, however, you do not so


find, you must find the defendant you are considering not


guilty of that substantive crime.


You may be happy to know that we are now done with the


two substantive counts of the indictment.


So I turn to Count One, the conspiracy charge.


As I told you, a conspiracy is a kind of a criminal


partnership -- a combination or agreement of two or more


persons to join together to accomplish some unlawful objective.


Count One charges that from at least in or about 2015,


up to and including in or about November 2017, Messrs. Gatto,


Code, and Dawkins conspired with others, including, but not


limited to, parents of certain student-athletes and certain


basketball coaches, to commit wire fraud against one or more


universities.


In order to sustain its burden of proof with respect


to the conspiracy charged in Count One, the government must


prove beyond a reasonable doubt each of two elements:


First, it must prove the existence of the conspiracy


charged in Count One.


Second, it must prove that the defendant you are


considering knowingly and willfully became a member of, and


joined in, the conspiracy.


Starting with the first element, a conspiracy is a


combination, an agreement or an understanding of two or more
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people to accomplish by concerted action a criminal or unlawful


purpose. Count One charges that the criminal or unlawful


purpose was to commit wire fraud.


To establish a conspiracy, the government is not


required to show that two or more persons sat down around a


table and entered into a solemn pact stating that they had


formed a conspiracy to violate the law and setting forth the


details of the plans and the means by which the unlawful


project is to be carried out, or the part to be played by each


conspirator. It is sufficient if two or more persons come to a


common understanding to violate the law. Since conspiracy by


its very nature is characterized by secrecy, it is rare that a


conspiracy can be proved by direct evidence of that explicit


agreement. You may infer the existence of a conspiracy from


the circumstances of this case and the conduct of the parties


involved.


The adage "actions speak louder than words" may be


applicable here. Usually, the only evidence available with


respect to the existence of a conspiracy is that of


disconnected acts on the part of the alleged individual


co-conspirators. When taken together and considered as a


whole, however, such acts may show a conspiracy or agreement as


conclusively as would direct proof. In determining whether the


conspiracy charged in Count One actually existed, you may


consider all the evidence of the acts, conduct, and statements
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of the alleged conspirators and the reasonable inferences to be


drawn from those matters.


As I instructed you earlier, the essence of the crime


of conspiracy is an agreement or an understanding to commit a


crime. So it does not matter if the crime, the commission of


which was the objective of the conspiracy, ever was committed.


A conspiracy to commit a crime is an entirely separate and


distinct offense from the actual commission of the illegal act


that is the object of the conspiracy. The success or failure


of a conspiracy is not material to the question of guilt or


innocence of an alleged conspirator.


There are no one-man conspiracies. The crime of


conspiracy has not been committed unless one conspires with at


least one true co-conspirator. It is not enough for the


government to show that the defendant you are considering


agreed only with an undercover agent or a government informant


to commit the underlying offense. In a case like that, there


is no common understanding between two or more persons to


violate the law.


Now, the conspiracy charged in Count One allegedly had


one objective -- that is, it had a single illegal purpose,


according to the allegations of the indictment, that the


conspirators are alleged to have hoped to accomplish -- that


was to commit wire fraud against one or more universities. I


explained the elements of wire fraud to you already in charging
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1 you on Counts One and Three. You will apply those instructions


2 when you consider whether the government has proved beyond a


3 reasonable doubt that the conspiracy charged in Count One


4 existed. However, because Count One charges a conspiracy, the


5 government does not need to prove that anyone committed the


6 substantive crime of wire fraud. It need not prove beyond a


7 reasonable doubt -- I misspoke. It need prove beyond a


8 reasonable doubt only that there was an agreement to do so.


9 The indictment charges that the conspiracy charged in


10 Count One lasted from at least in or about 2015 through at


11 least in or about November 2017. It is not necessary for the


12 government to prove that the conspiracy lasted throughout the


13 entire period alleged, but only that it existed for some time


14 within that time frame.


15 In sum, in order to find that the conspiracy charged


16 in Count One existed, the government must prove beyond a


17 reasonable doubt that there was a mutual understanding, either


18 spoken or unspoken, between two or more people to commit wire


19 fraud.


20 If you conclude that the government has proved beyond


21 a reasonable doubt that the conspiracy charged in Count One


22 existed, you next must determine whether the defendant you are


23 considering willfully joined and participated in the conspiracy


24 with knowledge of its unlawful purpose, and with an intent to


25 aid in the accomplishment of its unlawful objective -- that is,
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1 the commission of wire fraud. The government must prove beyond


2 a reasonable doubt by evidence of each defendant's own actions


3 and conduct that he unlawfully, willfully, knowingly, and with


4 specific intent to defraud entered into the conspiracy.


5 "Knowingly" and "willfully" have the same meanings


6 here, as I described earlier with respect to the second element


7 of substantive wire fraud.


8 A defendant's participation in the conspiracy must be


9 established by independent evidence of his own acts or


10 statements, as well as those of the other alleged conspirators,


11 and the reasonable inferences that may be drawn from it.


12 Now, science has not yet devised a manner of looking


13 into a person's mind and knowing what the person is thinking.


14 To make that determination, you may look to the evidence of


15 certain acts alleged to have taken place by or with the


16 defendant or in his presence. As I instructed you earlier with


17 respect to determining a defendant's knowledge and intent, you


18 may consider circumstantial evidence based upon the defendant's


19 outward manifestations, his words, his conduct, his acts, and


20 all of the surrounding circumstances disclosed by the evidence


21 and the rational or logical inferences that may be drawn


22 therefrom.


23 To become a member of the conspiracy, the defendant


24 you are considering need not have known the identities of each


25 and every other member, nor need he have known of all of their
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1 activities. In fact, the defendant may know only one other


2 member of the conspiracy and still be a co-conspirator.


3 Moreover, the defendant you are considering need tot


4 not been fully informed as to all of the details, or the scope,


5 of the conspiracy in order to justify an inference of knowledge


6 on his part. Proof of a financial interest in the outcome or


7 another motive is not essential, but if you find that a


8 defendant had such an interest or other motive, that's a factor


9 you may consider in determining whether the defendant was a


10 member of the conspiracy. The presence or absence of motive


11 is, however, a circumstance that you may consider as bearing on


12 the intent of the defendant you are considering.


13 The duration and extent of a defendant's participation


14 has no bearing on the issue of a defendant's guilt. Each


15 member of a conspiracy may perform separate and distinct acts


16 and may perform them at different times. Some conspirators


17 play major roles, others play only minor parts in a conspiracy.


18 An equal role is not what the law requires. In fact, even a


19 single act may be sufficient to draw a defendant within the


20 ambit of a conspiracy. Moreover, the defendant need not have


21 joined the conspiracy at the outset. He may have joined at any


22 time, and if he joined, still will be held responsible for the


23 acts done before or after he joined.


24 I want to caution you, however, that the mere


25 association by one person with another does not make that
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1 person a member of the conspiracy even when coupled with


2 knowledge that a conspiracy is taking place. Similarly, mere


3 presence at the scene of a crime, even coupled with knowledge


4 that a crime is taking place, is not sufficient to support a


5 conviction. A person may know, or be friendly with, a criminal


6 without being a criminal himself. Mere similarity of conduct


7 or the fact that they may have assembled together and discussed


8 common aims and interests does not necessarily establish


9 membership in a conspiracy.


10 I further instruct that mere knowledge of or


11 acquiescence without participation in an unlawful plan is also


12 not sufficient. The fact that the acts of a defendant, without


13 knowledge, merely happen to further the purposes or objectives


14 of the conspiracy does not make the defendant a member. What


15 is necessary is that the defendant you are considering must


16 have participated with knowledge of the unlawful purpose of the


17 conspiracy, in this case, to commit wire fraud.


18 In sum, the government must prove beyond a reasonable


19 doubt that the defendant you are considering, with an


20 understanding of the unlawful nature of the conspiracy,


21 intentionally engaged advised, advised or assisted the


22 conspiracy in order knowingly and willfully to promote its


23 unlawful goal. The defendant thereby becomes a conspirator.


24 A conspiracy, once formed, is presumed to continue


25 until either its objectives are accomplished or there is some
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1 affirmative act of termination by its members. So, too, once a


2 person is found to be a member of a conspiracy, that person is


3 presumed to continue being a member in the venture until the


4 venture is terminated, unless it is shown by some affirmative


5 proof that the person withdrew and disassociated himself from


6 it.


7 Certain evidence was admitted during trial concerning


8 acts and statements of others because such acts were committed


9 and such statements were made by a person who, the government


10 claims, was also a co-conspirator of the defendants.


11 The reason for allowing this evidence to be received


12 against the defendants has to do with the nature of the crime


13 of conspiracy. A conspiracy is often referred to as a


14 partnership in crime. Thus, as in other types of partnerships,


15 when people enter into a conspiracy to accomplish an unlawful


16 end, each and every member becomes an agent of the other


17 conspirators in carrying out the conspiracy.


18 In determining the factual issues before you, you may


19 consider against the defendants any acts or statements made by


20 any of the people that you find, under the standards I have


21 already described, to have been co-conspirators, even though


22 such acts or statements were not made in his presence, or were


23 made without his knowledge.


24 Now, in this case, the defendants contend that the


25 government's proof fails to show the existence of only one
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1 overall conspiracy. Rather, they claim, there was no


2 conspiracy at all or, alternatively, there was one or more


3 conspiracy separate and apart from the conspiracy charged in


4 Count One. Whether there existed a single unlawful agreement,


5 or many such agreements, or indeed, no agreement at all, is a


6 question of fact for you to determine in accordance with my


7 instructions. So let me talk to you for a moment about how to


8 approach that question.


9 In order to prove a single conspiracy, the government


10 must prove beyond a reasonable doubt that each alleged member


11 agreed to participate in what he knew to be a collective


12 venture directed toward a common goal. By way of contrast,


13 multiple conspiracies exist when there are separate unlawful


14 agreements to achieve distinct purposes. If the evidence shows


15 that more than one conspiracy existed, you may still find that


16 the conspiracy charged in Count One existed if it happens to be


17 one of those conspiracies.


18 You may find that the conspiracy charged in Count One


19 existed even if there were changes in personnel or activities


20 over time, so long as you find that at least two of the


21 conspirators continued to act for the duration of the


22 conspiracy for the purpose charged in Count One -- that is,


23 committing wire fraud.


24 If you are not convinced that the conspiracy charged


25 in Count One existed, you cannot find any defendant guilty on
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1 Count One. That is so even if you find that some conspiracy


2 other than the one charged in Count One existed. Similarly,


3 even if you find that a particular defendant was a member of


4 another conspiracy, but not the one charged in Count One, then


5 you must acquit the defendant on Count One.


6 Therefore, what you must do is determine whether the


7 conspiracy charged in Count One existed. If it did, then you


8 must determine the nature of the conspiracy and who were its


9 members.


10 In sum, for each defendant, if you find that the


11 government has met its burden on each of the two elements


12 described above, then you should find that defendant guilty on


13 Count One. If you find that the government has not met its


14 burden with respect to either element as to the defendant you


15 are considering, then you must find that defendant not guilty.


16 Now, you are going to have, in all likelihood, a


17 redacted version of the indictment in the jury room. In any


18 case, you have been told the substance of parts of it, and you


19 will note that the indictment alleges that certain acts


20 occurred on or about various dates. It doesn't matter if the


21 evidence you heard at trial indicates that a particular act


22 occurred on a different date. The law requires only a


23 substantial similarity between the dates alleged in the


24 indictment and the dates established by the evidence.


25 Now, those are the instructions on the law. I am now
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going to talk to you a little bit about the trial process,


about your evaluation of the evidence, and about the conduct of


your deliberation.


You folks are the sole and exclusive judges of the


facts. I certainly do not mean to indicate any opinion as to


the facts or as to what your verdict ought to be. The rulings


I have made during the trial, the questions I asked -- if in


fact I asked any -- and any comments I may have made to the


lawyers in managing the trial are not any indication of any


views I might have about what your decision ought to be or as


to whether or not the government has proved its case.


It is your duty to accept these instructions on the


law and to apply them to the facts as you determine the facts


to be, regardless of whether or not you agree with the


instructions. You are to show no prejudice against an


attorney, or the attorney's client, because the attorney


objected to the admissibility of evidence, asked for a sidebar,


or asked me to rule on questions of law. In addition, the fact


that I asked questions or made comments is not intended to


suggest that I believed or disbelieved witnesses or have any


view about how you should decide the case. You are to


disregard any of that entirely. You of course, however, may


consider the answers to any questions I asked. Those are


evidence. But any comments I may have made to counsel are to


be disregarded.
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1 You are to find the facts in this case without


2 prejudice as to any party. The fact that the case is brought


3 in the name of the United States does not entitle the


4 government to any greater consideration than that accorded to


5 the defendants. By the same token, the government is entitled


6 to no less consideration. All the parties stand absolutely


7 equal before the law.


8 Let me talk to you about evaluation of evidence. As I


9 am sure I told you when you were selected, the evidence in this


10 case is the sworn testimony of the witnesses, the exhibits


11 received in evidence, and the stipulations among counsel.


12 The indictment is not evidence. Not question,


13 argument, or objection by a lawyer is evidence. You are not to


14 consider any statements that I struck or told you to disregard,


15 but it is up to you, and you alone, to decide the weight, if


16 any, to be given to the testimony you heard and the exhibits


17 you have seen.


18 There are two kinds of evidence you may use in


19 reaching your verdict.


20 One type of evidence is called direct evidence.


21 Direct evidence is when a witness testifies to something that


22 the witness knows because the witness perceived it with his or


23 her own senses. It is something the witness saw or felt or


24 touched or heard, and if this were some other kind of case,


25 tasted, I suppose. Direct evidence also may be in the form of
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an exhibit. If this little Styrofoam cup were an exhibit in


this case, that would be direct evidence of what the


characteristics of the cup are. You could look at it. You


would have direct evidence that it is a white Styrofoam cup.


Circumstantial evidence is evidence that tends to


prove a disputed fact by proof of other facts. It refers to


the process of inferring, on the basis of reason and experience


and common sense, from one established fact the existence or


nonexistence of some other fact, quite possibly a fact that you


can't observe directly. Circumstantial evidence, whatever you


may have heard on television, whatever you may have seen in the


movies, is of no less value than direct evidence. It is a


general rule that the law makes no distinction between direct


and circumstantial evidence.


I have talked to you before about stipulations. There


are two kinds. There are stipulations of fact, which you are


obliged to accept. There are stipulations as to wnat


particular witnesses would have said if they testified here.


As to those, you must accept that the witnesses would so have


testified. Whether you credit that testimony or not, whether


you think it is important or material or believable or not,


that's up to you.


You have had the opportunity to observe all of the


witnesses. It is now going to be your job to decide, to the


extent it is important to your decision, how believable each
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1 witness was in the testimony that was given. You are the sole


2 judges of the credibility of the witnesses and of the


3 importance of their testimony. In doing that, you will use


4 your common sense; you will apply all of the tests for


5 truthfulness and accuracy that you would apply with respect to


6 important matters in your own everyday lives.


7 Your decision whether or not to believe a witness may


8 depend on how the witness impressed you. Was the witness


9 candid, frank, forthright? Or, did the witness seem as if the


10 witness was hiding something, being evasive or suspect in some


11 way? How did the witness testify on direct compared with how


12 the witness testified on cross-examination? Was the witness


13 consistent in his or her own testimony or did the witness


14 contradict himself or herself? Did the witness seem to know


15 what he or she was talking about? Did the witness strike you


16 as someone who was trying to report his or her knowledge


17 accurately?


18 If you find that a witness deliberately or willfully


19 lied to you about an important matter, you may either disregard


20 everything the witness said or you may accept whatever part of


21 it you choose to believe. In other words, if you find that a


22 witness lied under oath about a material fact, you may treat


23 the testimony as a slice of toast that's been partially burned.


24 You can either throw the whole piece of toast out, or you can


25 scrape off the burned part and eat the rest. It is up to you.
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Ultimately, the determination of whether and to what extent you


accept the testimony of a witness is entirely up to you.


You should, in evaluating credibility of witnesses,


consider whether the witness stands to benefit in some way from


the outcome of the case. An interest in the outcome can create


a motive to testify falsely. It can sway a witness to testify


in a way that the witness perceives as likely to advance the


witness's own interests. Keep in mind, though, that it does


not automatically follow that testimony from an interested


witness is to be disbelieved. It is for you to decide, based


on your own perceptions and your own common sense, to what


extent, if at all, a witness's interest has affected the


testimony.


You have heard some testimony from a couple of law


enforcement officers, two I believe. The fact that a witness


may be, or may formerly have been, employed by the government


in law enforcement doesn't mean that his or her testimony is


necessarily deserving of more or less consideration or greater


or lesser weight than that of an ordinary witness. At the same


time, in considering the credibility of such a witness, you are


entitled to consider whether the testimony may be colored by a


personal or a professional interest in the outcome.


It is your decision, after reviewing all the evidence,


whether to accept the testimony of those witnesses, and if so,


to give the testimony whatever weight you think it deserves.
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1 You have heard testimony from certain government


2 witnesses who testified that they were actually involved in


3 planning and carrying out the crimes charged in the indictment.


4 There has been a fair amount said about these cooperating or


5 accomplice witnesses in the summations of counsel and whether


6 or not you should believe them.


7 Experience will probably tell you that the government


8 frequently must rely on the testimony of witnesses who


9 participated in the criminal activity about which they testify


10 in a trial. For those reasons, the law allows the use of the


11 testimony of cooperating or accomplice witnesses. In fact, in


12 federal courts, the law is that the testimony of a cooperating


13 or accomplice witness in itself may be enough for conviction if


14 the jury believes that it proves the defendant guilty beyond a


15 reasonable doubt.


16 So the testimony of accomplice witnesses is entirely


17 appropriate for your consideration. The government argues, as


18 it is entitled to do, that if such testimony couldn't be used,


19 there would be many cases in which there was real guilt and


20 conviction could not be had; it simply would be unattainable.


21 However, the testimony of accomplice witnesses should


22 be scrutinized with special care and caution because such


23 witnesses may believe that it is in their interest to give


24 testimony favorable to the government. The fact that a witness


25 is an accomplice can be considered by you as bearing on
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credibility. As I said, however, it doesn't follow that simply


because a person has admitted to participating in one or more


crimes the person is incapable of giving a truthful account of


what happened.


Like the testimony of any other witness, accomplice


witness testimony should be given the weight you think it


deserves, in light of the facts and circumstances in front of


you, taking into account the witness's demeanor, candor, the


strength and accuracy of recollection, their background, and


the extent to which the testimony is corroborated or not


corroborated by other evidence. You may consider whether an


accomplice witness, like anybody else, has an interest in the


outcome in deciding whether it has affected that witness's


testimony.


You have heard testimony about various agreements


between the government and accomplice witnesses. I must


caution you it is of no concern of yours why the government


made such agreements. Your sole concern is whether a witness


has given truthful testimony in this courtroom before you.


In evaluating the testimony of accomplice witnesses,


you should ask yourselves whether these witnesses would benefit


more by lying or by telling the truth. Was their testimony


made up in any way because they believed or hoped that they


would somehow receive favorable treatment by testifying


falsely? Or did they believe that their interests would be
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best served by testifying truthfully? If you believe that a


witness was motivated by hopes personal gain, was the


motivation one that would cause him to lie, or was it one that


would cause him to tell the truth? Did that motivation color


the witness's testimony?


If you find that the testimony was false, you should


of course reject it. If, however, after a cautious and careful


examination of an accomplice witness's testimony and demeanor,


you are satisfied that the witness told the truth, you should


accept it as credible and act upon it accordingly.


As with any witness, let me emphasize that the issue


of credibility does not have to be decided on an all-or-nothing


basis. Even if you find that a witness testified falsely in


some part, you still may accept their testimony in other parts,


or you may disregard all of it. That's up to you.


You have heard testimony from one or more government


witnesses who pled guilty to charges arising out of the same


facts at issue in this case. I instruct you that you are to


draw no conclusions or inferences of any kind about the guilt


of the defendants on trial here from the fact that one or more


prosecution witnesses pled guilty to similar charges. The


decision of those witnesses to plead guilty was a personal


decision those witnesses made about their own guilt. It may


not used by you in any way as evidence against or unfavorable


to the defendants on trial here.
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You have heard evidence during the trial that some


witnesses have discussed the facts of the case and their


testimony with lawyers before the witnesses appeared in court.


Although you may consider that fact when you evaluate


a witness's credibility, I should tell you that there is


nothing unusual or improper about a witness meeting with


lawyers before testifying so that the witness can be aware of


the subjects he or she will be questioned about, focus on those


subjects, and have the opportunity to review relevant exhibits


before being questioned about them. Such consultation helps


conserve your time and the Court's time. In fact, it would be


unusual for a lawyer to call a witness without such


consultation.


Again, the weight you give to the fact or the nature


of the witness's preparation for his or her testimony and what


inferences you draw from such preparation are matters


completely within your discretion.


There are several persons whose names you have heard


during the course of this trial but who did not appear here to


testify. I instruct you that both sides had an equal


opportunity, or lack of opportunity, to call any of those


witnesses. Therefore, you should not draw any inferences or


reach any conclusions as to what they would have testified to


had they been called. Their absence should not affect your


judgment in any way.
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You should, however, remember my instruction that the


law does not impose on a defendant in a criminal case the


burden or duty of calling any witnesses or producing any


evidence.


(Continued on next page)
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1 THE COURT: You've heard reference in the testimony,


2 and in the arguments of defense counsel, to the fact that


3 certain investigative or other techniques were not used by the


4 government. There is no legal requirement that the government


5 prove its case through any particular means. While you are to


6 consider carefully the evidence adduced by the government, you


7 need not speculate as to why it used the techniques it did or


8 why it did not use other techniques. The choice of law


9 enforcement techniques is not your concern.


10 You have heard testimony about evidence that was


11 seized in connection with searches conducted by law


12 enforcement, for example, email evidence obtained pursuant to


13 court-approved search warrants. You've heard also of recorded


14 calls and conversations that were offered into evidence during


15 the trial. I instruct you that all of the evidence in this


16 case, including evidence obtained pursuant to searches and the


17 recorded meetings and conversations played during the trial,


18 properly was admitted in this case and properly is considered


19 by you. Whether you approve or disapprove of the recordings of


20 calls or conversations, or the uses of searches to obtain


21 evidence, should not enter into your deliberations because I


22 now instruct you that the government's use of that evidence is


23 entirely lawful.


24 You must, therefore, regardless of any personal


25 opinions, give that evidence full consideration along with all
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the other evidence in the case in determining whether the


government has proved each defendant's guilt beyond a


reasonable doubt.


The defendants you now understand did not testify in


this case. Under our Constitution, a defendant never is


required to testify or to present any evidence because it is


always the government's burden to prove a defendant guilty


beyond a reason doubt. A defendant never is required to prove


that he is innocent. You may not attach any significance to


the fact that the defendants did not testify. You may not draw


any adverse inference against a defendant because that


defendant didn't take the witness stand. You may not consider


this in any way in your deliberations.


Some of the people who may have been involved in the


events leading to this case are not on trial here. You may not


draw any inference, favorable or unfavorable, towards the


government or the defendants, from the fact that any person


other than the defendants is not on trial here. You may not


speculate as to the reasons why that is so. Those matters are


wholly outside the jury's concern. You may not consider them


in any way in reaching your verdict as to these defendants.


Your job is limited to considering the charges contained in the


indictment and the three defendants before you.


The question of possible punishment of the defendants


is of no concern to you and it should not, in any way, enter
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into or influence your deliberations. The job of imposing


sentence, should there be a conviction, rests entirely upon the


Court. Under your oath as jurors, you cannot properly allow


consideration of any punishment that may be imposed, in the


event of a conviction, to allow that -- you may not allow that


to influence your verdict in any way.


Now, you are going to retire to decide this case in


just a couple of minutes. It is your duty as jurors to consult


with one another and to deliberate with a view to coming to an


agreement. Each of you must decide the case for yourself, but


you should do so only after considering the case with your


fellow jurors, and you should not hesitate to change an opinion


if you are convinced that it is erroneous. Your verdict,


whether guilty or not guilty, must be unanimous, but you are


not bound to surrender your honest convictions concerning the


effect or the weight of the evidence merely for the purpose of


returning a verdict or solely because of the opinion of other


jurors. Discuss and weigh your respective opinions


dispassionately, without regard to sympathy, without regard to


prejudice or favor for either party, and come to the conclusion


which in your good conscience appears from the evidence to be


in accordance with the truth.


A word about your notes.


Any notes you may have taken during the trial are for


your personal use only. Each of you may consult your own notes
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during deliberations, but any notes you may have taken are not


to be relied upon during deliberations as a substitute for the


collective memory of all of you. Your notes should be used as


memory aids but should not be given precedence over your


independent recollection of the evidence. If you didn't take


notes, you should rely on your own independent recollection of


the proceedings, and you should not be influenced by the notes


of other jurors. I emphasize that the notes are not entitled


to any greater weight than the recollection or impression of


each juror as to what the testimony and the evidence was.


As I mentioned at the start, you will be receiving


copies of my written instructions in the jury room shortly


after you retire. You will find that they contain what I think


will strike most or probably all of you as hieroglyphics.


There are legal citations after every paragraph or so. You are


to pay them no mind. The chances are you won't understand what


they refer to anyway because they are in lawyer code. They are


worst than doctors' prescriptions. But they are my audit trail


about where various legal principles come from. They are for


the convenience of myself and counsel. You are to disregard


all of them.


You are also certainly well aware by now that many of


the exhibits have redactions, that is, parts that are blacked


out, and the copy of the indictment that you are likely to


receive also has parts that are blacked out. You are just to
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disregard the redactions altogether. That was done for the


sake of fairness and efficiency. You are not to speculate


about what was blacked or why. Just deal with what you have in


front of you that is legible.


You are not to discuss the case unless all twelve


jurors are present. Ten or eleven of you are what I trust by


now are a group of congenial friends, but you are not a jury


unless all 12 of you are there.


When you retire, you should select one of the twelve


of you as foreperson. That person will preside over


deliberations and speak for you here in open court. If it


becomes necessary to send in a note, the foreperson will write


the note and send it in in a sealed envelope. When you have


come to the verdict, should you do so, and I trust you will,


the foreperson will notify the officer that there is a


verdict -- not what the verdict is. You will just say, "We


have a verdict."


I will be submitting to you, along with the written


instructions, a verdict form on which to record the verdict.


When you have reached a unanimous verdict, you will record your


answers on one copy of the verdict form. Please do not add


anything that is not called for by the verdict form. You will


see the verdict form has a place to check "guilty" or "not


guilty" as to each defendant on each count on which that


defendant is named. Just put whatever the checkmarks are that
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you find unanimously to be appropriate. No commentary.


Please, no commentary. And then each of you will sign at the


bottom, and the foreperson will tell the officer that there is


a verdict. Don't give the verdict form to the officer. Put it


in an envelope. The foreperson wi11 bring it into court. You


will hold on to it until I ask for it.


You should each be in agreement with the verdict.


When the verdict is announced in open court, once it is


announced in open court and officially recorded, it ordinarily


cannot be changed or revoked.


A couple of other practical details here.


If during your deliberations you want me to discuss


any further any of the instructions on the law that I have


given you, the foreperson should compose a note, put it in a


sealed envelope, give it to the officer, and the officer will


pass it on to me.


Now, when you get the written instructions in the jury


room, you will find that every page and line is numbered. And


if the question relates to a particular part or parts of the


charge, it would be very helpful if the foreperson's note


indicates the page and line numbers that the question relates


to. The process that happens when a note comes in is that I


show the note to the lawyers. The lawyers have an opportunity


to suggest to me what they think the right answer is. If


everybody agrees, it is no problem. If everybody doesn't
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agree, I ultimately decide what the right answer is. And the


point of being specific about your questions is that the more


precise your questions are, the more likely it is we can give


you the answer you want and do it quickly. The more ambiguous


it is, the longer we will discuss what you really mean and in


all likelihood have some discussion about what the right answer


is.


During the course of the deliberations, we will send


the exhibits that are in evidence into the jury room. Now, we


have not yet discussed how we will deal with the tapes should


you want a tape played, played out loud. If you need a tape


played out loud, you will let us know in a note unless we make


other arrangements before then.


If you need to have testimony read back to you, the


foreperson -- ah, I'm told the parties have apparently worked


out what we do with the tapes. Is that right? Everybody is


agreed on this or no?


MR. DISKANT: Yes, your Honor.


THE COURT: A clean laptop, that's all agreed? Yes?


MR. DISKANT: Yes.


MR. MOORS: Yes.


MR. HANEY: Yes, your Honor.


MS. DONNELLY: Yes.


THE COURT: So, we have a procedure for the tapes.


You will have the tapes -- I think they are CDs -- I'm sure
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they are CDs, and you will have a clean laptop by which I mean


a laptop with nothing else on it. And so if you want to listen


to a particular exhibit, you will have the CD, you will have


the laptop, just play it to your heart's content. You also


have the T exhibits. Right? So, you will have the transcripts


as we11.


OK. With respect to readbacks, if you need to have


any of the testimony read back to you, the procedure is to send


in a note telling us as precisely as you can what exactly you


want to hear. Now, that could be with any level of


specificity -- which witness, direct or cross, what subject.


Just be as specific as you can, because we then have to figure


out what you really want. You don't want to have a vague note


and wind up listening to two hours of testimony for one


paragraph, so it is in everybody's interest to be specific, but


whatever you need we will get for you. It sometimes takes some


time to organize a read back. Just bear that in mind because


there are sidebars that have to be edited out and stuff like


that, just practical considerations.


I will respond to questions, in respect, just as fast


as I can.


The lawyers will be -- I normally have them wait in


the courtrooms or right around the courtroom so that we can


respond to notes instantly. The exception to that will be


between 12:45 and 2, we will not respond to notes. And if we
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are here during a dinner hour, we will not respond to notes


during a dinner hour, but we'll keep those short, should that


occur.


Now, one last thing about notes. If you communicate


with the Court before there is a verdict, whether in the


courtroom or by a note, you are never to indicate how the vote


stands, if there is a division, unless I specifically ask you


to tell me that, and I haven't done it yet in 24 years. So, no


vote.


I remind you folks that you took an oath to render


judgment fairly and impartially, without prejudice or sympathy,


and without fear, based solely on the evidence in this case and


the applicable law. It would be improper for you to consider,


in reaching your decision as to whether the government has


sustained its burden of proof, any personal feelings you may


have about the race, religion, national origin, gender, or age


of a defendant. If you let prejudice or sympathy interfere


with your clear thinking, there is a risk that you will not


arrive at a just verdict. A11 parties to this case are


entitled to a fair trial. You must make a fair and impartial


decision so that you'11 come to a just verdict.


If you have a reasonable doubt as to a defendant's


guilt, you should not hesitate for any reason to return a


verdict of not guilty. On the other hand, if you should find


that the government has met its burden of proving a defendant's
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1 guilt beyond a reasonable doubt, you should not hesitate,


2 because of sympathy or any other reason, to find that defendant


3 guilty.


4 Now, does any counsel have any objection to the charge


5 as delivered that I haven't ruled on previously? If so, come


6 to the sidebar.


7 (Pause)


8 No indication.


9 OK. I'm told that there are two audio exhibits that


10 are not yet on CDs. They will just come into the jury room


11 later.


12 OK. Now we have to address the question the


13 alternates asked on Thursday afternoon. If the twelve jurors


14 try the case to a verdict, the alternates will be released and


15 you will not deliberate with the jurors. And you will be able


16 to go home, or about your affairs, in just a few minutes, but


17 you are still alternates on this jury. You are subject to


18 recall in the event, for example, that something happened to


19 one of the jurors, or more than one of the jurors, God forbid.


20 You will be recalled in order. It is essential that you not


21 read or be exposed to any conversation or publication or


22 anything else about this case until you know that the jury has


23 returned a verdict or has been discharged. Andy will make sure


24 he has your contact information. And while the chances are


25 that you will not be recalled, there are no guarantees and
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jurors have been recalled in the recent past because of some


juror becoming ill or some other problem.


So you need to adhere to my instruction, but we may


not see you again, and, therefore, on behalf of the defendants,


their lawyers, the government, and myself, we thank you for


your very attentive consideration of this case and for the time


investment you have put into it. It's obviously very important


in every case and this one is not an exception. So, you may


now, the six of you, go into the jury room with Andy. Leave


your notes with him and collect your other effects.


And I ask you, Alternate No. 1, you are still an


alternate, but I'm going to ask you to remain for one minute


while the other five jurors go inside.


So if Alternates No. 2 through 6 would now go into the


jury room. And if everyone else will remain seated, I will see


Mr. Peterson and lead counsel in the robing room.


And the courtroom remains locked.


OK. Mr. Peterson, counsel, lead counsel, in the


robing room, Vinny.


(Continued on next page)
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(In the robing room)


THE COURT: Have a seat.


OK. Counsel are all present. Mr. Peterson is


present.


Mr. Peterson, previously you said you hadn't heard the


instructions yet.


JUROR: Mm-hmm.


THE COURT: So you've now heard the instructions. Are


you able to fairly and impartially judge this case based solely


on the instructions and the evidence you have heard?


JUROR: Yes.


THE COURT: Counsel, any other inquiry?


MR. HANEY: No, your Honor.


MR. SCHACHTER: No, your Honor.


THE COURT: OK, you remain an alternate.


MR. DISKANT: And, to be clear, that would include


putting out of his mind anything that would not impact --


JUROR: Yes.


THE COURT: Are you able to put out of your mind


anything else you have read?


JUROR: Mm-hmm.


THE COURT: I need a word.


JUROR: Yes.


THE COURT: OK. Thank you, Mr. Peterson. You may


rejoin the other alternates.
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(Juror not present)


MR. MOORS: Your Honor, could I quickly raise one


issue? And I thought about raising it, but I hate raising this


in front of the jury. On page 47 of your charge where you


address the issue of uncalled witnesses equally available, that


is generally true with the exception of agents, like the


undercovers. Those undercovers were not available to us. Your


Honor ruled against us in our motion in limine with regards to


their testimony, and the government has the ability to control


them through the Touhv regulations and the like. So I just


raise that point for the record.


MR. DISKANT: Your Honor, I disagree with that. Had


Mr. Moore sought to call one of the agents, he did in fact


submit the required certification under Touhv. We forwarded it


to the FBI. There was never a time when any party sought to


call any of these witness.


MR. MOORS: Well, I never received a response from the


FBI to my request under Touhv. My understanding of the way --


THE COURT: And, Mr. Moore, if you had said to me,


"Judge, they haven't responded and I want them," you'd have had


them.


MR. MOORS: OK. All right. Yes, sir.


THE COURT: And this ship sailed last week, anyway.


MR. MOORS: I understand.


THE COURT: OK.
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MR. MOORS: I thought about it while I was sitting


there.


THE COURT: I understand. That is what good lawyers


do.


OK. Let's go.


MR. MOORS: Good lawyers think about it early. Better


lawyers think about it early.


(Continued on next page)
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(In open court)


THE COURT: OK. As soon as we get the officer in, we


are ready to go.


(Pause)


All right. The deputy will swear the officer.


(The court security officer was sworn)


THE COURT: Ladies and gentlemen, you will now retire


to deliberate upon your verdict.


THE CLERK: Will the jury please come this way.


(Time noted at 12 noon, the jury began deliberations)


THE COURT: OK. Anything further?


MR. DISKANT: Your Honor, is it sufficient if one


attorney for each side generally remains in the courtroom, or


do you need all of them?


THE COURT: I don't need all of you as long as whoever


remains is fully authorized to act.


MR. DISKANT: Very good.


THE COURT: OK. All right. Thank you.


Before you go, we will mark as Court Exhibit next in


order one of the copies of the charge that will go in. If


there is no objection, Andy will just take the charge in, take


the verdict form in.


And then I was given a note that there are two audio


exhibits that the government does not yet have on CDs. If


everybody agrees, we will show the CDs to the defense and we
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Though he only spent 11 seasons as a D-I head coach, Larry Brown has the most


remarkable coaching tree in college basketball history.
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became an assistant for a former assistant of a coach, that doesn't matter here. Ail


we're looking for are the coaches that have had the best assistants throughout the


course of their careers.


in ranking these coaching trees, quality was more important than quantity, but each


coach had to have at least four noteworthy assistants in order to make the cut.


If we missed any big ones, please let us know in the comments. One can find just about


anything imaginable on the internet...except for a database of coaching trees.


In addition to the obvious inclusions—Gee, do you think Bob Knight made the cut with


Mike Krzyzewski as an assistant?—we went through the 100 winningest coaches in


college basketball history to mark down when and where each one served as assistant


in hopes of catching every coach with at least two future studs, but it's possible


someone slipped through the cracks.
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Thad Matta


If you count Brad Stevens—who was a volunteer at Butler during Thad Matta's one


season as head coach of the Bulldogs—this is definitely a top eight coaching tree. As


is, Matta had both Sean Miller and John Groce on his staff at Xavier and employed


Archie Miller for two years at Ohio State. Matta doesn't even turn 50 until next year, and


his tree already has strong branches. Just wait until you see what it looks like when he


retires.


Eddie Biedenbach


With fewer than 300 career wins, Biedenbach's legacy lives on in his assistants more


than his own career. He was the head coach at Davidson for just three years from 1978-


81, but he had both Rick Barnes and Bob McKillop on that staff.


Ted Owens


In his two decades as the head coach of Kansas, Owens had both Gale Catlett (565


career wins) and John Calipari (662 wins) as assistants. It's a shame he left when he


did, though, because over the next five seasons, Bill Self, Mark Turgeon and even


Gregg Popovich would pass through Lawrence.


Lefty Driesell


Like Owens, Driesell coached a pair of future 500-game winners: Catlett and Tom Davis


(597 wins). Add in Terry Holland (418 career wins) as both a point guard and an


assistant during Driesell's early days at Davidson and this was the toughest omission


from the list.
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8. Tom Izzo


20F9


TOrtt IZZo Je/1 Roberson/Associated Press


Coaching Career: Michigan State (1995-present)


Noteworthy Assistants: Tom Crean, Stan Heath, Brian Gregory, Doug Wojcik, Stan


Joplin, Jim Boylen, Mike Garland


Michigan State has averaged 26.1 wins over the past 18 seasons, and while Tom Izzo


has been the conductor of that freight train, he's had some strong assistants along the


way.


Izzo's winningest and most well-known former assistant is Tom Crean, who led


Marquette to a Final Four (with a little bit of help from Dwyane Wade) before taking his


current post as the head coach at Indiana. Crean has 338 career victories, but at just


50 years old, he may double that total over the rest of his career.
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Stan Heath had a few good seasons between his stints at Kent State, Arkansas and


South Florida, but he barely amassed a .500 record before returning to the assistant


ranks. Likewise, Brian Gregory had a couple of good seasons with Dayton, but he was


fired by Georgia Tech this past March and didn't get another head coaching job.


But at 61, Izzo is the youngest of any coach in our top eight, making it silly to assume


this tree is anywhere near finished growing. Lets check back in a decade from now


and see if this isn't a giant redwood by then.


7. Mike Krzyzewski


a c=s


Coaching Career: Army (1975-80), Duke (1980-present)
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Mike Krzyzewski is one of the greatest coaches in the history of any sport.


For the most part, though, the apples have fallen far from the tree.


Mike Brey has had an excellent run with Delaware and Notre Dame over the past two


decades and could conceivably surpass 700 wins before calling it a career. As things


currently stand, though, Brey is the winningest former colleague of Krzyzewski with


455 victories—good forjust 82nd place on the all-time wins list.


Tommy Amaker is next on that list at 351 wins, but it took a few bumpy stops at Seton


Hall and Michigan before he found his groove with Harvard. Though, turning Harvard


into an annual Cinderella candidate is one of the best coaching jobs of the past


decade.


Johnny Dawkins had a tumu{tuous eight years as the head coach of Stanford, leading


the Cardinal to more NIT championships (two) than NCAA tournament appearances


(one). Quin Snyder's seven-year run with Missouri wasn't much better, abruptly


resigning in the middle of his final season as a D-I coach. And David Henderson had


the worst go of them all, taking over at Delaware when Brey went to Notre Dame and


amassing asub-.500 record during his six years there.


Perhaps Chris Collins (Northwestern) and Steve Wojciechowski {Marquette) will fare


better, but it's a testament to Krzyzewski's brilliance that teams keep hiring his


assistants.


6. Gary Williams


~ c s~
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Coaching Career: American (7978-82), Boston College (1982-86j, Ohio State (1986-89),


Maryland (1989-2011)


Noteworthy Assistants: Rick Barnes, Fran Dunphy, Mike Lonergan, Jimmy Patsos, Bilty


Hahn, Dave Dickerson


Without a close second, Gary Williams' coaching tree is the most surprising inclusion.


Jimmy Patsos was his assistant at Maryland for more than a decade, so the former


Loyola-Maryland, current Siena head coach was expected to be on the list.


However, did you remember Mike Lonergan was Williams' assistant for one year at


Maryland in between his stints at Catholic and Vermont?


Alright, maybe you're among the 1 percent who recall that brief tandem, but how about


Williams' pre-Maryland days when he had Rick Barnes as an assistant for one season


(1986-87) at Ohio State? Or, going back even further, the four seasons at American with


Fran Dunphy at his side?


All told, those four men have combined for 1,563 career D-I wins and are still active


coaches.
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5. Dean Smith


S OFg


Coaching Career: North Carolina (1961-97)


Noteworthy Assistants: Larry Brown, Roy Williams, Eddie Fogler, Bill Guthridge


For 30 of Dean Smith's 36 years as the head coach of the Tar Heels, Bill Guthridge was


his right-hand man. Because of that nearly career-long bond, Smith didn't have a ton of


different assistants to choose from.


The good news for Smith's coaching tree is that 6uthridge carried on his legacy.


Following so many years as an assistant, Guthridge only lasted three years before


retiring, but he won 80 games and took the Tar Heels to a pair of Final Fours in those


seasons.


For 10 years (1978-88), Smith also had Roy Williams on his staff, which amounted to a


downright silly amount of collective coaching brainpower. During that decade, UNC


went 275-61 (81.8 winning percentage), earned a No. 3 seed or better in each NCAA


tournament, won a national championship and went to eight consecutive Sweet 16s.


Not too shabby.
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Final Four during the second of his two seasons alongside Smith on the bench.


Just for good measure, Smith also had Eddie Fogler as an assistant for 15 years before


he went on to spend another 15 years as a head coach between Wichita State,


Vanderbilt and South Carolina.


4. Eddie Sutton


605


Coaching Career: Creighton (1969-74), Arkansas (197485), Kentucky (1985-89),


Oklahoma State (1990-2006), San Francisco (2007-08)
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Prior to his career-ending interim job with San Francisco, Eddie Sutton had 36 years of


D-I head coaching experience and only one season with a winning percentage at or


below .500. With that type of longevity and success, he was bound to produce a few


quality assistants along the way.


For part of Sutton's 11-year run at Arkansas, he had both Gene Keady (550 career wins)


and Pat Foster (366 career wins) by his side. During the final two seasons that whole


trio was together, the Razorbacks went 58-6 and advanced to the 197$ Final Four,


where they lost to what would eventually be the next stop on Sutton's journey.


At Kentucky, he spent one 32-4 season with Leonard Hamilton (478 career wins) on his


bench.


But the biggest branch came at Oklahoma State, when he inherited Bill Seif (592


career wins} from the staff Hamilton left behind to become the head coach at Miami.


Sutton spent three years with Self before the latter went on to rebuild Oral Roberts and


Tulsa.


In addition to the non-relative assistants, Sutton also has two sons—Sean and Scott—


who played for him and became D-1 head coaches.


3. Rick Pitino


~,~
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Coaching Career: Boston (1978-83), Providence (1985-8~, Kentucky (1989-97),


Louisville (2001-present)


Noteworthy Assistants: Billy Donovan, Tubby Smith, Mick Cronin, Herb Sendek, Kevin


Willard, Marvin Menzies, Kevin Keatts, Steve Masiello, Reggie Theus, Richard Pitino, Jim


O'Brien


How's this for a factoid? 2.6 percent of all current head coaches in Q-I basketball once


served as an assistant to Rick Pitino. And that doesn't even include arguably the best


alumnus of Pitino University, as Biily Donovan left his post at Florida last summer to


become the head coach of the NBA's Oklahoma City Thunder.


Granted, compared to most of the other coaching trees on this list, most of Pitino's


branches are fairly small. Mick Cronin and Tubby Smith are quality coaches, but Pitino


never had any of the 44 winningest coaches in college hoops history on his staff.


Still, it's a bit ridiculous how many future D-I coaches Pitino has already employed with


at least another few years remaining on his odometer.


He'll never be the winningest coach in college basketball history—though, he would


have certainly at least reached 1,000 career wins (currently at 745) if he hadn't spent


eight seasons in the NBA—but his footprint on the sport in terms ofsecond-generation


coaches might be the largest ever.
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2. Bob Knight


80F9


Coaching Career: Army (1965-71), Indiana (1971-2000), Texas Tech (2001-08)


Noteworthy Assistants: Mike Krzyzewski, Don Devoe, Dave Bliss, Jim Crews, Mike


Davis


As the only head coach to ever have Mike Krzyzewski as an assistant coach (and a


player, for that matter), Bob Knight was already a mortal lock for a spot on this list.


But did you know he had four other assistants who each went on to win at least 300


games as a D-I head coach—two of whom won more than 500 games?


Most people only remember Dave Bliss as the head coach of Baylor involved in one of


the most outrageous scandals in the history of the game, but the man won 526 games


while rebuilding Oklahoma and SMU and turning New Mexico into anear-annual


tournament team.
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Mike Davis—who succeeded Knight as head coach of the Hoosiers—has averaged


nearly 20 wins per year over his past 16 seasons with Indiana, UAB and Texas


Southern.


We're still waiting on one of Knights proteges to hurl a chair across the court, though.


1. Larry Brown


~ o=~


Goaching Career: UCLA (1979-81), Kansas (1983-88), SMU (2012-16)


Noteworthy Assistants: John Calipari, Bill Self, Gregg Popovich, Mark Turgeon, Alvin


Gentry, Tim Jankovich
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But most of the branches are brand-new trunks.


John Calipari and Bill Self are two of the top coaches in the game today. Calipari is


already in the Naismith Flail of Fame, and the odds are in Self's favor to get there soon,


as he seeks a 13th consecutive Big t2 title in this upcoming season. Brown was also the


head coach for Mark 7urgeon's first season as an assistant, and Turgeon is well on his


way to more than 500 career wins.


Now add in Gregg Popovich, who was a volunteer assistant to Brown at Kansas during


the 1986-87 season before becoming afive-time NBA champion.


Each coach on this list has had at least one assistant go onto do great things, but that


quartet annihilates the top four of any other coach you can nominate.


The craziest part is that it all happened during his five-year stint in Lawrence. It's no


wonder the Jayhawks won a national championship and averaged 27 wins per season


during that time. They had the best collection of instructors imaginable.


Kerry Miller covers college basketball for Bleacher Report. You con follow him on


Twitter at @kerrancejames.


Sponsored Conten#
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DEFINITIONS


1. Academic and Membership Affairs. The NCAA department responsible for providing
interpretations of NCAA legislation and determining amateurism certification conditions.


2. Amateurism Certification Process. The collection of policies and procedures through
which the NCAA Eligibility Center determines the validity of the information on which the
amateur status of a prospective student-athlete is based and issues an amateurism
certification decision, pursuant to NCAA legislation.


3. Amateurism Certification Staff. Collectively, the unit of national office employees and
contractors responsible for reviewing amateur status of incoming Division I and II
prospective student-athletes.


4. Amateurism Certification Process Management Team. The director of amateurism
certification and select members of the amateurism certification staff whose responsibilities
include administration and oversight of the amateurism certification process.


5. Complex Case Review. A proactive approach to conducting the amateurism certification
process (based on data analysis, open-source research methods and development of source
information) designed to address issues that cannot be identified effectively through self-
reported information.


6. Committee for Legislative Relief. Membership group authorized to provide relief of the
legislation governing organized competition and the temporary certification period.
Divisions I and II are served by separate committees, each of which is comprised of
administrators from member institution within the respective divisions.


7. Council-Approved Review Process. Authority granted by the NCAA Division I Council to
allow national office staff to consider extenuating circumstances and exercise reasonable
discretion in evaluating certain cases where the prescribed analysis may result in an
inappropriate negative impact to a prospective or enrolled student-athlete.


8. Eligibility Center Registration System. The online system through which a prospective
student-athlete creates an account with the Eligibility Center and provides self-reported
information regarding his or her academic and athletics participation.


9. Institutional Request List (IRL). The list of prospective student-athletes for whom an
NCAA Division I or II institution is requesting a certification decision.


10. Internal Review Board. A committee of Eligibility Center staff members charged with
evaluating each complex case review for compliance with operational guidelines.
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11. Membership Portal. The online system through which a member institution can manage its
IRL, access information regarding the status and content of a prospective student-athlete's
account and view certification decisions.


12. NCAA Division I Amateurism Fact-Finding Committee. Membership group authorized
to establish the factual basis on which an amateurism certification will be evaluated if the
amateurism certification staff and involved institution are unable to agree on one or more
facts.


13. Operational Guidelines. The internal workflow and business practices for providing
consistent, efficient and effective amateurism certifications in accordance with policies and
procedures.


14. Prospective Student-Athlete. Any individual whose certification by the Eligibility Center
is required for athletics participation in at a NCAA Division I or II institution.


15. Student-Athlete Reinstatement Staff. The staff within academic and membership affairs
that determines the amateurism certification conditions) for reinstatement of eligibility.


16. Streamlined Review Process. Authority granted by the NCAA Division II Committee for
Legislative Relief to ensure equitable treatment to all prospective student-athletes who are
subject to conditions under the organized competition legislation and meet a specified
threshold reflecting limited competition.
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ADMINISTRATION OF THE
AMATEURISM CERTIFICATION PROCESS


1. Overview. Pursuant to NCAA Division I Bylaw 12.1.1.1 and NCAA Division II Bylaw
12.1.1.1, NCAA Divisions I and II institutions shall use the Eligibility Center to determine
the validity of the information on which the amateur status of a prospective student-athlete is
based. Eligibility Center management has designated the amateurism certification staff to
administer the amateurism certification process, which shall be governed by the policies and
procedures set forth herein as implemented through the operational guidelines of the
amateurism certification process.


2. Jurisdiction and Scope. The amateurism certification process administered by the Eligibility
Center shall certify compliance with NCAA amateurism and organized competition
legislation for all prospective student-athletes before initial full-time collegiate enrollment at
a Division I or II institution.


a. Timing. The certification is limited to the period before the prospective student-
athlete's request for final amateurism certification or the student's full-time enrollment
at a Division I or II institution (whichever occurs earlier). Where an amateurism
violation, or a collection ofclosely-related violations, occurred before the request for
final amateurism certification but continued beyond the request, the amateurism
certification staff will review the matter in its entirety, provided the violations)
concluded before the students initial enrollment at a member institution.


b. Transfer/Joint Jurisdiction. When the amateurism certification staff identifies
information that may indicate a violation beyond the scope of its jurisdiction, the staff
may transfer the review to enforcement or proceed with a joint review in accordance
with each department's respective policies and procedures.


Institutional Responsibility. If an institution receives information relevant to the evaluation
of a prospective student-athlete's pre-enrollment amateur status or otherwise has cause to
believe the student's pre-enrollment amateur status has been jeopardized, the institution is
responsible for promptly notifying the Eligibility Center of such information. In addition, an
institution is responsible for promptly reporting any discrepancies in the information on
which a student's amateurism certification is based to the Eligibility Center (per NCAA
Divisions I and II Bylaw 12.1.1.1.2.2).


4. Conflict of Interest Policy. A staff member shall avoid participating in any review where a
personal relationship or institutional affiliation reasonably may result in the appearance of
bias or prejudice. It is the staff member's responsibility to promptly notify their supervisor
upon identifying such a conflict. Further, a staff member is required to recuse themselves
from participating in a review if they believe participation may impair or compromise the
integrity of the process or the certification decision.
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5. Adherence to Policies and Procedures. National office staff, institutional staff, prospective
student-athletes and any representatives participating in the amateurism certification process
are required to participate in accordance with policies and procedures.


a. If any party believes a national office staff member has knowingly failed to comply
with policies and procedures in a manner that substantially impacted the review, the
party shall notify, in writing, the director of amateurism certification or the vice
president of the Eligibility Center, who shall endeavor to address the matter promptly
and appropriately.


b. If any party believes an institutional staff member has knowingly failed to comply with
policies and procedures in a manner that substantially impacted the review, the party
shall notify, in writing, the director of amateurism certification or the vice president of
the Eligibility Center, who shall conduct an initial inquiry and refer the matter to
enforcement as appropriate.


c. If any party believes a representative or other third party has knowingly failed to
comply with policies and procedures in a manner that substantially impacted the
review, the party shall notify, in writing, the director of amateurism certification or
the vice president of the Eligibility Center, who shall review the matter and take
appropriate action.


6. Third-Party Participation.


a. Institutional Staff Members.


(1) An institution may designate anon-coaching staff member to assist a prospective
student-athlete with the certification process; however, anon-coaching staff
member with sport-specific responsibilities may not assist a prospective student-
athlete in his own sport.


(2) An institutional coaching staff member may not assist a prospective student-
athlete with the certification process unless the coach's formal job responsibilities
include administration of the institution's compliance program and the
prospective student-athlete does not participate in the coach's sport.


(3) No institutional staff member shall advise, instruct or otherwise influence any
prospective student-athlete or other individual (e.g., outside team official) to
answer questions in any specific manner. Information indicating such activities
have occurred shall be referred to enforcement.
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b. Representatives.


(1) An institution may designate anon-staff representative to assist the institution
with the certification process by adding the individual to its list of Eligibility
Center contacts and providing the institution's NCAA organization ID to the
third-party representative. Each member institution is responsible for managing its
Eligibility Center contact list. Unless stated otherwise, all provisions applicable to
institutional staff members shall be applicable to the institution's representative
for purposes of the certification process.


(2) A prospective student-athlete may designate a representative for assistance with
the certification process by providing the student's Eligibility Center credentials
(i.e., email address and password) to that individual. Unless stated otherwise, all
provisions applicable to the student shall be applicable to the student's
representative for purposes of the certification process. A prospective student-
athlete's representative shall be authorized to participate in the process to the
same extent the student would be permitted to participate if the student were not
represented. A student's representative is not authorized to respond to staff
inquiries on the student's behalf.


(3) Any other individual or entity requested to provide information in conjunction
with an amateurism certification review may designate a representative who shall
be authorized to assist the individual to the extent of his or her own involvement
in the certification process only.
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CORE CERTIFICATION


1. Purpose. Core certification is a component of the amateurism certification process designed
to address issues that can generally be identified through self-reported information and
standard research protocols, including enrollment, prize money and participation history.


2. Selection for Core Certification. Prospective student-athletes may be selected for core
certification based on criteria established by the Eligibility Center before each certification
season. Triggers are intended only as a method for managing workflow and allocating
certification resources. Selection for manual review through core certification does not
necessarily indicate a violation has been identified.


3. Order and Assignment of Reviews. Cases shall be reviewed in the order they become
ready to process.


a. A case is ready to process when the prospective student-athlete is active on a current
IRL, has requested final amateurism certification and has no open amateurism-related
tasks pending.


b. An institution may request urgent review of any account that is ready to process.
Urgent requests may be submitted through the membership portal, and the staff will
generally review all account urgent requests within two business days. To ensure
reasonable service for all prospective student-athletes and member institutions, the
staff reserves the right to remove the urgent status from an account where an
institution has submitted excessive or inappropriate requests for urgent review.


c. Where resources permit, the staff may conduct preliminary review of prospective
student-athletes on a future IRL in the order of IRL activation and subsequent
response. The staff cannot commit to providing preliminary evaluations on request.


4. Case Processing. Requests for information or documentation needed to process a review will
be documented as tasks through the Eligibility Center website.


a. Email requests for information will be visible in the membership portal for all
institutions that have the prospective student-athlete on an active IRL.


b. Institutions will not be copied on email requests.
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COMPLEX CASE REVIEW


1. Purpose. Complex case review is a proactive component of the amateurism certification
process designed to address issues that cannot be identified effectively through self-reported
information. The fact-gathering process relies on data analysis, development of source
information and desktop research methods. In addition to providing amateurism
certifications, complex case review provides visibility to trends in the pre-enrollment
environment for the membership.


2. Selection for Complex Case Review. Prospective student-athletes may be selected for
complex case review based on criteria (triggers) established by the Eligibility Center before
each certification season. Triggers are intended only as a method for managing workflow and
allocating certification resources. Selection for complex case review does not indicate a
violation has been identified.


3. Case Processing. The complex case review process consists of two stages: assessment
and investigation.


a. Assessment. Once a prospective student-athlete has been selected for complex case
review, the amateurism certification staff conducts the assessment phase, which
involves desktop research. After the assessment, the staff will assess whether all
available information supports providing a final certification. With approval of an
associate director or director of amateurism certification, the staff may transfer a
review to the core certification team, request an institution conduct an institutionally-
managed review or present the review to the Internal Review Board, which may
authorize an investigatory review.


b. Internal Review Board. If information identified through the assessment stage
reasonably suggests an amateurism violation may have occurred, the information may
be presented to the Internal Review Board to determine:


(1) Whether sufficient information exists to believe an amateurism violation may
have occurred;


(2) Whether additional fact-gathering is likely to develop relevant information on
which a reasonable person can make such a determination; and


(3) Whether the scope of the potential violation warrants allocation of resources.


If any member of the Internal Review Board objects to proceeding with the review,
the review shall not proceed with an investigatory review.
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4. Conducting the Investigatory Review. The institution and staff shall endeavor to execute
the review plan in a timely manner and communicate promptly any circumstances that
necessitate a different course of action. Material changes to the review plan shall be
documented in writing; material changes requested by the staff shall be approved by the
supervisor with oversight for complex case review to ensure timely service given the nature
of the potential violations) and the circumstances of the review.
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METHODS AND STANDARDS


1. Information Standards. The amateurism certification staff shall consider all information
that is reasonably available and relevant to the amateurism certification process.


a. Relevant Information.


(1) Information is relevant if:


(a) It has any tendency to make a fact more or less probable than it would be
without the information; and


(b) The fact is of consequence in determining the facts of the certification
determination.


(2) Information relevant only to a potential interpretation, waiver or reinstatement
process is outside the scope of the amateurism certification process; therefore,
such information is not relevant to the amateurism certification process.


b. Excluding Relevant Information. Otherwise relevant information may be excluded if
its value is substantially outweighed by a danger of one or more of the following:
unfair prejudice, confusing the issues, undue delay, wasting time or needlessly
presenting cumulative information. The staff shall exercise appropriate discretion
when excluding information from the review and shall do so only with the approval of
the director of amateurism certification; any determination by staff to exclude
information from the review may be appealed to the chair of the Amateurism Fact-
Finding Committee.


c. Reliability of Assertions. Information regarding an individual's truthfulness or
untruthfulness may be relevant, particularly where the weight of the individual's
testimony or participation in the certification process is at issue. However, evidence
of truthfulness is relevant to a review only where the individual's truthfulness has
been attacked.


d. Evaluating Sources of Information. Information shall be evaluated in accordance with
the following:


(1) Tier One Information (may be used to establish a fact absent credible information
to the contrary).


(a) Contemporaneous documentation.


(b) Public records.
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(c) Documented assertions from a known source, including, but not limited to
audio/video, social media or interviews with traditional media, provided
contemporaneous to the issue being addressed.


(d) Assertions from a known source provided against the individual's own
interests.


(2) Tier Two Information (may be used to establish a fact in conjunction with an
independently-corroborating source absent credible information to the contrary).


(a) Registration or other self-reported information.


(b) Assertions provided in support of an individual's own interests (other than
contemporaneous accounts).


(c) Media reports.


(d) Data analysis.


(3) Tier Three Information (may be used as a potential lead but may not be used to
establish or corroborate a fact).


(a) Statements) from a confidential source.


(b) Social media postings) from an unknown source.


(4) Information not specifically identified above must be evaluated individually to
determine any inherent indicia of trustworthiness and tiered accordingly. Factors
to consider when evaluating the inherent trustworthiness of information shall
include the credibility of other information provided by the same source, timing
of the information, motivation and opportunity to provide misinformation, and the
extent to which the information aligns with other (independent) sources.


e. Authenticating Information. Information put forth in a review (e.g., document, social
media account) shall be presumed authentic.if it reasonably appears to be what it is
represented to be. If evidence of inauthenticity is produced to rebut that initial
presumption, the information shall be relied upon only if the authenticity of the
evidence can be reasonably corroborated.


2. Information Gathering. If the staff receives or develops information relevant to a
prospective student-athlete's amateurism certification, and that information is believed to be
reliable, the staff may seek additional facts to assess the veracity, or otherwise clarify such
information.


a. Approved Methods.


(1) The following methods may
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(a) Information submitted by or about the prospective student-athlete or any
party associated with a review through the Eligibility Center registration or
another process within the national office.


(b) Written communication with the prospective student-athlete, involved
institution or other individual who may have relevant information
associated with a review.


(c) Open-source research, including, but not limited to, traditional and social
media websites, subscription-based publications and services, and public
records.


(d) Telephonic or in-person interviews.


(e) Documents and records requests, including but not limited to contracts or
agreements, forms, computer records, financial records, tax records, legal
documents and telephone records.


(fl Review of publicly available information.


(g) Observation of public places or events.


(h) Research, including use of public records and subscription-based services.


(i) Analysis of information developed collectively through the amateurism
certification process.


(j) Information provided by NCAA member institutions.


(k) Communications between units within the Eligibility Center and other
departments within the NCAA national office.


(I) Communications from third-party sources, including confidential source
information and anonymous tips.


(2) The amateurism certification staff shall obtain written approval from the director
of amateurism certification before using any other methods of gathering
information.


b. Misrepresentation of Identity. A staff member shall accurately identify himself or
herself to any individual from whom the staff is seeking information in connection
with a review. Email communication shall be conducted using an ncaa.org email
address.


c. Information from Online Sources. The staff shall not use deception or other
unauthorized means to access any online system or account.
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(1) A staff member must use his or her real name in connection with any social media
account used to gather information for an amateurism certification.


(2) A staff member may request to "follow" or "friend" a prospective student-athlete
or other individual or entity to gather information related to an amateurism
certification, provided the staff member does not hide his or
her identity.


(3) A staff member may contact an individual through social media to facilitate
further communication by email, telephone or in-person meeting; however, such
communications shall be made through the social media service's private
messaging feature.


d. Requests for Information/Documentation. When requesting information or documents
that are reasonably within a prospective student-athlete's influence or control, the staff
may establish a reasonable deadline by which to respond. If the student does not
provide the requested information by such reasonable deadline or demonstrate good
faith efforts to obtain the requested information, the staff may decline to accept later
submissions regarding the matter in question, draw a reasonable inference from the
failure to submit the requested information or issue a decision of Not Certified for
Non-Response (NCNR).


3. Interviews. The amateurism certification staff may conduct an interview anytime the staff
determines, in its sole discretion, an interview may be an efficient or effective method for
conducting completing the certification. For example, interviews may be required in cases
involving language barriers, high-profile or elite athletes, review of multiple students
involved with the same individual or organization, third-party influence in the certification
process, receipt of conflicting or unreliable information and/or the potential for withholding
or other significant eligibility conditions.


a. Interviewing Methods. Interviews may be conducted by telephone or in person. All
circumstances shall be evaluated in determining the appropriate method for
conducting an interview. Requests for in-person interviews must be authorized by the
director of amateurism certification.


b. Scheduling Interviews. The staff and involved institution shall exercise reasonable
efforts to conduct interviews collaboratively when a prospective student-athlete,
institutional staff member or prospective student-athlete's family member is involved.
Circumstances that may preclude joint participation in an interview include, but are
not limited to, scheduling conflicts, interview with an individual is not within the
jurisdiction of any NCAA process, issues involving multiple prospective student-
athletes at more than one institution, interviews conducted for background information
on a matter ancillary to a particular prospective student-athlete's amateur status or
interviews conducted to validate previous information.
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c. Interview Locations. Interviews may be conducted at any location agreeable to all
participating parties (e.g., campus, hotel, public library).


d. Recorded Interviews. It is preferred but not required that interviews be recorded.


(1) Notification of Start and End of Recording. At the start of a recorded interview,
the staff member conducting the interview shall request confirmation, on the
record, that the interviewee understands the interview is being recorded and shall
obtain voice identification from all parties present for the interview. At the
completion of the interview, the staff member shall indicate the point at which the
recording has stopped.


(2) Maintaining an accurate record. The parties shall endeavor to maintain an
accurate record through the course of a recorded interview, which may include
identifying nonverbal communication, use of exhibits, passing notes, reading
from supplements or other assistance.


(3) Transcription of an Interview. Following a recorded interview, the staff member
may submit the recording for transcription depending on whether a transcript is
necessary for completing the review. If an interview is transcribed, all parties
who participate in the recorded interview may receive a copy of the interview
transcript through a secure web custodial after signing a confidentiality
agreement. If the interview is not being transcribed, all parties who participated
in the recorded interview may receive a copy of the interview recording through
a secure web custodial after signing a confidentiality agreement.


e. Non-recorded Interviews. If the interview subject objects to being recorded, the
recording device malfunctions, or the staff member conducting the interview believes
the use of a recording device would inhibit the conduct of the interview, the staff
member shall prepare a written summary documenting the substance of the interview
within 24 hours and attempt to obtain confirmation of its accuracy from the interview
subject. The interview subject will be permitted to make non-substantive corrections
to the memorandum before affirming its accuracy. If an interviewee wants to make
additions or corrections that materially alter the substance of the written summary, the
new information shall be treated as a separate interview. Information from a non-
recorded interview which was not affirmed by the interview subject may be
considered by the applicable fact-finding authority to the extent the information is
deemed reliable. A copy of the non-recorded interview summary shall be provided, on
request, to any individual who participated in the interview.
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f. Participants. There shall be no specific limit on the number of individuals who may
participate in an interview. However, to encourage candid discussion, minimize undue
stress for the interview subject and preserve confidentiality, all parties shall exercise
best efforts to limit attendance to those individuals who are actively participating in
the interview process. The staff reserves the right to place a reasonable limit on the
number and nature of individuals who are present for an interview.


(1) Presence of Institutional Staff or Institutional Representative. In any interview
of a prospective student-athlete who has enrolled at or signed a NLI with an
institution, a representative from that institution may participate in the interview.
If the staff will discuss information related solely to a prospective student-athlete
at another institution, and that information is not reasonably expected to affect
the student's eligibility at the representative's institution, the institutional
representative shall be excused from that portion of the interview.


(2) Presence of the Prospective Student Athlete's Parent, Legal Guardian or
Representative during the Interview. The prospective student-athlete's parent,
legal guardian or other representative may be present during the interview or
may participate remotely by telephone, videoconference or other available
technologies whenever practicable. However, the staff reserves the ability to
determine the order and timing of interviews if the parent or legal guardian will
also be interviewed. Further, the staff reserves the ability to deny participation of
any individual, including a parent or legal guardian, to protect the integrity of the
investigation, preserve confidentiality, enforce compliance with policies and
procedures and/or eliminate scheduling conflicts.


(3) Role of interview participants. The interview subject is expected to respond to
any questions reasonably related to the matters) or inquiry. Participants to the
interview shall not respond for the interview subject or otherwise interfere with
the interview process. Objections may be noted for the record but will not be
adjudicated during the interview. Any participant who unreasonably impedes the
conduct of the interview will be excused from participating.


g. Notice Requirements. The following notifications shall be provided, orally or in
writing, to a prospective student-athlete at the start of the interview or in advance of
the interview.


~2)


(1) Purpose. The purpose of the interview is to determine whether the prospective
student-athlete has knowledge of or has been involved in any violation of NCAA
amateurism or delayed-enrollment legislation.


Complete and Accurate Information. The prospective student-athlete has an
obligation to provide complete and accurate information; refusing to provide
information or providing false or misleading information may jeopardize the
prospective student-athlete's
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(3) Confidentiality. The information discussed during the interview is confidential
and shall not be discussed with others. Failure to maintain confidentiality may
jeopardize the prospective student-athlete's eligibility.


h. Joint Interviews. If the amateurism certification staff is conducting a joint interview
with another unit or department of the NCAA national office, the amateurism
certification staff shall comply with the policies and procedures set forth in this
section. However, the amateurism certification staff is not obligated or expected to
repeat information that has already been communicated to the interviewee during the
joint interview. For example, if the individual being interviewed was notified of his or
her ability to have representation, or the obligation to provide complete and accurate
information, an amateurism certification staff member who is participating in the joint
interview is not required to repeat those notices.


i. Notes Taken During an Interview. Any individual participating in an interview may
take notes of the interview. These notes constitute the personal impressions of the note
taker only and are not part of the case file. There is no obligation to disclose these
notes to any other party.
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RESOLUTION OF THE CERTIFICATION PROCESS


1. Standard of Review. After the fact-gathering process, the staff will evaluate available
information and develop a set of facts on which to base the certification. Where the record
contains conflicting or circumstantial information, the staff may determine the version of
events that is more likely than not for purposes of conducting its evaluation.


2. Developing a Review Summary. If the staff determines a violation may have occurred, the
staff will draft a review summary describing the staff's assessment of the certification and the
factual determinations on which the staff relied. The review summary will be posted to the
student's account for review in the membership portal.


a. Delayed Enrollment. If the staff determines a delayed enrollment violation may have
occurred, a certification decision will be posted based on the applicable legislative
condition (as amended by CARP guidelines).


b. Amateurism Violation. If the staff determines an amateurism violation may have
occurred, a Final Not Certified condition will be posted. A member institution may
request reinstatement by submitting a reinstatement request through RSRO.


3. Posting a Certification Decision. The amateurism certification staff will post one of the
following designations to reflect its assessment of the prospective student-athlete's
certification status:


a. Final Certified. The amateurism certification staff has completed its review, and the
prospective student-athlete is not subject to any amateurism certification conditions.


b. Final Certified with Conditions. The amateurism certification staff has completed its
review and determined the prospective student-athlete is subject to seasons charged or
a year in residence for organized competition.


c. Final Not Certified. The amateurism certification staff has completed its review and
determined the prospective student-athlete may have committed an amateurism
violation. A member institution may appeal the staff's application of the legislation by
submitting an interpretation request in RSRO or may submit a reinstatement request in
RSRO for review by the student-athlete reinstatement staff. [Note: This status shall
not be used to reflect seasons charged under the organized competition legislation,
even if the prospective student-athlete has no seasons of competition remaining after
application of the legislated condition].


d. Not Applicable. The amateurism certification staff has determined it is inappropriate
or unnecessary to provide a certification decision for one or both division(s).


Not Certified — No Response. (NCNR~. The amateurism certification staff is unable to
complete the certification because `~"_ _~_rr~_ ..__L,_ ~_ _____~___ __ _____~._, _.___ _r


information.
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4. Decision Inquiry Process. After a certification decision is posted, an institution may
appeal the staff's determination of facts by submitting a decision inquiry form, which
can be obtained by contacting Eligibility Center Customer Service.


a. The staff will only consider one decision inquiry form per institution for
each account.


b. The decision inquiry form must be submitted within 30 calendar days of the
certification decision; if an institution begins recruiting the prospective student-athlete
after a decision has been posted, the decision inquiry form must be submitted within
30 calendar days of the date on which the student was added to that institution's IRL.
Additional information submitted beyond 30 calendar days of the certification
decision (or new IRL activation) will be subject to the standard for reconsideration.


c. The staff will only consider factual disputes through the decision inquiry process. The
staff is not authorized to consider interpretive arguments, challenges to the expected
date of high school graduation or mitigation for the certification conditions.


d. Assertions put forth in the decision inquiry form must be accompanied by
contemporaneous supporting documentation or identify specific factual discrepancies
in the existing record.


e. Once a decision inquiry form is submitted (via upload through the membership
portal), the staff will review the new information and post a response on the student's
account, which will be visible in the membership portal.


f. The staff response will generally be available within 10 business days of the decision
inquiry form upload. However, new assertions or new documentation may necessitate
further inquiry before a response can be issued.
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5. Application of the Legislation. The amateurism certification staff will apply the legislation
to the facts of the review and issue a certification decision.


a. Interpretation Requests. An institution may appeal the staff's application of the
legislation by submitting an interpretation request in RSRO. The contents of the
prospective student-athlete's account will be available to academic and membership
affairs staff through Liferay, and the interpretation shall be based on information as
determined by the amateurism certification staff (i.e., reflected in the review summary
or DIF response) or as determined by the applicable fact-finding authority.


b. Interpretation Appeals. An institution may appeal an interpretation in accordance with
the established policies and procedures for the applicable division. Requests to appeal
an interpretation shall be submitted to the appropriate authority within the divisional
governance structure directly. The appeal shall be based on information as determined
by the amateurism certification staff (i.e., reflected in the review summary or DIF
response) or as determined by the applicable fact-finding authority.


6. Determination of Amateurism Certification Conditions.


a. Student-Athlete Reinstatement Requests. If a prospective student-athlete has been
certified as Final Not Certified, an institution may submit a reinstatement request in
RSRO for review by the student-athlete reinstatement staff. The contents of the
prospective student-athlete's account will be available to academic and membership
affairs staff through Liferay, and the certification conditions shall be based on
information as determined by the amateurism certification staff (i.e., reflected in the
review summary or DIF response) or as determined by the applicable fact-finding
authority.


b. Legislative Relief Waivers. If a prospective student-athlete has been certified with a
delayed enrollment condition, an institution may submit a legislative relief waiver
request in RSRO for review the academic and membership affairs staff. The contents
of the prospective student-athlete's account will be available to academic and
membership affairs staff through Liferay, and the certification conditions shall be
based on information as determined by the amateurism certification staff (i.e.,
reflected in the review summary or DIF response) or as determined by the applicable
fact-finding authority.


Waiver and Reinstatement Decision Appeals. An institution may appeal a waiver or
reinstatement decision in accordance with the established policies and procedures for
the applicable division. Requests to appeal a waiver or reinstatement decision shall be
submitted to the appropriate authority within the divisional governance structure
directly. The appeal shall be based on information as determined by the amateurism
certification staff (i.e., reflected in the review summary or DIF response) or as
determined by the applicable fact-finding authority.
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7. Reconsideration.


a. Standard for Reconsideration.


(1) Reconsideration may be granted on presentation of new information that meets
the following standard:


(a) Newly discovered;


(b) Relevant and non-repetitive; and


(c) Not reasonably available to any party involved in the review at the time of
initial certification decision for reconsideration to be appropriate. [Note:
efforts to gather additional information from known sources that were not
initiated during the certification. are specifically excluded from
reconsideration.]


(2) Any request for reconsideration must be accompanied by contemporaneous
documentation.


b. Requesting Reconsideration.


(1) All requests for reconsideration will be reviewed by the director of amateurism
certification or designee to determine whether the reconsideration standard has
been met.


(2) If reconsideration is authorized, the amateurism staff shall proceed with
validating the new information and investigating any factual matters that may be
affected by identification of the new information.


(3) If reconsideration is authorized, the prospective student-athlete's certification
decision will be changed to Pending Manual Review to reflect that the
certification process has not concluded.


c. Staff-Initiated Reconsideration.


(1) If the Eligibility Center receives information regarding activities that may have
occurred before the prospective student-athlete's request for amateurism
certification (or initial full-time enrollment at a Division I or II institution),
whichever occurred earlier, the staff may reopen an amateurism certification,
provided the information was not reported by the prospective student-athlete
previously or contradicts information reported by the student-athlete previously.


(2) All requests for staff-initiated reconsideration will be reviewed by the director of
amateurism certification or designee to determine whether the reconsideration
standard has been met.
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(3) If reconsideration is authorized, the prospective student-athlete's certification
decision will be changed to Pending Manual Review to reflect that the
certification process has not concluded.


(4) Unless requested by the institution where the prospective student-athlete has
enrolled or intends to enroll, or that institution's conference office, the staff will
not reopen a certification based on certification error (i.e., information on which
a potential violation is based was reported to the Eligibility Center before the
certification decision and was not disputed by the prospective student-athlete or
involved institution).
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MAINTENANCE AND RETENTION OF INFORMATION


1. Confidentiality of Information. The amateurism certification staff shall treat all reviews as
confidential. No staff member shall speak with the public, media or any uninvolved third
party about any amateurism certification review, unless approved by the director of
amateurism certification.


a. Public Announcements. The staff shall neither confirm nor deny the existence of a
review unless approved by the director of amateurism certification.


(1) Any public inquiries shall be directed to the director of amateurism certification,
who will facilitate an appropriate response in accordance with national office
and department policies.


(2) If an involved institution or prospective student-athlete, or a representative of
either, makes a public announcement regarding a matter under review, the
director of amateurism certification (or designee) may confirm information made
public and may address erroneous or incomplete information about matters made
public by the institution, prospective student-athlete or other involved individual.


(3) At any time, the national office may issue a press release or public comment
when deemed appropriate by the vice president of the Eligibility Center.


b. Confidentiality of Documents. Any documents prepared during a review (e.g.,
correspondence, transcripts, interview summaries) shall be treated as confidential,
shared within the national office for legitimate business purposes only, or distributed
as otherwise permitted in the amateurism certification policies and procedures.


c. Protection of Confidential Sources. To the extent permissible under law, the staff shall
protect the identity of any confidential source. If legal action requires the staff to
disclose the identity of a source, the NCAA will exercise every option to limit the
scope and audience of that disclosure.


2. Responsibility to Maintain a Case File. The staff shall maintain all relevant information
obtained during the review, including responses to written requests, recorded interviews,
interview summaries, interview transcripts and other relevant information. Information
pertaining to a review shall be maintained in the applicable case management system or other
designated location.


a. Items Specifically Excluded from the Case File. Personal notes, impressions,
confidential source information and internal communications are not considered part
of the case file.


Information Related to Multiple Reviews. Independent research, source information,
interview summaries (or transcript` -- -`'--- a----------̀ -̀ =--- ̀ '--` ----_. ---'-`- ̀ - --- ---
more reviews shall not be consider
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information is determined to reasonably relate to a particular review, at which time
such information shall be modified as reasonably necessary to maintain the privacy of
prospective student-athletes or other individuals whose circumstances are not related
directly to the current review.


c. Document Retention/Destruction. The staff shall follow the document retention policy
set forth by the NCAA national office. The staff shall not retain paper files associated
with a review after the review has concluded unless the information is relevant to a
future review or subject to a legal hold.


3. Communication and Sharing of Information.


a. Sharing Information. There may be instances when the staff has information that, if
shared immediately with the involved institution or prospective student-athlete, could
compromise the integrity of the review, even without malicious intent to do so. In
those instances, and after consulting with the director of amateurism certification, the
staff shall inform the involved institution or prospective student-athlete that the staff
has information it will not immediately share and share the information in a timely
manner after concluding that disclosure will not materially jeopardize the review.


b. Interview Recordings and Transcripts. Any individual, other than a national offtce
staff member, who wishes to record an interview, shall agree to a statement of
confidentiality. Such agreement may be written or recorded. Any refusal to maintain
confidentiality shall be noted on the record before the interview begins and the
individual shall be precluded from recording or receiving a transcription of the
interview. Such individual may be excluded from the interview at the staff s
discretion.


Communication with Member Institutions. The staff shall not share information with a
member institution regarding an amateurism certification review unless the involved
prospective student-athlete is active on the member institution's IRL. This policy does
not preclude staff from communicating information that has been sufficiently redacted
or aggregated to support the governance process or serve as a resource for the
amateurism certification process.


d. Communication with Coaching Staff Members. The staff may, at its discretion,
communicate information regarding a review with an institution's coaching staff
member unless the staff believes a coaching staff member's involvement or
knowledge of the information may jeopardize the integrity of the review. A coaching
staff member shall not participate in the conduct of an amateurism review, unless the
coach's official responsibilities include athletics compliance and the review does not
involve a prospective student-athlete in the coach's sport.
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4. Use of a Secure Website. The amateurism certification staff shall use a secure website in
instances where the staff, in its discretion, believes unrestricted distribution to be
inappropriate.


a. Identifvin~ sensitive information. The following types information will typically
warrant the use of a secure website:


(1) Information gathered from athird-party individual or entity without involvement
of the institution or prospective student-athlete.


(2) Contracts, agreements and compensation information provided by teammates of
international prospective student-athletes (e.g., former NCAA student-athletes
competing in club systems abroad).


(3) Contracts, agreements and compensation information provided by international
teams and federations.


(4) Interview transcripts and/or recordings from interviews conducted outside the
presence of an institutional representative.


(5) Summaries of unrecorded interview conducted outside the presence of an
institutional representative.


(6) Financial or medical records.


(7) Any information the amateurism certification staff is specifically requested to
transmit only through a secure website by the prospective student-athlete,
involved institution or information source.


b. Establishing a Secure Website. Amateurism staff shall take the following steps when
creating a secure website:


(1) Send the following documents to the institution or entity for which the custodial
website is being created:


(a) An email outlining the purpose and content of the website and directions
regarding use of the website; and


(b) The applicable web custodial agreement(s).


(2) Send access information to individuals entitled to access the custodial website
after receiving a signed web custodial agreement. An individual
who purports to be a representative of the prospective student-athlete, institution
or other authorized party shall be subject to confirmation
pursuant to third-party policies.
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c. Individuals Who Mav Access the Secure Website. The following individuals may be
provided access to the secure website upon written request and compliance with the
policies and procedures set forth in the section titled, "Establishing a Secure Website":


(1) The prospective student-athlete;


(2) The prospective student-athlete's parents or legal guardians, if the prospective
student-athlete is a minor or has authorized as a representative;


(3) Authorized staff members or representatives of the involved institution;


(4) Any individual or entity who is the source of the particular information; and


(5) Authorized representatives) of any individual or entity who is authorized to
access the secure website.
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OTHER CERTIFICATION CONSIDERATIONS


1. Non-certification Statuses. The staff will post one of the following designations to reflect
the status of a review before completion of the certification process:


a. Pending; Review. Certification is awaiting review by the amateurism certification staff.


b. Incomplete Web Entry. The prospective student-athlete has not completed the
registration process for one or more sports.


2. Amateurism Inconsistency Form. Any institution may submit an amateurism inconsistency
form at any time to report discrepancies or additional information pursuant to Bylaw
12.1.1.1.2.2. Information submitted after the certification has been issued will be evaluated
in accordance with the applicable reconsideration policy.


3. Expected Date of High School Graduation. If the amateurism certification staff requires a
prospective student-athlete's expected date of high school graduation to complete its review,
the staff shall request an official date from the academic certification staff. The amateurism
certification staff shall use the date provided by the academic certification staff for purposes
of conducting its amateurism certification.


a. Disagreement by Member Institution of Graduation Date Determination. Any
challenge to the accuracy or legitimacy of the expected date of high school graduation
shall be directed to the appropriate academic authority within the Eligibility Center.


b. Change in Graduation Date Determination. If a prospective student-athlete's expected
date of high school graduation changes after the amateurism certification decision has
been issued, the staff will reopen the certification and reevaluate based on the new
information, provided the student or institution did not previously submit a high
school graduation date disclaimer.


c. Unobtainable Documentation. In the extraordinarily rare circumstance where
documentation necessary to establish the expected date of high school graduation is
unobtainable, the prospective student-athlete or institution may submit a high school
graduation date disclaimer authorizing staff to issue a certification based on available
information (i.e., a preliminary graduation date or no graduation date). [Note: A high
school graduation date disclaimer may result in a Final Not
Certified decision.]
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4. Initial Full-Time Collegiate Enrollment.


a. Determining Initial Full-Time Collegiate Enrollment. When a prospective student-
athlete's initial full-time collegiate enrollment is relevant to the certification decision,
the amateurism certification staff shall request a matriculation letter from the involved
institution(s). Absent a conflict in documentation (e.g., two or more matriculation
letters reflect contradictory information), the staff should defer to the matriculation
letter for determining whether a prospective student-athlete has previously enrolled
full-time at a collegiate institution (and the initial date of such full-time enrollment).


b. Advisor pinion for International Enrollment. If the involved institutions) cannot
determine whether the prospective student-athlete's previous institution constitutes a
collegiate institution and/or cannot determine part-time and full-time enrollment, the
NCAA International Student Records Committee may provide an advisory opinion
regarding whether astudent-athlete enrolled in a minimum, full-time program of
studies in any quarter or semester of an academic year at an international institution.


5. Evaluating Receipt of Expenses from a Professional Team. During its teleconference on
December 12, 2014, the NCAA Division I Amateurism Cabinet instructed staff to require
contemporaneous documentation of asserted expenses in excess of nominal value,. to
determine whether the prospective student-athlete received benefits in excess of actual and
necessary expenses. Further, in the absence of contemporaneous documentation, the
Amateurism Cabinet authorized staff to apply a uniform standard, which would allow
prospective student-athletes to demonstrate presumptive compliance with the legislation
without compromising the consistency or predictability of the certification process.
Specifically, the Amateurism Cabinet authorized staff to use the average expenses for a
household in the locale as a standard for actual expenses where the prospective student-
athlete cannot document actual expenses through contemporaneous documentation. During
its June 2015 meeting, the Student-Athlete Experience Committee affirmed the use of
average household expenses in the locale of the professional team as a standardized
benchmark for actual and necessary expenses in the absence of contemporaneous
documentation of expenses.
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NCAA BYLAW 10.1 PROCEDURES -UNETHICAL CONDUCT


1. Definition of Unethical Conduct (NCAA Bylaw 10.1). Unethical conduct may include,
among other activities (as set forth in Bylaw 10.1), failure to provide complete and accurate
information to the NCAA, the Eligibility Center or an NCAA member institution's athletics
department regarding an individual's amateur status.


2. Notice Regarding Obligations under Bylaw 10.1.


a. Notice During Registration. A prospective student-athlete will be provided notice of
his or her obligation to provide complete and accurate information to the Eligibility
Center as part of the Eligibility Center's online registration process.


b. Notice Prior to Interview. A prospective student-athlete will be provided notice of his
obligation to provide complete and accurate information to the Eligibility Center prior
to any interview. Further, the prospective student-athlete will be notified that failure to
provide complete and accurate information may jeopardize his or her NCAA
eligibility.


3. Requesting a 10.1 Assessment during the Investigative Process. At any time during an
amateurism certification, the staff may require the involved institution to conduct a Bylaw
10.1 assessment with the prospective student-athlete. If the institution believes the
information being provided by the prospective student-athlete is complete and accurate, the
staff may require the institution to provide a written statement attesting to the completeness
and accuracy of the prospective student-athlete's answers, assertions and information.


4. Enforcement Action. If the staff believes there is institutional involvement in an unethical
conduct violation, or the staff believes an institution has failed to meet its obligation to self-
report an unethical conduct violation involving a prospective student-athlete, the amateurism
certification staff shall refer the matter to enforcement for review.


Last update: Apri12018
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P.O. Box 6222


Indianapolis, Indiana 46206


Telephone:317I917-6222


Shipping/Overnight Rddress:


1802 Alonzo Watford Sr. Drive


Indianapolis, Indiana 46202


wvuw.ncaa.org


September 19, 2019


VIA EMAIL


Mr. Jon Duncan
Vice President of Enforcement
P.O Box 6222
Indianapolis, Indiana 46206


RE: Infractions Cases Related to the Southern District of New York Investigations.


Dear Mr. Duncan:


The Chair of the Division I Committee on Infractions (COI), Greg Christopher,
designated me to address hearing procedural matters for infractions cases connected
to the basketball-related criminal matters in the U.S. District Court for the Southern
District of New York (SDNY). The enforcement staff has submitted one such case
to the COI for processing, and through normal docket management, I understand
more cases will follow in the coming months. Accordingly, I issue this master letter
to apply to all infractions cases connected to the SDNY litigation in order to better
manage these cases. This letter offers observations regarding the processing of
these cases in three areas: (1) inclusion and presentation of information for
resolution; (2) potential processing options for the COI; and (3) a short stay.


With respect to the first area, these cases must be presented in a manner in which
the COI can resolve them in a fair and efficient manner. Thus, the enforcement
staff should utilize stipulated facts where practicable.


If cases derive from potentially overlapping or related conduct and actors, the
enforcement staff is in the best position to identify those threads and ensure that the
resolution of any one case does not subsequently contradict others. In that way, the
order in which notices of allegations (NOAs) are issued may be important.


The enforcement staff should also ensure that case records are transparent and
manageable. Factual Information (FIs) should be well-organized. The purpose for
the items included in the record should be clear. This request applies to all FIs but
is particularly important for FIs imported pursuant to NCAA Bylaw 19.7.8.3.1.
Information utilizing the importation bylaw should be evidence from an appropriate
adjudication, which is relevant and material to the infractions case. Likewise, the
enforcement staff should be clear if its position is that a fact has been adjudicated
as final and determinative.
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With regard to the second area, the COI is considering strategic procedural options that best
position the COI to absorb cases and decide them in a fair and efficient manner. To meet this goal,
the COI may identify a subset of COI members to serve as a pool from which panels will be
generated pursuant to Bylaw 19.3.3. Preliminarily, that pool will consist of 14 members—a
number that balances the need for consistency in subject matter across panels while preserving the
COI's commitment to generated panels based on experience, diversity and a lack of conflicts of
interest. Further, a petition to refer a case or cases to the Independent Accountability Resolution
Process remains an option pursuant to Bylaw 19.11.3.


Finally, in order to allow the enforcement staff and parties to consider how to apply these
observations, the COI will not act on any SDNY-related cases until November 20, 2019. For the
currently issued NOA, all briefing deadlines are now stayed. The COI's preference is that no
NOAs will be issued during this time period. However, should the enforcement staff choose to
issue any NOAs, the COI will not act on them and all briefing deadlines will be stayed. After
November 20, 2019, I will assess the status of any NOAs before the COI and inform the parties of
next steps. Because this master letter applies across all SDNY-related cases, the enforcement staff
should provide it to all institutions and, where appropriate, potential parties and include it in the
case record.


If you have any questions or concerns, please contact Joel McGormley, managing director of the
Office of the Committees on Infractions, at 317-917-6774 or jmc ormle~cr,ncaa.or~ or Matt
Mikrut, director, at 317-917-6838 or mmikrut(a,ncaa.or~.


Sincerely,


~ ~


~~v


Dr. Carol Cartwright, President Emerita
Bowling Green and Kent State Universities
Chair designee
NCAA Division I Committee on Infractions


CC: mjm


cc: Selected NCAA Staff Members





